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Abstract

Robust earthquake source models provide key information for a wide range of applica-

tions in Earth Sciences, such as in global tectonics, natural hazards and tomographic stud-

ies. In this thesis, we study large magnitude earthquakes using the Earth’s normal modes,

which are standing waves resulting from the interference ofsurface waves travelling in op-

posite directions. We start by carrying out earthquake source validation tests for a recent

source inversion technique (SCARDEC), which shows a tendency for steeper fault dip

angles than those reported in the widely used Global CMT catalogue (GCMT), for large

magnitude (Mw ≥ 7.5) shallow thrust earthquakes. We show that SCARDEC source pa-

rameters explain normal mode data as well as GCMT, and that SCARDEC dip angles

explain body wave data similarly or slightly better than GCMT solutions. SCARDEC

dip angles also agree well with results from previous individual earthquake studies and

with geophysical subduction zone constraints, suggestingthat SCARDEC is a robust

technique for rapid source parameter determinations. A newMonte Carlo earthquake

source inversion method based on ultra low-frequency normal mode data (f < 1 mHz) is

then developed, providing an independent way to estimate bulk rupture source parameters

(rupture length and duration, magnitude, fault strike, dipand rake) of large magnitude

earthquakes. Realistic synthetic tests show the importance of accurately modelling lat-

eral heterogeneity, notably for rake angle, rupture lengthand duration determinations.

Moreover, application of the new technique to five real shallow subduction earthquakes

(Mw ≥ 8.5) of the past decade and a recent normal faulting, deep earthquake using a 3-D

Earth mantle model, show clearly the complementary role of the new approach to classical

earthquake source techniques, and the advantages of using normal mode data to study very

long-duration, slow-slip earthquake sources, such as the 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman

earthquake.
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spectra up to 4 mHz, calculated for theMw 8.5 Sumatra 2007 earthquake

with GCMT code 200709121110A, for GSN station PET. 48-hour data

spectra are in black, GCMT synthetics in red and SCARDEC synthetics in

green. PREM mode eigenfrequencies are shown in blue every two modes

for clarity. All the noisy parts of the spectra are discardedfrom the plots

and the misfit calculations. Station name, azimuth and epicentral distance

are shown in the left hand side from the top to the bottom. Amplitude

misfits for vertical and transverse components over the total number of

stations used (20 for the vertical and 13 for the transverse component)

are:m2
ampl.Z

= 0.38 andm2
ampl.T

= 0.52 for GCMT, andm2
ampl.Z

= 0.38

andm2
ampl.T

= 0.53 for SCARDEC, respectively. Real and imaginary

part FFT misfits are:m2
Re/ImZ

= 0.90,m2
Re/ImT

= 1.03 for GCMT and

m2
Re/ImZ

= 0.93,m2
Re/ImT

= 1.06, for SCARDEC. Focal mechanisms of

the two different source models are shown as beach balls on top. . . . . . 55

3.5 Amplitude (left) and Re/Im (right) misfit plots between data and GCMT

synthetics (red), and data and SCARDEC synthetics (green) for the earth-

quakes (Mw ≥ 7.8) where GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC

dip angle intervals. In cases where not enough data were available (fewer

than ten stations) no misfits were calculated (i.e., for the transverse com-

ponent of the Kuril 1995, Minahassa 1996, New Zealand 2009 and N.

Sumatra 2010 earthquakes). The SCARDEC amplitude and Re/Immis-

fits are on average 6–9% larger than GCMT for vertical (LHZ) component

data. For transverse (LHT) component data, SCARDEC and GCMTmis-

fits are very similar. Earthquakes are plotted in ascendingMw order and

their names are written in different colours according to the data used in

the GCMT catalogue (blue for body and mantle waves, orange for body,

mantle and surface waves, purple for mantle waves). . . . . . . .. . . . 56
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3.6 Illustrative examples of body wave displacement comparisons for theMw

8.4 Peru 2001 (GCMT code: 062301E) earthquake in vertical (top, P-

waves) and transverse (bottom, SH-waves) components. Dataare shown

in black, SCARDEC synthetics in green and SCARDEC synthetics with

the GCMT dip angle, in magenta. SCARDEC waveform misfits for verti-

cal and transverse components over the total number of stations used (16

for the vertical and 15 for the transverse component) are:m2
Z = 0.22 and

m2
T = 0.16 for SCARDEC dip angle, andm2

Z = 0.30 andm2
T = 0.23 for

GCMT dip angle, respectively. Focal mechanisms of the two different

source models are shown as beach balls on the right hand side.. . . . . . 59

3.7 Waveform misfits between body wave data and SCARDEC synthetics

(green diamonds), and between data and SCARDEC synthetics with the

GCMT dip (magenta stars) for all the earthquakes studied. The use of

GCMT dip angles yields mean misfit values about 5% larger thanSCARDEC

for vertical and transverse component data. Earthquakes are plotted in as-

cendingMw order and their names are written in different colours accord-

ing to the data used in the GCMT inversions (blue for body and mantle

waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple formantle waves). 60

3.8 Dip angle comparisons between GCMT (red diamonds) and SCARDEC

(green diamonds, including uncertainties) for earthquakes where GCMT

dip angles lay outside of the SCARDEC dip angle intervals. Dip angles

obtained from individual earthquake studies published in the literature

(blue squares), W-phase inversions (cyan stars) and the Slab1.0 subduc-

tion zone model (Hayeset al., 2012, orange circles) are also shown, where

available. Slab1.0 dip angles correspond to the GCMT locations (latitude

and longitude). Slab1.0 depths may differ compared to GCMT depths,

with Peru 2007 earthquake having the largest difference (20.8 km). The

mean absolute difference is 6.6 km and the median is 5.0 km. Earthquakes

are plotted in ascendingMw order and their names are written in differ-

ent colour according to the data used by GCMT (blue for body and mantle

waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple formantle waves). 62
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3.9 Body-wave (left) and surface-wave (right) comparisonsfor theMw=8.3

Hokkaido 2003 earthquake for the vertical component of ANTOstation.

Data (black) and: (i) SCARDEC synthetics convolved with a triangu-

lar source time function (red) and (ii) SCARDEC synthetics convolved

with the station’s relative source time function obtained from SCARDEC

(green). The SCARDEC source duration is 72 s. The dominant periods

of the waveforms plotted from the top to the bottom are 30 s, 50s, 70 s,

90 s and 150 s, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

3.10 Comparison between SCARDEC average source time functions (green)

with rupture durations estimated from individual earthquake studies (blue

vertical lines; see main text). For reference, we also show triangular/boxcar

source time functions with rupture duration estimated froma constant

stress drop scaling relation, as used by the GCMT catalogue (red), for

the 34 subduction earthquakes considered in this Chapter. GCMT source

time functions are represented as boxcar functions for earthquakes that

occurred before 2004. After the 1st of January 2004 the GCMT source

time function is assumed to be triangular (Ekströmet al., 2012). Zero

time corresponds to the PDE time of each earthquake. Earthquake names,

GCMT magnitudes and codes are shown on top of each plot. Threecases

of classical tsunami earthquakes are identified (Mw 7.5 N. Peru 1996 –

022196B,Mw 7.7 Java 2006 – 200607170819A,Mw 7.8 S. Sumatra 2010

– 201010251442A) by SCARDEC, having smoother and longer source

time functions than expected from their moment magnitude. .. . . . . . 71

4.1 Simple flowchart showing the structure of the new algorithm developed

in this Chapter for normal mode earthquake source inversions. The first

part of the algorithm carries out all the necessary processing, while the

second part is doing the grid search and determines the optimal model.

The filtering of and spectra calculations of singlets is followed by the

calculation of the phases of the singlets as explained in section 4.4. . . . . 79
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4.2 (a): A global map showing locations of three sites in different latitudes

(north hemisphere, equator, south hemisphere) where line faults with three

different orientations are used to generate finite source synthetic data for

the experiments presented in section 4.4. Stars in zoom-in maps show

locations of three point sources superimposed to build finite source syn-

thetic data with the rupture propagating over 240 km in length towards

east (1), southeast (2) and south (3). (b): Earthquake mechanisms of point

sources that are used to build synthetic data. (c): Moment rate function

of finite synthetic data with a total duration of 100 s. Each ofthe three

point sources is represented as a Gaussian function of 50 s induration,

rupturing every 25 s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

4.3 Maps showing centroid locations (blue stars), fault mechanisms, stations’

distribution used in the synthetic tests (left), source models and spatio-

temporal characteristics (right) used to build the synthetic data for the

point and finite source inversion tests. Four earthquakes indifferent tec-

tonic settings are tested: (a) a thrust earthquake based on the model of

Tsaiet al. (2005) for theMw 9.3, 2004 Sumatra earthquake, (b) a strike-

slip earthquake for theMw 8.1, 1998 Antarctic plate earthquake, based

on the GCMT source model (rupture model by Nettleset al.(1999)), (c) a

normal earthquake based on the GCMT source model of theMw 8.1, 2007

Kuril earthquake (rupture model based on the model of Layet al.(2009)),

(d) a thrust earthquake based on the model of Delouiset al. (2010) for the

Mw 8.8 2010 Chile earthquake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

4.4 The effect of uncertainties in the Earth’s model as observed on acceler-

ation amplitude spectra of0S2 spheroidal mode singlets and0S0 radial

mode. Synthetic data built using SAW12D model (black) are shown in

comparison with input model synthetics using PREM (red) forthe four

earthquakes tested (thrust 1: Sumatra 2004, strike-slip: Antarctic plate

1998, normal: Kuril 2007, thrust 2: Chile 2010). Different earthquakes

are plotted column by column. Note the frequency shift observed, espe-

cially at 0S0
2 and0S

±1
2 singlets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
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4.5 480-hr acceleration amplitude spectra and phase of selected spheroidal

multiplets excitation kernels (0S2, 0S3, 0S0) for the artificial 2004 Suma-

tra earthquake, based on the model of Tsaiet al. (2005), observed at TLY

station at epicentral distance of 45.8o and azimuth of 9.2o. Kernels are

presented for the SAW12D Earth model (blue) and PREM (red). All cal-

culations are carried out using HOPT. Rotation, ellipticity and gravity cor-

rections are taken into account in the calculations. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 92

4.6 The effect of adding white noise in synthetic data to theoretical acceler-

ation amplitude spectra of0S2 spheroidal mode singlets and0S0 radial

mode at station CTAO for the four earthquakes tested (thrust1: Suma-

tra 2004, strike-slip: Antarctic plate 1998, normal: Kuril2007, thrust 2:

Chile 2010). Different earthquakes are plotted column by column. Syn-

thetic data with white noise added (black), are shown in comparison with

synthetic data without noise added (red). The Earth’s modelused in both

cases is SAW12D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93

4.7 Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2004 Sumatra earth-

quake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% am-

plitude and 3% FFT) for the finite source model of Tsaiet al. (2005) as

the input model (φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ = 107o, Mw = 9.31, Tr =

545 s,L = 1140 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic

data and the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of

0S2, 0S3, 0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and

acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond

to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than thelowest mis-

fit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution. 96

4.8 Same as in Figure 4.7, but white noise is added to the synthetic data. . . . 97

4.9 Same as in Figure 4.7, but PREM excitation kernels are used in the inversion. 98
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4.10 Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the ex-

periments of Figure 4.7 (green), Figure 4.8 (blue) and Figure 4.9 (ma-

genta). Normalized frequency plots are shown at the bottom.The black

dashed lines correspond to the input model (φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ =

107o,Mw = 9.31). Green, blue and magenta dashed lines correspond to

optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard

deviation (σ) values are also shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99

4.11 Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial2004 Sumatra earth-

quake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% am-

plitude and 3% FFT) for the finite source model of Tsaiet al. (2005) as

the input model (φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ = 107o, Mw = 9.31, Tr =

545 s,L = 1140 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic

data and the excitation kernels. White noise is added to synthetic data:

(a) 480-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S
−2
2 , 0S

−1
2 , 0S

0
2 , 0S

1
2 , 0S

2
2 ,

0S
−1
3 , 0S

1
3 , 0S

0
0 singlets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and

acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond

to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than thelowest mis-

fit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution. 101

4.12 Same as in Figure 4.11, but without white noise added to synthetic data,

while PREM excitation kernels are used in the inversion. . . .. . . . . . 104

4.13 Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the ex-

periments of Figure 4.11 (blue) and Figure 4.12 (magenta). Normalized

frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines corre-

spond to the input model (φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ = 107o, Mw = 9.31,

Tr = 545 s,L = 1140 km). Blue and magenta dashed lines correspond to

optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard

deviation (σ) values are also shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
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4.14 Optimal source parameters obtained from point source inversions versus

true source prarameters for the four artificial earthquakestested (thrust

1: Sumatra 2004, strike-slip: Antarctic plate 1998, normal: Kuril 2007,

thrust 2: Chile 2010) using the FFT misfit function (1st column), the am-

plitude misfit (2nd column), the phase misfit (3rd column) and a combina-

tion of the amplitude and FFT (97% amplitude, 3%FFT) misfit functions

(4th column). Synthetic data are built using SAW12D Earth model.Dif-

ferent symbols are associated to different scenarios. Plussigns correspond

to excitation kernels built using SAW12D, crosses correspond to synthetic

data with white noise added and excitation kernels built using SAW12D,

triangles correspond to excitation kernels built using PREM and diamonds

correspond to synthetic data with white noise added and excitation kernels

built using PREM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

4.15 Same as in Figure 4.14, but for finite source inversions.Results are shown

for FFT (1st column), amplitude (2nd column), phase (3rd column) and

a combination of the amplitude and FFT (97% amplitude, 3%FFT) misfit

functions (4th column). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109

5.1 144-hr acceleration amplitude data (black) and GCMT (red) spectra ob-

served at BFO station for the six earthquakes analysed in this Chapter: (a)

2004 Sumatra-Andaman, (b) 2005 Nias, (c) 2007 Bengkulu, (d)2011 To-

hoku, (e) 2013 Okhotsk Sea, (f) 2010 Chile. Degenerate spheroidal mode

eigenfrequencies are plotted in blue for reference. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 120

5.2 Singlets separation for0S2 and0S3 multiplets obtained from 480-hr ac-

celeration spectra for the 26 December 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman

earthquake, recorded at CTAO station (black). Finite source model syn-

thetics obtained from the singlets inversion described in subsection 5.4.1.1

are also shown (red) for reference. Top panel shows acceleration am-

plitude spectra, middle and bottom panels show real and imaginary FFT

parts, respectively. Blue dashed lines indicate singlets’eigenfrequencies

with respect to Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and SAW12D Earth model. . . 124
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5.3 Global maps showing the GCMT locations (stars) and beachballs of the

six earthquakes analysed in this Chapter: (a) 2004 Sumatra-Andaman, (b)

2005 Nias, (c) 2007 Bengkulu, (d) 2011 Tohoku, (e) 2013 Okhotsk Sea,

(f) 2010 Chile. Stations used in the point source inversionsare plotted as

red squares and those used in the finite source inversions areplotted as

cyan triangles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125

5.4 Map showing the tectonic setting of the 2004, 2005 and 2007 Sumatra

earthquakes. Red stars indicate the centroid locations of the mainshocks.

Red beachballs correspond to their GCMT source models. Red circles

show the seismicity (Mw ≥ 5.5 in entire GCMT catalogue) of the study

area. White dashed lines indicate approximately the rupture areas of his-

toric earthquakes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126

5.5 Results from a point source inversion for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman

earthquake. The SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build excitation

kernels for the centroid location of Tsaiet al. (2005): (a) 240-hr optimal

fit amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 mul-

tiplets; (b) optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range

of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond tosource models

yielding misfit values not exceeding the minimum misfit valueby more

than 1%); (d) misfit function evolution as a function of the number of

models generated in the parameter search. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 129

5.6 Results from a finite source inversion for the 2004 Sumatra earthquake.

SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the excitation kernels: (a)480-hr

optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S
±2
2 , 0S

0
2 , 0S

±3
3 , 0S0 singlets with re-

spect to the PDE location, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c)optimal and

acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond

to source models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest

misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evo-

lution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
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5.7 Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models produced by the Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.5 (point source in-

version; green dots) and Figure 5.6 (finite source inversion; blue dots)

for the great 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. The normalised his-

tograms in the bottom row show the distribution of the inversion results

(their meanµ and standard deviationσ values are also shown). Black

and red dashed vertical lines correspond to the optimal source parameters

obtained from point and finite source inversions, respectively. . . . . . . . 133

5.8 Map showing the tectonic setting of the 2011 Tohoku and the 2013 Okhotsk

Sea earthquakes. Red stars indicate the centroid locationsof the main-

shocks. Red beachballs correspond to their GCMT source models. Red

circles show the seismicity (Mw ≥ 5.5 in entire the GCMT catalogue)

of the study area. White dotted lines indicate approximately the rupture

areas of historic earthquakes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .138

5.9 Results from a point source inversion for the 2011 Tohokuearthquake.

The SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation kernels

for the GCMT centroid location: (a) 240-hr optimal fit amplitude spec-

tra of 0S2, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 multiplets; (b) optimal

source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parame-

ters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit

values not exceeding the lowest misfit value by more than 1%);(d) misfit

function evolution as a function of the number of models generated in the

parameter search. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141

5.10 Results from a finite source inversion for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.

The SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation kernels

for the PDE location: (a) 480-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of 0S
±1
2 ,

0S
±2
2 , 0S

±1
3 , 0S

±2
3 , 0S

±3
3 , 0S0 singlets; (b) optimal source mechanism;

(c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable param-

eters correspond to source models yielding misfit values notexceeding

the lowest misfit value by more than 1%); (d) misfit function evolution as

a function of the number of models generated in the parametersearch. . . 142
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5.11 Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models produced by the Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.9 (point source in-

version; green dots) and Figure 5.10 (finite source inversion; blue dots)

for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. The normalised histograms in the bot-

tom row show the distribution of the inversion results (their meanµ and

standard deviationσ values are also shown). Black and red dashed verti-

cal lines correspond to the optimal source parameters obtained from point

and finite source inversions, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 143

5.12 Results from a point source inversion for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earth-

quake. The SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation

kernels for the GCMT centroid location: (a) 48-hr optimal fitamplitude

spectra of0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 0T5-1S3-2S2-3S1, 0T3, 0T4 multiplets;

(b) optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range of source

parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding

misfit values not exceeding the lowest misfit value by more than 1%); (d)

misfit function evolution as a function of the number of models generated

in the parameter search. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146

5.13 Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models produced by the Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.12 forthe 2013

Okhotsk Sea earthquake. The normalised histograms in the bottom row

show the distribution of the inversion results (their meanµ and standard

deviationσ values are also shown). Black dashed vertical lines corre-

spond to the optimal source parameters obtained from the point source

inversion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147

5.14 Map showing the tectonic setting of the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake.

Red star indicates the centroid location of the mainshock. Red beachball

corresponds to its GCMT source model. Red circles show the seismicity

(Mw ≥ 5.5 in entire GCMT catalogue) of the study area. Black dotted

lines indicate approximately the rupture areas of historicearthquakes. . . 148
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5.15 Results from a point source inversion for the 2010 Maule, Chile earth-

quake. The SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation

kernels for the GCMT centroid location: (a) 240-hr optimal fit ampli-

tude spectra of0S2, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 multiplets; (b)

optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable rangeof source

parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding

misfit values not exceeding the minimum misfit value by more than 1%);

(d) misfit function evolution as a function of the number of models gener-

ated in the parameter search. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

5.16 Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models produced by the Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.15 forthe 2010

Maule, Chile earthquake. The normalised histograms in the bottom row

show the distribution of the inversion results (their meanµ and standard

deviationσ values are also shown). Black dashed vertical lines corre-

spond to the optimal source parameters obtained from the point source

inversion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151

5.17 Comparisons of source parameters determined in this study (black aster-

isks – point source, magenta asterisks – finite source) with GCMT (red

circles), SCARDEC (green triangles), W-phase (orange circles) and other

source models published in the literature (blue squares). Error bars show

source parameter uncertainties determined in this study. .. . . . . . . . . 153
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B.1 Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 1998 Antarctic plate

strike slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT mis-

fits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) using the GCMT location and fault ge-

ometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and rupturelength of

240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettleset al. (1999), as the in-

put model (φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L =

240 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic data and the

excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra

of 0S2, 0S3 and 0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) op-

timal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters

correspond to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the

lowest misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d)misfit func-

tion evolution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181

B.2 Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the ex-

periment of Figure B.1. Normalized frequency plots are shown at the

bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model(φ =

281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to

optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard

deviation (σ) values are also shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182
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B.3 Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 1998 Antarctic plate

strike slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT mis-

fits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) using the GCMT location and fault ge-

ometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and rupturelength of

240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettleset al. (1999), as the input

model (φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240

km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic data and the ex-

citation kernels. White noise is also added to synthetic data: (a) 480-hr

optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets,

(b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source

parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding

misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the op-

timal source model), (d) misfit function evolution. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 183

B.4 Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neigh-

bourhood Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the ex-

periment of Figure B.3. Normalized frequency plots are shown at the

bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model(φ =

281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to

optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard

deviation (σ) values are also shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184
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B.5 Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 1998 Antarctic plate

strike slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT mis-

fits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) using the GCMT location and fault ge-

ometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and rupturelength of

240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettleset al. (1999), as the input

model (φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240

km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic data and PREM

for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude

spectra of0S2, 0S3 and 0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism,

(c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable param-

eters correspond to source models yielding misfit values not1% larger

than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) mis-

fit function evolution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Instrumental observations of seismic motions with wave periods ranging from less than a

second to 54 minutes provide useful information about earthquake source processes, the

physical properties of the Earth’s interior and the site effects associated with the struc-

tural complexity in the vicinity of seismic stations. Over the past decades there has been

much progress in seismological research to address these issues. For example, sophisti-

cated algorithms are now available to determine earthquakesource parameters (e.g., lo-

cation, magnitude, mechanism) in near real time. In addition, high-resolution images of

the Earth’s deep interior built using seismic tomography are increasingly available. Accu-

rate earthquake source models are key for improved Earth’s tomography studies and for

a better understanding of active tectonics and of natural hazards (e.g., earthquake cycle,

tsunamis). Moreover, robust kinematic characterisationsof earthquakes provide useful

information for further detailed studies of the physics of earthquakes, from the dynamic

modelling of earthquake ruptures to understanding earthquake statistical properties, stress

transfer and scaling laws. However, often there are large discrepancies between kinematic

source models produced by different authors for a given earthquake, suggesting large un-

certainties, and showing that there remains much scope for thorough validation tests of

source models. Moreover, it is important to further explorethe full spectra of seismic

data, including the lowest wave frequencies, for a completecharacterisation of seismic

sources.



2 Introduction

1.1 Global earthquakes

Tectonic earthquakes occur in faults, which are surfaces onthe Earth where one block

slides with respect to the other. The two blocks are initially locked as friction prevents the

two sides from slipping. When the accumulated strain overcomes the friction that holds

the two blocks together, the fault slips with the simultaneous release of elastic waves,

resulting in an earthquake. This theory known as elastic rebound theory was proposed by

Reid (1910) after the 1906M 7.8 San Fransisco earthquake on the San Andreas fault.

The global seismicity map in Figure 1.1 clearly shows that the distribution of earth-

quake epicentres is non-uniform and highly concentrated onplate boundaries. Most of

the events occur around the Pacific margin and the Alpine-Himalayan belt (thrust earth-

quakes), with many others along midocean ridges and intraplate events (strike-slip, normal

earthquakes). The depth distribution of subduction zone earthquakes is well established

by the so-called Wadati-Bennioff zones. Often, in subduction zones shallow depth thrust

earthquakes occur down to depths of around 40 km with fault dip angles shallower than

30o. Intermediate-depth events occur at depths of 70–300 km anddeep events can occur

deeper than 300 km, down to 700 km, with dip angles becoming successively steeper as

the oceanic plate sinks into the mantle (e.g. Lay and Wallace, 1995).

Figure 1.1: Global seismicity (Mw ≥ 6.0) according to the Global Centroid Moment Tensor
(GCMT) catalogue for the past 20 years. Red circles show GCMTepicentres and green lines
show plate boundaries.

Based on the elastic rebound theory, four different periodsof the so-called seismic
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cycle can be defined. During the interseismic period, strainis accumulated on the fault

with no slip or some aseismic creep possibly taking place. The preseismic phase immedi-

ately before the mainshock often involves foreshock activity. The mainshock defines the

coseismic phase, where motion on the fault takes place, and,finally, the postseismic phase

is typically characterised by the occurrence of aftershocks accompanied by deformation

due to afterslip (Pollitzet al., 2008) and/or viscoelastic or poroelastic relaxation (Hergert

and Heidbach, 2006).

The seismic cycle can last thousands of years, with the interseismic stage being the

most difficult to study for long recurrence time earthquakesbecause of the lack of in-

strumental observations prior to the 20th century. However, there are cases where it has

been successfully observed, such as in the Sumatra and SouthAmerica subduction zones

using geodetic data (e.g. Chliehet al., 2004; Prawirodirdjoet al., 2010). Indeed, recent

advances in geodetic measurements, such as GPS and InSAR, have been key to study the

interseismic and postseismic phases of various earthquakes, such as of the 23 June 2001

Mw 8.4 Peru earthquake (Melbourne and Webb, 2002; Hergert and Heidbach, 2006; Biggs

et al., 2009) and the 25 September 2003Mw 8.3 Hokkaido earthquake (Miyazakiet al.,

2004). The coseismic phase of large magnitude earthquakes can involve a wide range of

extreme rupture behaviours, from recently discovered silent slip events, such as the 1999

Cascadia event of aseismic slip over a 50 km by 300 km area, a rupture equivalent to an

earthquake of moment magnitude 6.7 (Dragertet al., 2001), to supershear rupture, where

the rupture propagates with a rupture velocity higher than the shear wave speed, such as

for the 17 August 1999Mw 7.5 Izmit earthquake (Bouchonet al., 2002). Moreover, some

subduction zone earthquakes, such as the 2 September 1992Mw 7.6 Nicaragua and the

2 June 1994Mw 7.8 Java events (Polet and Kanamori, 2000; Abercrombieet al., 2001)

have been associated with anomalously large tsunami excitation as a consequence of a low

ratio of seismic radiated energy to seismic moment. A slow slip component in the rup-

ture of very large magnitude earthquakes (Mw > 9.0) has been observed for the great 22

May 1960Mw 9.5 Chile earthquake (Kanamori and Cipar, 1974; Kanamori and Anderson,

1975a; Cifuentes and Silver, 1989) and the 26 December 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman

earthquake (Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005), yielding anomalously long source

durations. As a consequence, it can be difficult to detect thetotal seismic moment released
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by such earthquakes using standard source inversion techniques based on seismic data in a

relatively narrow frequency range (Tsaiet al., 2005). In contrast, the 11 March 2011Mw

9.1 Tohoku earthquake was characterised by a compact rupture length and duration with

respect to its magnitude (Politzet al., 2011b; Simonset al., 2011). In addition, the latter

event and the 27 February 2010Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile earthquake have been characterised

by a frequency-dependent rupture behaviour, with short-period and long-period radiation

arising from different regions in the megathrust (Koperet al., 2011; Kiser and Ishii, 2011,

2012).

The past decade has been marked by the occurrence of many great earthquakes (Mw ≥

8.5) i.e., from the 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, and two subsequent thrust

and a strike slip earthquake (followed within two hours by aMw 8.2 strike slip event)

in the same area, to the 2010Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile and the 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku earth-

quakes. Some of these earthquakes highlighted the diverse and sometimes surprising

character of earthquake rupture, such as the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman which involved a

slow slip component observed from low-frequency seismic data (e.g. Parket al., 2005).

One of the most striking examples is also the unexpected for its magnitude, 2011Mw 9.1

Tohoku earthquake (Hayes, 2011). Body wave inversions showed radiation from up-dip

(Ammonet al., 2011), while back-projection studies indicated short-period radiation from

down-dip (Koperet al., 2011). Furthermore, geodetic studies indicated that slipwas ob-

served further off-shore but with significant slip close to the trench (Simonset al., 2011).

Discrepancies often observed in different studies highlight rupture complexities that need

to be further investigated as they have profound consequences for our understanding of

earthquake physics and seismic hazard.

1.2 Seismological observation of earthquakes: which data?

It has been over a century since the first instrumental observation of a teleseismic event

occurring in Japan in 1889, by Von Rebeur-Paschwitz in Germany, which marked the

beginning of a new era in observational seismology. A few years later, in 1903, the In-

ternational Association of Seismology was founded at a conference in Strasburg in order

to build the first database of seismic recordings. The first systematic catalogue of earth-

quakes was released in 1918 (ISS, International Seismological Summary) and in 1964 it
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was replaced by the International Seismological Centre (ISC) bulletin (Villaseñoret al.,

1997).

Technological progress enabled the design and construction of several types of seis-

mographs, with many analogue instruments being deployed globally since 1950. This

motivated the community for a unified global seismograph network, which was estab-

lished in 1964 (World-Wide Standard Seismograph Network).The WWSSN consisted of

120 analogue three-component seismographs which operatedfor approximately 20 years.

In the 1980s there was an effort to replace the old analogue seismographs with new digi-

tal broadband instruments. Meanwhile, other global networks, such as the French GEO-

SCOPE, have been developed and included in the unified current Global Seismograph

Network (GSN) shown in Figure 1.2. The importance of the GSN is highlighted by a

significant amount of pioneering seismic source studies based on their recordings (e.g.

Dziewonskiet al., 1981; Kikuchi and Kanamori, 1982; Kanamori and Rivera, 2008; Ek-

ström et al., 2012), seismic tomography studies (e.g. Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981;

Ritsemaet al., 1999) and other seismic observations (e.g. Kanamori, 1993; Masters and

Widmer, 1995).

Figure 1.2: A global map showing the distribution of the current seismicstations included in the
GSN network. Figure downloaded from IRIS (http://www.iris.edu/hq/programs/
gsn).

The primary GSN data used in earthquake source studies are records from stations
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at teleseismic distances from the earthquake (e.g., distances of 30–90o), where direct

(P, SV, SH) and surface reflected (pP, sP, sS) body wave phases can be well observed

and modelled for earthquakes ofMw > 5.5 (e.g. Kikuchi and Kanamori, 1982; Vallée

et al., 2011). Figure 1.3 shows typical three-component seismograms, withP body waves

arriving first, followed byS body waves. Surface wave (Rayleigh and Love) arrivals can

be easily identified in the seismograms roughly 30 minutes after the earthquake’s origin

time. Rayleigh waves (R) are the result of constructive interference ofP andSV waves

and are observed on vertical and longitudinal component records. Love waves (L) result

from the interference ofSH waves, trapped close to the surface, and are observed on

transverse component data.

Figure 1.3: An example of three-component seismograms (LHZ: vertical,LHL: longitudinal,
LHT: transverse) from the GSN showing ground displacement after the 11 April 2012Mw 8.6
Sumatra strike-slip earthquake recorded at BFO station at an epicentral distance of 85o and az-
imuth of 318o. Body waves (P, SV, SH) as well as Rayleigh (R) and Love (L) surface wave
arrivals are shown in the seismograms.

Another type of seismic data are the Earth’s normal modes or free oscillations, which

are standing waves resulting from the constructive interference of opposite direction trav-

elling long-period surface waves (Figure 1.4). The theoretical description of the Earth’s

normal modes was presented by Poisson (1829). Lamb (1882) calculated for the first time

analytically theoretical normal mode eigenfrequencies based on simple models, whereas

eigenfrequencies of normal modes for more realistic Earth models have only been com-

puted almost a century later (Pekeris and Jarosch, 1958; Takeuchi, 1959; Backus and

Gilbert, 1961). Although recordings of body and surface waves were available from the

early 1920s, normal mode observations have not been reported until the 1960s. The first
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unambiguous observation of normal modes was reported by Benioff et al.(1961) after the

22 May 1960Mw 9.5 Chile earthquake. With the subsequent development of the GSN

and of very broadband seismometers (e.g., STS-1, STS-2, KS-54000), many more new

observations have been possible (see, e.g., Figure 1.4), including recent observations of

the Earth’s hum (Webb, 2007; Kurrle and Widmer-Schnidrig, 2008; Brominski and Ger-

stoft, 2009), which is a nearly constant signal around 10 mHz, observed in the absence of

large earthquakes. At the same time, new theoretical developments and increased com-

putational power allowed more realistic calculations of normal mode eigenfrequencies

and eigenfunctions, and their observations (e.g. Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978; Masters

et al., 1982, 1983; Masters and Widmer, 1995; Zürnet al., 2000; Tanimoto, 2001; Rosat

et al., 2003; Daviset al., 2005). All these efforts led to great contributions to studies

of the structure of the Earth’s deep interior, notably to Earth’s density studies due to the

unique sensitivity of normal modes to density structure (e.g. Dziewonski and Anderson,

1981; Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998; Ritsemaet al., 1999; Mégnin and Romanowicz,

2000). Normal modes have been also observed using non-seismological instruments, such

as, with superconducting gravimeters and tiltmeters (e.g.Courtieret al., 2000; Widmer-

Schnidrig, 2003; Ferreiraet al., 2006; Braitenberget al., 2006), and, recently with a ring

laser system that is sensitive to rotational ground motions(Igel et al., 2011).

The Earth’s normal modes play an important role in source studies of very large

magnitude earthquakes (Mw > 8.0), providing useful constraints on the fault geome-

try, the magnitude and on source directivity (e.g. Abe, 1970; Ben-Menahemet al., 1972;

Kanamori and Cipar, 1974; Kedaret al., 1994; Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005;

Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007; Tanimotoet al., 2012; Okalet al., 2012). However, because

of very long and continuous time-series needed for their observations, their use in source

studies has been somewhat limited compared to body and surface waves. Hence, the full

potential of free oscillation data for earthquake source studies has not been fully exam-

ined yet. This thesis addresses this issue by investigatingthe use of normal mode data

in independent tests of earthquake source parameters and insource inversions for simple

finite source models of great earthquakes.
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Figure 1.4: Observed vertical component spectra of 240 hours of free oscillations in the 0–1 mHz
frequency band recorded at CAN (Canberra, Australia) station for the 26 December 2004Mw 9.3
Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. Spheroidal and toroidal surface patterns are also shown for some
of the gravest free oscillations in the spectra. Figure taken by Parket al. (2005).

1.3 Determination of earthquake source parameters

1.3.1 Early studies

Since the beginning of the observational era in seismology many different ways have been

used to measure the size of an earthquake. Early studies usedthe body wave (mb) and

Rayleigh surface wave (MS) magnitudes, based on short (∼1 s) and long period (∼20

s) observations of body and surface waves, respectively. However, Aki (1967) showed

that the body wave magnitude saturates after an earthquake of M ∼ 6 and the surface

magnitude saturates after an earthquake ofM ∼ 8, underestimating the earthquakes’

energy. This limitation was addressed by the introduction of the seismic moment by

Aki (1966), which is directly related to the energy radiatedfrom a double couple seismic

source. Kanamori (1977) introduced the moment magnitude (Mw) as a unified earthquake

magnitude measurement, compatible with other magnitude types, like the surface wave

magnitude, until it saturates (MS 8.2).
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Gilbert (1970) introduced the concept of the seismic momenttensor, which is a math-

ematical representation of the equivalent body force of a seismic source. Its nine compo-

nents are the nine force couples which involve the seismic moment and the mechanism of

the source, described by the fault’s strike (φ), dip (δ) and rake (λ). Gilbert (1970) showed

that the moment tensor is linearly related to the normal modeground motions that are

generated by an earthquake, bringing a new perspective to source parameter determina-

tions whereby normal mode data can be relatively easily inverted for earthquake source

parameters (Gilbert, 1973). Langston and Helmberger (1975) extended the theory to body

waves excited by shallow earthquakes, by deriving expressions for ground displacements

recorded at teleseismic distances. Dziewonskiet al. (1981) introduced the concept of the

centroid moment tensor, whereby the seismic source is described by a centroid in space

and time which minimises the first spatial and temporal moments of the moment rate dis-

tribution ṁ(t, x) (stress glut rate, in Backus and Mulcahy, 1976). Hence, the centroid

location represents an average point source location which, in contrast with the hypocen-

ter which is associated with the rupture initiation point, being often derived from onset

times of high-frequency body waves. The study of Dziewonskiet al. (1981) initiated a

systematic effort for the routine determination of source parameters of global and regional

earthquakes with magnitudesMw ≥ 5.5 (Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983), which led

to the very successful and widely used Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT) project

(Ekströmet al., 2012). Modifications of this technique have been carried byEkström

(1989) and Arvidsson and Ekström (1998) to extend the analysis to even lower magnitude

earthquakes (Mw ≥ 4.5).

1.3.2 Existing global earthquake catalogues

The systematic observation of earthquakes through the deployment of regional and global

seismograph networks and the routine calculation of earthquake source parameters (spatio-

temporal location and moment tensor), led to the determination of thousands of source

models. Today there are several catalogues either global, such as the ISC catalogue
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(http://www.isc.ac.uk/) which reports locations of global earthquakes, or re-

gional catalogues such as the seismic catalogue of the European-Mediterranean Seismo-

logical Centre (EMSC,http://www.emsc-csem.org). In this section we shall dis-

cuss some of the major global earthquake source catalogues,which will be used in this

thesis.

One of the most widely used earthquake catalogues is the Global Centroid Moment

Tensor (GCMT) catalogue. From 1982 to 2006 the project was operated at Harvard Uni-

versity, known as the Harvard CMT Project. Since 2006 the project is operated by the

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University,being now known as the

Global CMT project (GCMT), with more than 25,000 moment tensor solutions for earth-

quakes withMw ≥ 4.5 since 1976 (http://www.globalcmt.org/). In addition,

the United States Geological Survey (USGS) routinely reports PDE (Preliminary Deter-

mination of Epicenters) earthquake locations, as well as Centroid Moment Tensor source

models (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/). The Earthquake

Research Institute (ERI) at University of Tokyo also carries out its own CMT analysis

(http://www.eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng/), using similar techniques to those de-

veloped by the GCMT project (Kawakatsu, 1995). The data usedin the CMT approach

are typically three-component body waves with wave periodsin the band 40–150 s for low

magnitude earthquakes (Mw ≤ 5.5), while body (T∼ 40–150 s), surface (T∼ 50–150 s)

and long-period mantle wave data (T∼ 125–350 s) are used for earthquakes withMw ∼

5.5–7.0. For large magnitude earthquakes (Mw > 7.0), the filtering is shifted to longer

periods, thus, for example for earthquakes withMw > 8.0 mantle waves with periods∼

450–200 s are used in the inversions (Ekströmet al., 2012). Normal mode summation

is used in the modelling, whereby the seismic moment tensor is obtained from a linear

inversion of the data using a least-squares algorithm. Oncethere is an initial estimate

of the moment tensor, the least-squares algorithm proceedsin an iterative way allowing

small perturbations with respect to the spatial-temporal location parameters and updating

the moment tensor in each iteration, until a good agreement between the observed and

synthetic seismograms is achieved. In its current version,the GCMT technique uses the

SH8/U4L8 3-D Earth model (Dziewonski and Woodward, 1992) inthe modelling.

The identification of the W seismic phase, a very long-periodphase (100–1000 s) first
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recognised after the 2 September 1992Mw 7.6 Nicaragua earthquake (Kanamori, 1993),

has further contributed to ongoing efforts for accurate andfast determinations of earth-

quake source parameters. The W phase has a fast group velocity (4.5–9.0 km/s), being

observed betweenP andS wave arrivals, and long before seismic surface waves. Hence,

it is a data type very well suited for rapid source model inversions soon after an earth-

quake’s occurrence. Furthermore, its very long wavelength(∼ 1200 km) is well adapted

to source inversions of large magnitude earthquakes, in terms of far-field source spectra

characteristics (corner frequency) and fault area dimensions that control the potential for

significant tsunami excitation (Kanamori, 1972). The W-phase technique has some simi-

larities to the Centroid Moment Tensor method (Dziewonskiet al., 1981; Dziewonski and

Woodhouse, 1983), being usually referred to as the WCMT method, since the determined

parameters are the six components of the moment tensor and four centroid location pa-

rameters (origin time, depth, latitude, longitude). However, significant differences include

the data type, the time window and the algorithm used to determine the source models. In

the first stage, a preliminary W-phase magnitude is estimated. The second stage provides

a first solution based on the PDE location and, finally, duringthe third stage, a grid search

for the final centroid moment tensor is carried out (for details, see Duputelet al., 2012b,a).

The 1-D Earth model PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) is used in the modelling;

however, the use of such simplified 1-D Earth structure is nota significant drawback of

the method, since most of the W-phase propagation takes place in the relatively homo-

geneous lower mantle. The systematic determination of WCMTsource models for large

earthquakes (Mw ≥ 6.5) in the 1990–2010 period, led to the recently developed W-phase

global catalogue (http://wphase.unistra.fr/) based on the W-phase technique

(Duputelet al., 2012b). The technique is also routinely implemented by theUSGS.

Recently, a new catalogue of source models based on long-period body waves (0.005–

0.03 Hz) has been produced. It includes source parameters for significant earthquakes

(Mw > 6.5) since 1993 and for earthquakes withMw ≥ 5.4 since 2011. Source models

are obtained using the SCARDEC method (Valléeet al., 2011), which is now an au-

tomated technique for the routine determination of earthquake source parameters (fault

strike, dip, rake,Mw, depth and source time functions; seehttp://geoazur.oca.

eu/SCARDEC). The SCARDEC method uses only body waves (P , PcP , PP , SH ScS)
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including all the reflected and refracted seismic phases in the crust recorded at teleseismic

distances (30–90o). Thus, the SCARDEC method only needs approximately 30-minute

time-series after the earthquake’s origin, in contrast with the GCMT method, which needs

much longer time-series including the slower surface waves. Hence, the SCARDEC tech-

nique could potentially be useful for applications requiring fast source models, notably

for ocean-wide tsunami alert purposes. The source durationis first estimated by using the

directP wave high-frequency signal (1–2 Hz) on the vertical component at teleseismic

distances (Lomax, 2005; Niet al., 2005). A deconvolution approach is then used to esti-

mate the source parameters. A relative source time functiondescribing the rupture’s time

history is obtained at each station that is used in the modelling, which is very useful to

identify complexities in the earthquake source process as well as to identify slow tsunami

earthquakes which have a source process anomalously long and smooth compared to that

expected for their magnitude (Kanamori, 1972). A limitation of the SCARDEC method is

that it relies on simplified forward modelling using ray theory and the 1-D IASP91 Earth

model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991).

It is well known that earthquakes occur on faults which have finite dimensions; hence,

the earthquake point source models discussed so far may be limited. While the simplic-

ity of the point source approximation is attractive and the modelling of small to moderate

earthquakes (Mw ∼ 5) as point sources in the far field (at distances of several wavelengths

from the source) using data with wave periods much longer than the source’s duration

may be sufficient, for larger earthquakes the point source model is generally more lim-

ited (e.g., Tsaiet al., 2005; Valléeet al., 2011). The SCARDEC catalogue reports point

source parameters along with earthquake source time functions, which reflect finite source

characteristics (e.g., rupture directivity). This goes beyond the approach followed by the

GCMT which determines the source half duration using a scaling law with respect to the

seismic moment, and WCMT which determines the centroid timeshift as an estimate of

the source duration (Duputelet al., 2013).

1.4 Some current challenges

With over 30 years of high quality digital seismic recordings and rapidly growing com-

puting power, seismology has greatly progressed in the pastdecades. High resolution 3-D
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tomographic models (e.g. Ritsemaet al., 1999), purely numerical seismic waveform for-

ward modelling tools (Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002a,b) and many advances in fast and

robust source model determinations using seismic data (e.g. Kanamori and Rivera, 2008;

Vallée et al., 2011; Duputelet al., 2012b) are just a few of the recent achievements in

seismology.

Nevertheless, objective validation tests, such as earthquake source blind tests (Mai

et al., 2007, 2010) as well as resolution and error analyses (e.g.,Ferreira and Wood-

house, 2006; Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010; Ferreira et al., 2011) of existing source

model techniques are much needed. Indeed, source models fora given earthquake ob-

tained by different authors may show large discrepancies, which need to be understood for

meaningful applications of the models. In addition, existing methods use different inver-

sion techniques, such as, least-squares inversions (e.g. Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981;

Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983; Ekströmet al., 2012) which depend on the starting

model, or global search techniques over a parameter space using different optimisation

schemes, such as, simulated annealing (Hartzell and Liu, 1995), genetic algorithms (Zhou

et al., 1995) or the Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999a) used for example in

SCARDEC technique (Valléeet al., 2011). However, despite the various methods for the

determination of earthquake source parameters, realisticestimation of uncertainties is still

not a routine process, apart from a few exceptions (e.g. Valléeet al., 2011).

As discussed previously, while body and surface waves have been extensively used

in earthquake source studies, normal mode data have received less attention. However,

various studies e.g. of the 2004 Sumatra-AndamanMw 9.3 earthquake (Parket al., 2005;

Stein and Okal, 2005; Tsaiet al., 2005) have highlighted the importance of using normal

modes to study large magnitude (Mw > 8.0) seismic sources (Tanimotoet al., 2012),

notably to characterise their magnitudes. Moreover, successful determinations of bulk

rupture characteristics by using the gravest free oscillations (0–1 mHz, Lambotteet al.,

2006, 2007) further validated results obtained using different seismic data types as well

as geodetic observations (e.g. Tsaiet al., 2005; Ishiiet al., 2005; Walkeret al., 2005).

Ultra low-frequency normal modes (0–1 mHz) being closer to the static deformation limit

than to any other seismic data, have the potential to help bridging the gap between geode-

tic (e.g., Delouiset al., 2010) and traditional seismic data (e.g., Ekströmet al., 2012)
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estimates.

1.5 Motivation and Thesis outline

The goal of this thesis is to study the source parameters of large magnitude earthquakes

(Mw ≥ 7.5) which often occur in subduction zones, are characterised by complex rupture

and can excite significant tsunamis which cause serious damage and fatalities. A specific

kind of seismic data, the Earth’s normal modes, which are standing waves produced by

the constructive interference of long-period surface waves, was extremely well recorded

by very broadband seismometers after the occurrence of the giant 26 December 2004

Sumatra-Andaman earthquake and enabled for the first time the observation that standard

and routine techniques, such as the Global Centroid Moment Tensor technique (GCMT),

underestimated the earthquake’s magnitude as a result of slow slip (e.g., Parket al., 2005;

Stein and Okal, 2005). This observation motivated a number of low-frequency normal

mode studies which either focused on the spatio-temporal characterisation of seismic

sources (e.g., Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007), or to the identification of afterslip (e.g., Tani-

motoet al., 2012; Okalet al., 2012). However, the full potential of low-frequency normal

mode data for earthquake source studies is not entirely explored yet.

In the first part of the thesis, independent and comprehensive validation tests of a new

fully automated body wave technique, called SCARDEC (Vall´eeet al., 2011), are carried

out using normal mode data as a forward modelling tool in order to assess its overall

robustness. The use of body wave data further enabled the assessment of the SCARDEC

dip angles which are systematically found steeper in comparison with a standard and well

accepted technique, such as the GCMT. Moreover, other constraints such as the global

subduction zone model Slab1.0 (Hayeset al., 2012) were used to validate our findings.

In the second part of the thesis, a novel normal mode inversion technique for the simul-

taneous determination of source parameters (strike, dip, rake,Mw) and spatio-temporal

characteristics (rupture duration and length) of unilateral rupture earthquakes was devel-

oped in order to examine the resolution of ultra low-frequency (0–1 mHz) normal mode

data for earthquake source characterisations. The technique uses the Neighbourhood Al-

gorithm (Sambridge, 1999a) as an optimisation scheme, which enables the systematic
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calculation of source parameter uncertainties and the identification of tradeoffs. Exten-

sive synthetic tests were carried out showing that the technique is robust and can be used

in real earthquake applications, which validated previousresults on theMw 9.3, 2004

Sumatra-Andaman earthquake (e.g., Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005; Tsaiet al.,

2005; Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007) and offered the first finite source model for theMw

9.1, 2011 Tohoku earthquake, obtained from ultra low-frequency normal mode data, sug-

gesting that the Earth’s free oscillations are a complementary data set for robust source

characterisations of large magnitude earthquakes.

Chapter 2 covers theoretical aspects of the forward modelling methods underpinning

this thesis. Normal mode theory for 1-D and 3-D Earth models as well as the spectral

element method are briefly presented.

In Chapter 3 a broad earthquake source model validation testis carried out using

results from the SCARDEC earthquake source catalogue. Twenty-two thrust subduction

zone, shallow earthquakes (Mw ≥ 7.5) with substantial differences between SCARDEC

dip angles and dip angles in existing earthquake cataloguesare examined in detail.

Chapter 4 presents the theoretical basis, numerical implementation and synthetic tests

of a new normal mode grid search technique for the simultaneous determination of earth-

quake source parameters and bulk spatio-temporal rupture characteristics of large magni-

tude (Mw > 8.0) unilateral rupture earthquakes. Four artificial earthquakes based on real

earthquakes are used to extensively test the robustness of the technique.

In Chapter 5 we present new source models for six global earthquakes obtained by

applying the technique presented in Chapter 4 to real data. Specifically, we study the

Sumatra-Andaman earthquake (26 December 2004,Mw 9.3), the Nias, Sumatra earth-

quake (28 March 2005,Mw 8.6), the Bengkulu, Sumatra earthquake (12 September 2007,

Mw 8.5), the Tohoku earthquake (11 March 2011,Mw 9.1), the recent Okhotsk Sea earth-

quake (24 May 2013,Mw 8.3) and the Maule, Chile earthquake (27 February 2010,Mw

8.8).

Finally, in Chapter 6 we discuss and summarise the main points and key findings of

this thesis, and outline possible future work.





Chapter 2

Forward modelling of normal mode,

body and surface waves: Theoretical

background

2.1 Summary

This Chapter gives a brief presentation of the theoretical basis of the forward modelling

methods used in this thesis. We start by discussing the basics of normal mode theory

for a Spherical, Non-Rotating, Elastic, Isotropic (SNREI)Earth model. We discuss both

classical methods for the calculation of theoretical seismograms such as normal mode

summation techniques, as well as more recent purely numerical methods, notably the

Spectral Element Method (SEM).

Starting from a SNREI Earth model, we then consider the case where perturbations

are added due to the Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D mantle structure using a Higher

Order Perturbation Theory (HOPT) approach. Specifically, we use the HOPT package de-

veloped by Lognonné (1991); Clévédé and Lognonné (2003) to calculate realistic normal

mode spectra and we examine by forward modelling the importance of the mode cou-

pling scheme (self-coupling versus full-coupling) for ultra long-period normal modes in

the frequency range of 0–1.3 mHz. Even though we only find minor differences between

these coupling schemes for the data considered, a full coupling scheme is favoured for

completeness.
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Furthermore, we examine the effect of lateral heterogeneity on theoretical normal

mode spectra. We calculate a set of theoretical spectra taking into account the Earth’s

rotation and ellipticity, for the 1-D PREM model, and a set ofsynthetic spectra where

Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D mantle structure aretaken into account, notably using

the mantle model SAW12D (Li and Romanowicz, 1996). As expected, we do not ob-

serve a strong effect of the lateral heterogeneity on the ultra low-frequency normal mode

amplitude spectra, but the phase spectra can show some important effects.

2.2 Normal modes of the Earth

As briefly explained in Chapter 1, the normal modes of the Earth can be considered as a su-

perposition of long-period body waves and surface waves that travel in opposite directions

in the Earth. An example referring to surface waves is given in Figure 2.1. Their construc-

tive interference generates standing waves, which correspond to the normal modes of the

Earth.

Figure 2.1: Minor and major-arc surface waves that circle the Earth and athree-component seis-
mogram, filtered between 350 s and 150 s, with the seismic wavearrivals for theMw = 8.0 Peru
2007 earthquake. The source is represented as an explosion and the station Flin Flon, Canada
(FFC) as a house.RN andGN refer to Rayleigh and Love surface waves, respectively.N=1 cor-
responds to minor-arc path,N=2 corresponds to major-arc path andN=3 involves one great-circle
path followed by a minor-arc.

Here, we give a brief introduction to normal mode theory. Full details can be found,

e.g., in Woodhouse (e.g., 1996); Dahlen and Tromp (e.g., 1998); Stein and Wysession

(e.g., 2003); Lay and Wallace (e.g., 1995); Aki and Richards(e.g., 2002).

In order to represent a seismic source we introduce a body force distributionF . The

equation of motion can then be written:

(H + ρo∂2t )u = F , (2.1)
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whereρo is the initial density,∂t denotes the partial differentiation with respect to time,

H is a integro-differential operator involving elastic and gravitational effects andu is

the elastic displacement field. Taking the Fourier transform of the homogeneous (F=0)

equation 2.1 ((H − ρoω2)ū = 0) and for a given Earth model, we represent the solution

in terms of eigenfrequenciesωk and eigenfunctionssk, satisfying:

Hsk = ρoω2
ksk , (2.2)

wherek = 1, 2, ...,∞. The general solution of the form:

u(x, t) = eiωktsk(x). (2.3)

satisfies then the homogeneous (F=0) equation 2.1. These are called normal modes or

free oscillations of the Earth. Since the eigenfunctions that are associated to different

eigenfrequencies are orthogonal (e.g., Dahlen and Tromp, 1998), the displacement field

u(x, t) solution of the equation 2.1 can be expressed as a superposition of eigenfunctions,

whereak is the attenuation constant of thekth eigenfunction:

u(x, t) =
∑

k

ak(t)sk(x) . (2.4)

In spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) the displacement field of a SNREI Earth can be ex-

pressed in terms of three radial eigenfunctionsnUl, nVl andnWl and a set of fully nor-

malized spherical harmonicsY m
l (Edmonds, 1960):

Y m
l (θ, φ) = (−1)m

[
(2l + 1)(l −m)!

4π(l +m)!

]1/2
Pm
l (cosθ)eimφ , (2.5)

wherePm
l (x) are the associated Legendre functions,l is the angular order andm is the

azimuthal order. Following Gilbert and Dziewonski (1975) and Woodhouse and Girnius

(1982) we can write the displacement field as:

u(r) =n Ul(r)Y
m
l (θ, φ)r̂ +n Vl(r)∇1Y

m
l (θ, φ)−n Wl(r)r̂ ×∇1Y

m
l (θ, φ) , (2.6)

where∇1 is the tangential gradient operator on a unit sphere.
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For a SNREI Earth model the eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions are calculated by

solving equation 2.2 subject to the corresponding boundaryconditions. In general, we can

identify four different kinds of conditions. First, we consider the free surface. This can

be the outer surface of the solid Earth and the ocean floor, where the traction vanishes.

Second, we consider a solid-solid interface such as the boundary between the upper and

lower mantle at 670 km depth, where no slip is allowed upon theinterface. Third, we can

consider a fluid-solid boundary such as the inner-core boundary or the core-mantle bound-

ary, where only tangential slip is allowed. Fourth, the gravitational potential vanishes at

infinity. In a similar manner, eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions can be calculated for a

spherical, non-rotating, anelastic and isotropic Earth model (SNRAI). A detailed analysis

can be found, e.g., in Dahlen and Tromp (1998).

There are two different types of normal modes, the spheroidal modes resulting from

the constructive interference of Rayleigh surface waves and the coupling betweenP and

SV body waves, and the toroidal modes including Love surface waves andSH body

waves. In the case of a SNREI Earth we use a standard notationnSl for the spheroidal

modes andnTl for the toroidal modes. Each mode is described by its radial order or

overtone numbern and the angular orderl. The radial ordern=0 corresponds to the

fundamental mode branch, and alln ≥ 1 are the overtones. The radial order represents the

number of nodes in the radial direction, while the angular order represents the number of

nodes at the Earth’s surface (see Figure 2.2). In a rotating Earth each mode (or multiplet)

splits into2l + 1 singlets, which are described by the azimuthal orderm which ranges in

−l ≤ m ≤ l. Hence, each singlet has its own eigenfrequencynω
m
l .

Following Gilbert and Dziewonski (1975), Stein and Geller (1977) and Woodhouse

and Girnius (1982), the displacement that corresponds to spheroidal modes only is de-

scribed by equation 2.7 as a particular case of equation 2.6:

uS(r, θ, φ) =
∑
n

∑
l

l∑
m=−l

nA
m
l [nUl(r)R

m
l (θ, φ) +n Vl(r)S

m
l (θ, φ)]einω

m
l t

Rm
l = (Y m

l , 0, 0)

Sm
l =

(
0,

∂Y m
l (θ,φ)
∂θ , 1

sinθ
∂Y m

l (θ,φ)
∂φ

)
,

(2.7)

wherenA
m
l is the excitation amplitude of each mode, depending on the seismic source.

Rm
l andSm

l are surface eigenfunctions in spherical coordinates. The spheroidal modes
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include both radial and horizontal displacement and they can be observed in vertical,

longitudinal and transverse components. In case where there is only radial displacement

(l=0) this subgroup of spheroidal modes is called radial modes.

The toroidal modes include only horizontal displacement and they can be recorded in

the transverse component. However, in a rotating Earth, toroidal modes can be observed

in vertical component data too, because of spheroidal-toroidal Coriolis coupling (e.g.,

Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998; Zürnet al., 2000; Dahlen and Tromp, 1998; Rogister,

2003). The splitting and coupling of normal modes will be briefly described in section

2.5.2. Similarly to equation 2.7, the toroidal modes displacement for a SNREI Earth

model is expressed by:

uT (r, θ, φ) =
∑
n

∑
l

l∑
m=−l

nA
m
l nWl(r)T

m
l (θ, φ)einω

m
l t

Tm
l =

(
0, 1

sinθ
∂Y m

l (θ,φ)
∂φ ,−

∂Y m
l (θ,φ)
∂θ

)
,

(2.8)

whereTm
l is the surface eigenfunction for toroidal modes.

In Figure 2.2 we illustrate some examples of normal modes. Ontop we show the0S0

and1S0 radial modes. The0S0 mode is also known as the breathing mode and involves

radial displacement of the whole Earth as a compression and dilatation. 1S0 mode has an

internal surface of zero motion separating the Earth in two parts, which move inward and

outward in opposite directions. In the middle we show the0S2 and0S3 spheroidal modes.

The 0S2 mode is also called the football mode since it alternates between a prolate and

an oblate, having two nodal points at each hemisphere, while0S3 has three nodal points,

and so on. At the bottom, the0T2 and0T3 toroidal modes are shown. The0T2 mode cor-

responds to twisting of the Earth such that the northern hemisphere moves clockwise and

the southern counterclockwise, having a nodal surface, while 0T3 has two nodal surfaces,

and so successively.

It must be mentioned that no0S1 mode exists since it would correspond to a lateral

shift of the planet, which can happen only in the presence of an external force. The0T1

mode does not exist either since it cannot have any nodal surfaces and it would correspond

to a rigid body rotation of the inner core and mantle. In a similar way,0T0 has no physical

meaning as it should involve radial displacement, which does not exist for toroidal modes.

Finally, the existence of the1S1 mode, also called the Slichter mode (Slichter, 1961), is
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Figure 2.2: A cartoon illustrating the different types of normal modes.Radial modes (top)0S0 (or
so-called the breathing mode) and1S0 involve only radial displacement. Spheroidal modes (mid-
dle) 0S2 (or so-called the football mode) and0S3 involve both radial and horizontal displacement.
Toroidal modes (bottom)0T2 and0T3 involve only horizontal displacement.
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predicted in theory, but it has never been clearly observed.Its motion corresponds to a

rigid translation of the solid inner core with respect to thefluid outer core and the mantle.

For all the existing normal modes within a frequency range, whose eigenfrequencies

and eigenfunctions can be easily calculated for a given SNREI Earth model, a plot of

their eigenfrequencies against their angular order lead toa dispersion diagram. For the

PREM model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) shown in Figure 2.3, the corresponding

degenerate eigenfrequencies of the normal modes are plotted as distinct points in the

dispersion diagrams in Figure 2.4. These dispersion diagrams can be very useful to relate

normal modes with propagating seismic waves.

Figure 2.3: The Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) of Dziewonskiand Anderson
(1981). Density (ρ), compressional (VP ) and shear (VS) wave velocity variations with depth are
indicated in red, black and green, respectively. Transition zone (400–670 km), core-mantle (CMB)
and inner-core boundaries (ICB) are highlighted.

In the spheroidal dispersion diagram (Figure 2.4, left) thefundamental branch (la-

belled in green with a 0) with angular order greater than about 20 corresponds to funda-

mental Rayleigh surface waves. As both radial and angular order increase, the overtone

branches correspond to higher Rayleigh wave overtones, referring to the upper right part

of the diagram. However, the middle and the left parts of the diagram correspond toSV

andP seismic waves. In particular, the modes to the left with low angular order (0–10)
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correspond toP wave core phases (PcP , PKP , PKiKP ), while those slightly to the

right are related with mantleP waves (20 ≤ l ≤ 30). These two groups are separated by

the core diffracted phase (Pdiff ). Because of the lower shear velocity, theS wave phases

are plotted to the centre of the diagram (30 ≤ l ≤ 70) and in particular, the core phases

are plotted to the left (ScS, SKS), while the core diffracted phase (SVdiff ) are plotted

between the latter and theSV direct waves.

Figure 2.4: Dispersion diagrams for spheroidal (left) and toroidal (right) modes. The degenerate
eigenfrequencies for the PREM model are plotted as small circles for angular order up tol=120.
The fundamental mode, 1st, 2nd and 3rd overtone branches are indicated by the green labels on
the right. The corresponding seismic travelling waves are indicated in black (see main text for
more details).

In the toroidal dispersion diagram, things are slightly simpler. Similarly to the spheroidal

mode dispersion diagram, the fundamental Love surface waves correspond to the funda-

mental mode branch (labelled with a 0) for angular order greater than about 20. The higher

mode branches correspond to overtone Love waves plotted in the upper right part of the

diagram. The toroidal modes involve onlySH body waves. In particular, the middle part

of the diagram corresponds to mantleSH phases, while the left part involves core phases

separated to the right by the core diffracted phase (SHdiff ).

The spheroidal fundamental modes include energy in the whole mantle for up to angu-

lar orderl∼12. For higher angular order (i.e., for shorter wave periods), the fundamental

spheroidal mode energy is concentrated towards the upper mantle and crust. Similarly, the

toroidal fundamental modes include energy in the whole mantle for up to angular order

l∼7. On the other hand, spheroidal modes can also sample the outer core and, in some
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cases, the inner core of the Earth.

2.3 Normal mode summation for a SNREI model

Once we have calculated the eigenfrequencies and the eigenfunctions for a SNREI Earth

model, it follows from equation 2.4 that we can represent theground displacement in a

simpler form as a summation of the normal modes in a representation of spherical har-

monics (Woodhouse and Girnius, 1982). For allk modes, wherek=(l, n), the ground

displacementu at the receiverxr over timet, excited by an earthquake at locationxs and

characterised by a seismic moment tensorM is given by:

u(xr, t) =
∑

k

M : ǫk(xs)sk(xr)e
iωk(1+i/2Qk)t , (2.9)

wheresk are the normal mode eigenfunctions that correspond toωk eigenfrequencies,Qk

is the quality factor of each mode andǫ is the symmetric strain tensor, whereǫ=1
2 [∇u +

∇uT ].

In order to calculate a theoretical seismogram, we have to account for the recording

instrument too. If the latter is represented as a unit vectorv, in the direction of motion

sensed by the instrument (vr, vθ, vφ) also incorporating an operator characterising the

instrument’s response, the theoretical seismogram can then be expressed by a summation

involving two terms, the sourceSk(θs, φs) and the receiverRk(θr, φr) terms:

v·u =
∑

k

Rk(θr, φr)Sk(θs, φs)e
iωk(1+i/2Qk)t . (2.10)

The source term in equation 2.10 involves the scalar radial eigenfunctionsU , V andW

evaluated at the source depth and the six elements of the moment tensor. The receiver

term involves the scalar radial eigenfunctionsU , V andW evaluated at the Earth’s surface

(at the receiver’s location). In both cases, the scalar eigenfunctions are expressed using

spherical harmonics evaluated at the source and the receiver, respectively. For more de-

tails, the reader is referred to Woodhouse and Girnius (1982); Woodhouse (1996); Dahlen

and Tromp (1998).
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2.4 Normal modes of a rotating, anelastic, elliptical laterally

heterogeneous Earth

In this section we briefly present some key formulae and concepts related to the normal

modes of a rotating, anelastic, laterally heterogeneous Earth, which will be used in the

next section to discuss how to calculate theoretical seismograms in such media. We will

use the Dirac ”Bra” (〈α|) and ”Ket” notation (|α〉), originally introduced in quantum

mechanics, as it is a concise representation useful for perturbation theory. The symbol

〈α|β〉 represents a complex number which is equal to the inner product of the ”Ket” |α〉

with |β〉. According to the latter definition〈α|β〉 = 〈β|α〉∗, where * denotes complex

conjugate. According to Woodhouse and Dahlen (1978), the motion of a rotating, elastic

Earth is described by:

∂2t |u(t)〉 − iB∂t|u(t)〉+A|u(t)〉 = |F (t)〉 (2.11)

where|u(t)〉 is the displacement field,B is the Coriolis operator describing Earth’s ro-

tation,A is the corresponding elasto-dynamic operator accounting the effects of lateral

heterogeneity, Earth’s shape and interfaces, andF (t) is the equivalent body force. Taking

the Fourier-Laplace transformation, where the complex frequency due to real frequency

ω and attenuation rateα is:

σ = ω + iα , (2.12)

the equation 2.11 for an anelastic, physical dispersive androtating Earth can now be ex-

pressed as:

−σ2|u(σ)〉 + σB|u(σ)〉+A(σ)|u(σ)〉 = |F (σ)〉 . (2.13)

Since the elasto-dynamic operator is symmetric and the Coriolis operator is anti-symmetric

(Lognonné, 1991), in order to account for rotation and anelasticity we need to go beyond

the elastic self-adjoint case and introduce a duality relation of the normal mode eigen-

problem and that obtained by simply reversing the Earth’s rotation. The eigenfunctions
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sk, their dualss′k and the associated eigenfrequenciesσk are given by:

−σ2k|sk〉 + σkB|sk〉+A(σk)|sk〉 = 0

−σ2k〈s
′
k|+ σk〈s

′
k|B

† + 〈s′k|A
†(σk) = 0 ,

(2.14)

where the† symbol denotes the dual operator, defined as:

〈s′|Bs〉 = −〈B†s′|s〉

〈s′|As〉 = 〈A†s′|s〉 .
(2.15)

The eigenfunctions′k and the eigenfrequencyσk describe a mode of the ”anti-Earth” if

and only ifsk andσk is a mode of the actual Earth. Hence, the second equation in 2.14

can be written as:

−σ2k|s
′
k〉 − σkB|s′k〉+A(σk)|s

′
k〉 = 0 (2.16)

showing that the eigenfrequencies of the Earth are independent of the direction of rota-

tion. In order to solve equation 2.13 for a laterally heterogeneous Earth and obtain the

displacement caused by an earthquake described by an equivalent body force, it is neces-

sary to compute both the normal modes and their duals (Lognonné, 1991). This can be

done using perturbation theory, as outlined in the following section.

2.5 Higher Order Perturbation Theory (HOPT)

As discussed in the previous sections, realistic normal mode modelling requires the con-

sideration of a number of effects, such as the effect of the Earth’s rotation, ellipticity,

lateral heterogeneities and anelasticity. One of the first approaches used to tackle these

issues was to use degenerate perturbation theory that considered only isolated multiplets

(e.g. Backus and Gilbert, 1961; Madariaga, 1972; Dahlen, 1974; Woodhouse and Girnius,

1982), or quasi-degenerate perturbation theory taking into account coupling within a mul-

tiplet (e.g. Woodhouse, 1983; Dahlen, 1987). A different approach, which is consid-

ered one of the most accurate, is the use of variational or Galerkin methods (Park and

Gilbert, 1986). However, their use can be very demanding in terms of computational

power (Lognonné and Romanowicz, 1990). On the other hand, normal mode higher order

perturbation theory has been introduced by Lognonné and Romanowicz (1990) in the case
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of the elastic Earth and it has been shown that it leads to veryaccurate results with respect

to a variational method (Morriset al., 1987). The general formulation can be expressed

in terms of a Hamiltonian operator as:

σ2|s〉 = (Ho + δH(σk))|s〉 , (2.17)

whereσ is the complex eigenfrequency,s is the eigenfunction,Ho = Ao(σo) is the

Hamiltonian associated with a SNREI model, withAo standing for the corresponding

elasto-dynamic operator andσo being the eigenfrequency for the SNREI model. Taking

into account the effects of rotation, 3-D mantle structure and anelasticity, it can be shown

that the Hamiltonian associated with the system’s perturbations is given by:

δH(σk) = −σ2oδK + σoB +A(σk)−Ao(σo) , (2.18)

whereδK is the perturbation in density.

Starting from a SNREI or SNRAI Earth model for which the eigenfunctions and

eigenfrequencies can be computed following, e.g., Tromp and Dahlen (1990), as briefly

explained previously, the problem for the actual Earth (|sk〉) and the ”anti-Earth” (|s′k〉)

can be described in terms of perturbation theory as (Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978):

σ2k|sk〉 = H(σk)|sk〉

σ2k|s
′
k〉 = Ĥ(σk)|s

′
k〉 ,

(2.19)

wherek denotes a singlet, andH andĤ are the Hamiltonian operators of the actual Earth

and the ”anti-Earth”, respectively. The perturbations in eigenfrequencies and eigenfunc-

tions can be expanded in terms of series as:

σk = σok + δ1σk + δ2σk + ...

| sk〉 =| s
(o)
k 〉+ | s

(1)
k 〉+ | s

(2)
k 〉+ ...

| s′k〉 =| s′
(o)
k 〉+ | s′

(1)
k 〉+ | s′

(2)
k 〉+ ... ,

(2.20)

whereσok is the spherical frequency of eigenfunctionk, δnσk is thenth-order perturbation

in the eigenfrequency,|s(n)k 〉 is thenth-order perturbation of the eigenfunction and|s′
(n)
k 〉

is thenth-order perturbation of the dual eigenfunction.
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Lognonné (1991) showed that by substituting the expansions in Equation 2.20 as well

as an expansion of theδH operator into Equation 2.17, we can obtain separate equations

that can be solved iteratively for the eigenfrequencies andeigenfunctions associated with

each perturbation order. In order to calculate such perturbed modes, one needs to know

in particular the various quantities〈s(0)q |δnH|s
(0)
q′ 〉 characterising the coupling between

the various spherical singlets|s(0)q 〉. Hence, so-called coupling matrices (also known as

splitting or interaction matrices) that characterise the various effects taken into account

in the modelling (e.g., Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and/or lateral heterogeneity) have to be

calculated using, e.g., the expressions derived by Woodhouse and Dahlen (1978). Once

the perturbed modes are calculated and diagonalised, synthetic seismograms can be cal-

culated by mode summation using an expression similar to Equation 2.10, whereby the

source (N ) and receiver (M ) terms only need to be calculated once and for all for each

earthquake. Thus, the computation ofN ∗M seismograms need onlyN +M computa-

tional time (Clévédé and Lognonné, 1996; Millot-Langet et al., 2003).

2.5.1 The HOPT package

Using the HOPT package developed by Lognonné and Clévéd´e (2002), we are able to

calculate theoretical normal mode spectra up to the second order in amplitude and up to

the third order in frequency using the procedure explained above. In practice, the HOPT

package starts by calculating reference eigenfrequenciesand eigenfunctions for a spher-

ically symmetric Earth model (SNREI or SNRAI). Then, as explained previously, cou-

pling matrices accounting for the effects of the Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and/or lateral

heterogeneity are built. Full coupling between different modes in a frequency range of

interest is included. For enhanced computational efficiency, the Frobenius norm of each

coupling matrix is calculated, which characterises the coupling strength between modes

(Millot-Langet et al., 2003). Only modes that show substantial coupling, with Frobe-

nius norm values above a threshold value, are used in the calculations. Subsequently, the

perturbed eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions in Equation 2.20 can be determined, fol-

lowed by their diagonalisation and, finally, by the calculation of theoretical seismograms

by mode summation. The computation of all spheroidal mode perturbed eigenfrequencies
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and eigenfunctions in the 0–1 mHz frequency band and their diagonalisation does not re-

quire more than one minute of CPU time on a dual processor, sixcore Intel X5650 2.66

GHz system with 24 GB of RAM. One typical calculation of 240-hr, vertical component

synthetic seismograms, for three stations, based on the latter modelling takes less than one

minute of CPU time. However, the most demanding part (computationally) is the calcu-

lation of interaction matrices which depend on the setup foreach application and are built

once and for all. In our case, we calculated interaction matrices up to 4 mHz which re-

quired approximately one hour of CPU time for the Earth’s rotation and ellipticity effects,

and up to six hours of CPU time for the computation of interaction matrices regarding a

laterally heterogeneous Earth model.

2.5.2 Normal mode splitting and coupling

In this section we briefly present two effects associated with realistic normal mode mod-

elling, notably the splitting and coupling of the Earth’s free oscillations. We present the

causes of these effects and we give their basic mathematicalrepresentation. A detailed

presentation of the associated theory can be found, e.g., inWoodhouse and Girnius (1982),

Ritzwoller et al. (1986), Smith and Masters (1989) and Dahlen and Tromp (1998).

As discussed in the previous sections, in the case of a SNREI Earth model, each

spheroidal or toroidal multiplet is associated with its degenerate eigenfrequencyωo. How-

ever, the Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and lateral heterogeneity remove this degeneracy and

split the multiplets into2l + 1 singlets, wherel is the angular order. The eigenfrequency

perturbation of an isolated mode with respect to the azimuthal orderm can be written as:

δωm = ωo(a+ bm+ cm2), with − l ≤ m ≤ l , (2.21)

wherea andc are the ellipticity splitting coefficients andb is the rotational coefficient,

accounting for the Coriolis force to first order and the centrifugal force to second order

(Dahlen, 1968). Following Woodhouse and Girnius (1982), the displacement field of a

rotating, elastic Earth model can be written as:

u(t) = Re[eiωtR · eiHt · S] (2.22)
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whereu(t) is the displacement over timet, ω is the frequency,R is the receiver vector

andS is the source term. The splitting of a multiplet is describedby the (2l+1) x (2l+1)

splitting matrixH which contains all the information about elastic and anelastic lateral

heterogeneities:

Hmm′ = ωo[(a+ bm+ cm2)δmm′ +
∑

γmm′

s cm−m′

s + i
∑

γmm′

s dm−m′

s ] (2.23)

where−l ≤ m ≤ l, −l ≤ m′ ≤ l ands is the degree of heterogeneity, which must be

an even number. Theγmm′

s are integrals over three spherical harmonics (for details,see

Dahlen and Tromp, 1998),cm−m′

s anddm−m′

s are structure coefficients (Ritzwolleret al.,

1986; Smith and Masters, 1989). The first term of equation 2.23 describes the splitting

due to rotation and ellipticity, the second term accounts for the effects of elasticity and

the third term for the anelasticity. The splitting due to theEarth’s rotation is symmetric

with respect to the degenerate eigenfrequency, similar to the Zeeman splitting which is

the effect of splitting a spectral line into several components in the presence of a static

magnetic field, first observed on hydrogen atoms. The effect is widely observed in well

isolated multiplets, such as0S2 which splits uniformly into five singlets. On the other

hand, the splitting due to the Earth’s ellipticity is asymmetric, and the spacing of the

singlets can be irregular or approximately parabolic, suchas in the case of11S4 and10S2

multiplets. Splitting due to rotation dominates mainly very low-frequency multiplets (up

to 1.5 mHz) as a consequence of their vicinity to the Earth’s rotation frequency. At higher

frequencies, ellipticity and Earth’s lateral heterogeneities play a more important role on

the splitting of the multiplets. Lower mantle and inner-core sensitive modes, such as0S6,

2S4, 3S2, 6S3 and13S2, are anomalously split since their splitting width is substantially

larger than that predicted by the effects of rotation and ellipticity alone (Masters and

Gilbert, 1981; Ritzwolleret al., 1986). The reasons behind the anomalous splitting are not

fully explained, with one of the most accepted reasons beingthe presence of anisotropy

(e.g Woodhouseet al., 1986; Tromp, 1993).

In the previous paragraph we discussed the splitting of an isolated mode based on

the so-called self-coupling approximation, which is basedon the simplifying assumption

that the effects of the Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D structure are only first order

effects and that the difference of a given target multiplet to its neighbours is of zeroth
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order, which simply states the unperturbed eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions of a non-

rotating Earth model. The self-coupling approximation is only sensitive to even-degree

structure and is only a reasonable approximation for well isolated modes, such as for

some ultra low-frequency modes (f < 1 mHz). Normal mode coupling can be strong

when the frequencies of two modes are very close together (f > 1 mHz) and in order

to account for coupling between such pairs, they must be treated as a quasi-degenerate

supermultiplet. The perturbed singlet eigenfunctions (s̃) in a narrow frequency band can

be approximated by hybrid combinations of singlets eigenfunctions (sk) associated with

the multiplets whose coupling we wish to calculate:

s̃ =
∑

k

qksk (2.24)

whereqk are expansion coefficients (Woodhouse, 1980; Park and Gilbert, 1986). Ex-

amples of such pairs are the spheroidal-toroidal pairs0S11 −0 T12, 0S19 −0 T20 and

0S32 −0 T31.

Normal mode coupling can lead to a shift in the degenerate frequency and quality fac-

tor of a mode, or, in contrast with the isolated multiplet case, normal modes can be also

sensitive to odd-degree structure. There are two main typesof normal mode coupling: (i)

along-branch coupling, when two modes of the same radial ordern and different angular

order l are coupled together; and, (ii) cross-branch coupling, in all other cases. Nor-

mal mode coupling can be described by coupling matrices, as discussed previously (also

known as splitting or interaction matrices) and is controlled by several selection rules

(see, e.g., Dahlen and Tromp, 1998). In particular, coupling due to the Earth’s rotation

and ellipticity is controlled by the following angular degree selection rules:

• Spheroidal – toroidal coupling is caused by Coriolis force effects between multi-

plets that differ by a single angular degree (nSl −n′ Tl±1 andnTl −n′ Sl±1). Ex-

amples of normal mode pairs affected by this type of couplingare 0S11 −0 T12,

0S19 −0 T20 and0S32 −0 T31 (see the example in Figure 2.5);

• Spheroidal – spheroidal and toroidal – toroidal coupling iscaused by the Earth’s

ellipticity, and affects multiplets that differ by two angular degrees (nSl −n′ Sl±2

andnTl −n′ Tl±2);
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• Coupling between toroidal multiplets of the same angular order is caused by the

Earth’s ellipticity (nTl −n′ Tl);

• Coupling between spheroidal multiplets of the same angularorder is caused by the

Earth’s rotation and ellipticity (nSl −n′ Sl).

Elastic or anelastic lateral heterogeneities control the coupling between spheroidal and

toroidal multiplets, spheroidal – spheroidal or toroidal –toroidal multiplets:

• A multiplet nSl or nTl is coupled with a multipletn′Sl′ or n′Tl′ by lateral hetero-

geneity of degrees if |l − l′| ≤ s ≤ l + l′;

• Two spheroidal multipletsnSl andn′Sl′ , or two toroidal multipletsnTl andn′Tl′ are

coupled by lateral heterogeneity of degrees if l + l′ + s is even;

• A spheroidal multipletsnSl is coupled with a toroidal multipletn′Tl′ by lateral

heterogeneity of degrees if l + l′ + s is odd.

The first observations of normal mode coupling were reportedby Masterset al.(1983).

They showed that the most dominant reason for spheroidal – toroidal normal mode cou-

pling in the frequency band 1–3 mHz is Coriolis coupling. Forfrequencies higher than

3 mHz, the effects of lateral heterogeneity become more important. Park (1986) studied

Rayleigh – Love surface wave coupling in the time domain and showed that 3-D struc-

ture is dominant for frequencies higher than 4.2 mHz. Zürnet al. (2000) studied the

spheroidal – toroidal coupling in the frequency band of 0–1 mHz and found that Coriolis

force strongly controls coupling in this frequency range, leading to toroidal mode sig-

nals on the vertical component. Resovsky and Ritzwoller (1998) identified 25 pairs of

coupled multiplets in the 0–3 mHz frequency range and showedthe importance of cross-

coupling in normal mode spectra calculations in the 1.5–3 mHz frequency band. Deuss

and Woodhouse (2001) proposed a full-coupling scheme in comparison with self-coupling

and group-coupling in the frequency band 0–3 mHz by identifying 33 key pairs of coupled

multiplets.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show examples of HOPT theoretical normalmode spectra calcu-

lations for the 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku earthquake based on the GCMT source model for the

1S3 – 3S1 – 2S2 – 0T5 and0S7 – 2S3 – 0T7 – 1T1 supermultiplets, respectively. Earth’s
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Figure 2.5: PREM degenerate eigenfrequency differences for fundamental spheroidal and toroidal
modes. 0f

S
l −0 f

T
l+1 differences are plotted using blue circles, in the rangel = 7 − 28 and

0f
S
l −0 f

T
l−1 differences are plotted using green circles, in the rangel = 3 − 6 andl = 25 − 36.

The strongest coupling is observed for the quasi-degenerate pairs0S11 −0 T12, 0S19 −0 T20 and
0T31 −0 S32. The main coupling factor is the Coriolis force, due to the Earth’s rotation.

rotation, ellipticity and 3-D structure using the SAW12D mantle model are taken into ac-

count in the calculations, using a self-coupling scheme anda full-coupling scheme in the

frequency band 0–1.3 mHz. Full-coupling involves all modesin this frequency range. As

explained in section 2.5.1. for each coupling matrix, its Frobenius norm is calculated,

which characterises the coupling strength between modes. In order to speed up our cal-

culations, we only use modes that are significantly coupled,using the Frobenius norm as

criterion by setting a Frobenius cut-off equal to10−2. Observed spectra is also plotted in

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for reference. The two different coupling schemes do not show any

substantial differences in the spectra fit, however, the full-coupling scheme is favoured

for completeness and will be used in the normal mode forward modelling carried out in

Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 2.6: Vertical component acceleration data amplitude and phase spectra (black) for the mul-
tiplet 1S3 – 3S1 – 2S2 compared to GCMT synthetic amplitude and phase spectra calculated using
a self-coupling scheme (red) and a full-coupling scheme (green) for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.
Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D structure (SAW12D) are taken into account in the theoretical
spectra calculations. The time window of the time series used is 12–90 hr after the earthquake’s
occurrence time. Station azimuths, epicentral distances and station names are shown in the left
hand side of each diagram.

2.5.3 The effect of 3-D Earth structure

Normal modes below 1.5 mHz are very sensitive to lower-mantle structure where shear

velocity lateral heterogeneities are not very strong compared to upper-mantle structure

(Figure 2.8). For higher frequency fundamental modes and overtones, excitation ker-

nels can show a strong sensitivity to upper-mantle structure (see, e.g. Dahlen and Tromp,

1998).

Figure 2.9 compares HOPT theoretical normal mode spectra inthe frequency range of

0–1 mHz for the 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku earthquake calculated using both PREM (red) and

the mantle model SAW12D (green). Observed spectra (black) is also shown for reference.

There are only some very slight differences in amplitude between the spectra calculated
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Figure 2.7: Vertical component acceleration data amplitude spectra and phase in radians (black)
for the multiplet0S7 – 2S3 compared to GCMT synthetic amplitude spectra and phase calcu-
lated using a self-coupling scheme (red) and a full-coupling scheme (green) for the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake. Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D structure (SAW12D) are taken into account in
the theoretical spectra calculations. The time window of the time series used is 5–45 hr after the
earthquake’s occurrence time. Station azimuths, epicentral distances and station names are shown
in the left hand side of each diagram.

using PREM and SAW12D, with both theoretical spectra showing an excellent agreement

with the observed amplitude spectra. The most substantial differences occur only for

higher frequency modes such as for the1S3 – 3S1 supermultiplet, with PREM synthet-

ics showing systematically larger amplitudes. On the otherhand, discrepancies in phase

spectra between synthetics built using 1-D and 3-D Earth structure are more significant,

even for the lower frequency modes.
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Figure 2.8: 3-D SH mantle model SAW12D for four different depth slices (95 km, 755 km, 1500
km, 2500 km). The blue colour indicates areas where the shearwave velocity is higher than the
average, while the red colour indicates areas where the shear wave velocity is lower, expressed as
a percentage of perturbation from PREM.

2.6 Spectral element method

While normal mode forward modelling techniques have now been used in seismology for

over 30 years, accurate purely numerical methods have only been used in global seis-

mology since relatively recently. One example of such purely numerical technique is the

Spectral Element Method (SEM), which was first used in the 80’s in fluid dynamics simu-

lations (Patera, 1984). However, it was in the 90’s that the method was introduced in 2-D

(Serianiet al., 1992; Cohenet al., 1993; Prioloet al., 1994) and in 3-D earthquake sim-

ulations (Faccioliet al., 1997; Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Seriani, 1998; Komatitsch

et al., 1999; Paolucciet al., 1999). Komatitsch and Tromp (1999) implemented an effi-

cient parallel version of the SEM for global 3-D seismic wavepropagation simulations,

which resulted in the open-source, freely-distributed SPECFEM3D-GLOBE algorithm

and package (http://www.geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d).

As a high order version of the Finite Element Method (FEM), the SEM solves the

weak form of the equation of motion. This form is obtained by taking the dot product of

the momentum equation with an arbitrary test vectorw and integrating by parts over the
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Figure 2.9: Observed vertical component acceleration data amplitude and phase spectra (black)
compared to GCMT synthetic amplitude spectra and phase calculated taking into account Earth’s
rotation and ellipticity using PREM (red) and 3-D SAW12D mantle model (green), for the 2011
Tohoku earthquake for various seismic stations from the Global Seismic Network. A full-coupling
scheme is used from 0.2 mHz up to 1.3 mHz. The time window of thetime series used is 144h.
Station names, epicentral distances and station azimuths are shown in the left hand side.
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Earth’s volumeΩ:

∫

Ω
ρw·∂2t s(x, t)d

3x = −

∫

Ω
∇w : Td3x+M : ∇w(xs)S(t) (2.25)

whereT is the stress tensor,s is the displacement,xs is the point source location,M is the

moment tensor,ρ is the density,M is the seismic moment tensor andS(t) is the source

time function. The term in the left hand side of equation 2.25is related to the mass matrix

and the first term in the right hand side is related to the stiffness matrix, while the second

term is the source term.

First, a mesh representing the Earth has to be defined. In the SPECFEM3D-GLOBE

algorithm, the model volumeΩ is divided into a number of non-overlapping hexahedral

elementsΩe. The shape of these elements can be defined typically in termsof Lagrange

polynomials of degree four to ten with a numerical quadrature of Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre

integration points. As a result, the mass matrix is always diagonal. In addition, since

high order Lagrange polynomials are used for the interpolation, the obtained resolution

will be higher compared to FEM methods, where only low degreepolynomials are used

for the representation of functions on the hexahedral elements. The resulting mesh is

an unstructured globe representation between the cube and the sphere, called the cubed-

sphere. Any typical 3-D Earth model can then be superimposedon it, while the surface

topography, bathymetry and the Earth’s ellipticity can also be taken into account.

Next, the weak form of the equation of motion is solved at eachelement. First, the dis-

placement field and the test vector are expressed in terms of Lagrange polynomials. These

expressions are then substituted in the term on the left handside of equation 2.25 and the

ground acceleration can be obtained at each grid point. Next, the stifness matrix is evalu-

ated by calculating the displacement gradient. Finally, the source term is expressed using

the test vector. The displacement vectors of the global meshat all grid points can now

be obtained. The displacement vector over time can finally beexpressed in the symbolic

form of the differential equation:

MÜ +KU = F (2.26)

whereM is the global mass matrix,K is the global stiffness matrix andF represents the
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Figure 2.10:A visual example of the Earth represented by the cubed sphere, divided in six chunks.
In the implementation of SPECFEM3D-GLOBE used in this study, each chunk is subdivided into
52 slices of elements, resulting in 150 slices (which corresponds to the number of processors used
in the calculations), as shown by different colours. The figure is taken from Komatitsch and Tromp
(2002a).

source term. A complete description of the method can be found, e.g., in Komatitsch and

Tromp (1999); Komatitschet al. (2002); Trompet al. (2008).

SPECFEM is a purely numerical technique for the accurate, realistic calculation of

synthetic seismograms in a 3-D Earth model. It is well benchmarked against a normal

mode summation technique for SNREI Earth models (Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002a,b),

however it is computationally heavier. In particular, it only runs on high performance

computer clusters in parallel.

In this thesis, we carry out simulations using the SPECFEM3D-GLOBE package (ver-

sion 5.1.3) in earthquake source validations in Chapter 3. The algorithm runs at the UEA

high performance computer cluster using 150 processors with 25 slices of elements in

total (Figure 2.10) and at HECToR, the UK’s national supercomputing service, using 600

processors with 100 slices of elements in total. With these configurations, our synthetic

seismograms are accurate down to wave periods of 17 s. Themesherneeds approximately

50 minutes of CPU time at UEA’s cluster and 30 minutes of CPU time in HECToR. The

solvertakes approximately 17 hours of CPU time at UEA’s computer cluster and six hours
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at HECToR to simulate 1.5-hr long synthetic seismograms forone earthquake.





Chapter 3

Testing earthquake source models

using forward modelling

3.1 Summary

In this Chapter, we assess the quality of source parameters of large magnitude (Mw ≥

7.5) shallow subduction earthquakes of the past 20 years determined using SCARDEC, a

recent fully-automated broadband body wave source inversion technique for the fast esti-

mation of the moment magnitude, depth, focal mechanism and source time functions of

global events, as briefly discussed in Chapter 1. We find that SCARDEC source param-

eters agree well with those reported in the Global CMT (GCMT)catalogue, with only

the fault dip angle showing a tendency for steeper SCARDEC dip values than GCMT.

We investigate this discrepancy through independent validation tests of the source models

by: (i) testing how well they explain data not used in their construction, notably low-

frequency normal mode data; and, (ii) assessing the data fit using 3-D forward modelling

tools more sophisticated than those used to build the sourcemodels; specifically, we use

a spectral element method (SEM) for a 3-D Earth model. We find that SCARDEC source

parameters explain normal mode data reasonably well compared to GCMT solutions. In

addition, for the 3-D Earth model used in our experiments, SCARDEC dip angles explain

body wave data similarly or slightly better than GCMT. Moreover, SCARDEC dip angles

agree well with results from individual earthquake studiesin the literature and with geo-

physical constraints for different subduction zones. Our results show that SCARDEC is
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a reliable technique for rapid determinations of source parameters of large (Mw ≥ 7.5)

subduction earthquakes. Since the SCARDEC method providesrealistic source time func-

tions allowing the fast identification of classical tsunamiearthquakes, it is complementary

to existing methods routinely used for earthquake monitoring and suitable for ocean-wide

tsunami warning purposes.

3.2 Introduction

As explained in Chapter 1, earthquake source parameters areroutinely determined and

reported in global catalogues, such as the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT)

catalogue (http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html), and the U.S. Ge-

ological Survey - National Earthquake Information Center (USGS - NEIC,http://

earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/). For large magnitude

(Mw ≥ 7.5) earthquakes, the GCMT method (e.g., Dziewonskiet al., 1981; Ekströmet al.,

2012) often uses only long-period mantle waves (T ∼ 125 – 350 s), and in some cases

employs long-period body waves (T ∼ 40 – 150 s) as well as mantle and surface wave

(T ∼ 50 – 150 s) data. On the other hand, the USGS catalogue reports, amongst others,

source models obtained using W-phase data (Kanamori and Rivera, 2008). While surface

waves are not ideal for rapid source parameter estimations,as they travel slower than body

waves, the W-phase travels faster than shear waves, thus being more suitable for real time

applications, notably for tsunami alert purposes (Kanamori and Rivera, 2008). However,

for shallow dip-slip earthquakes, which often occur in subduction zones, both W-phase

and GCMT methods suffer from a tradeoff between the seismic moment and the dip angle

(Kanamori and Given, 1981; Tsaiet al., 2011) when Rayleigh waves are used. For these

earthquakes, the excitation of long-period surface waves is proportional to both the seis-

mic moment and the sine of the dip angle (M0sin2δ), but the two parameters are not well

constrained separately.

Body wave techniques can help address these issues, as broadband body waves used

in earthquake source inversions, typically with wave periods smaller than those of sur-

face waves, are little sensitive to the moment-dip tradeoff, which only becomes signifi-

cant for earthquakes very close to the surface (see, e.g., the radiation pattern terms for the

P−pP−sP wavetrain in Bouchon, 1976). As explained in Chapter 1, an example of such
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body wave technique is the recently developed SCARDEC method (Valléeet al., 2011),

which is now fully automated and used in rapid routine analyses of large (Mw ≥ 5.5–6.0)

global earthquakes available online (http://geoazur.oca.eu/SCARDEC) about

45 minutes after an event. The method uses a deconvolution approach to determine the

optimal set of source parameters. Ray theory is used to calculate double couple point-

source body-wave signals in the 1-D IASP91 Earth model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991),

for a given source depth, fault geometry and mechanism (strike, dip and rake). By decon-

volving these point source signals from real data, and taking into account some physical

constraints on the resulting relative source time functions (see Valléeet al., 2011, for de-

tails), the SCARDEC method retrieves the optimal set of source parameters. SCARDEC

thus determines simultaneously relative source time functions at each station, along with

the focal mechanism, depth and moment magnitude. The determination of relative source

time functions, which are allowed to be different at each station, makes SCARDEC partic-

ularly well adapted to the analysis of large earthquakes, setting it apart from classical body

wave approaches (e.g., Nabelek, 1984). Moreover, unlike many other routine earthquake

source analysis techniques and studies in the literature, the SCARDEC method reports

uncertainties in earthquake magnitude, dip angle and depth. As explained in Valléeet al.

(2011), a heuristic approach is used to estimate uncertainties, whereby fixing the fault’s

strike and rake to their optimal values, misfit values are computed for a range of 30 km

around the optimal source depth and for a range of± 15o around the optimal dip angle.

The analysis of the misfit functions obtained following thisprocedure for a large number

of earthquakes showed that the misfit function has a typical bell-shape, with a flat misfit

area surrounded by a zone of rapidly increasing misfit. The limit of the flat misfit area was

found to be controlled by a 10% misfit deterioration criterion, which corresponds to the

extreme acceptable models. While these uncertainty estimates do not arise from a rigor-

ous statistical analysis, they reflect the resolution of theSCARDEC method, being more

realistic than, e.g., the standard errors reported in the GCMT catalogue, which assume

that uncorrelated noise is the only source of error, leadingto very low uncertainty val-

ues, particularly for large events (see, e.g., the discussion in Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström,

2010).

As mentioned above, the SCARDEC method is now a fully automated technique
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which analyses earthquakes withMw ≥ 5.5 in the NEIC catalogue. It uses only up to

a 32 min interval of data after the event’s origin, and the inversions take 5-12 minutes,

so that SCARDEC solutions are obtained within 45 minutes after the earthquake. Vallée

et al. (2011) give a full description of the method and they show results obtained from

17 large (Mw ≥ 7.8) subduction earthquakes of the past 20 years. The limited magnitude

range in their study is related with the frequency range of the data used in those inver-

sions. In the newer, refined version of the method which we assess in this Chapter, the

highpass period depends on the earthquake magnitude and duration, and ranges from 80

s for aMw ∼ 6 earthquake to 333 s for a very large and long source durationearthquake

(Mw ∼ 9). Specifically, the choice of the optimal High-Pass Filter(HPF) represents a

balance between three factors: (i) the corner frequency of the earthquake, which is re-

lated to its source duration (SD); (ii) the signal-to-noiseratio; and, (iii) the validity of the

body wave formalism used in the SCARDEC method. For the largeearthquakes anal-

ysed in this Chapter, using a high-pass filter of 0.005 Hz always respects condition (ii).

However, when the earthquakes have very long source durations, their corner frequency

(which is roughly close to the inverse of the source duration) may be too close to 0.005

Hz, which lead us to lower the high-pass filter to a value equalto 1/(2.5 SD). It must

be noted that this can be done because the first step of the SCARDEC technique is to

determine the SD by a high-frequency analysis of the P-waves. Finally, condition (iii)

imposes a lower bound to the HPF, as very low frequency waves,such as the W-phase

(Kanamori and Rivera, 2008), are not considered in the SCARDEC formalism. This ex-

plains why the HPF is not chosen to be lower than 0.003 Hz. Thisimplementation leads

to slightly different results to those presented by Valléeet al. (2011). Updated source

parameters and their acceptable intervals are shown in Table A.1 in Appendix A, which

shows that for the 17 earthquakes common to the two studies, there are some slight dif-

ferences. For example, the updated moment magnitude valuesin this Chapter are slightly

larger than those reported by Valléeet al. (2011) (with a median difference inMw of

about 0.05). This slight increase in moment magnitude naturally results from lowering

the HPF as explained above for earthquakes with a source duration longer than 80 s. De-

tails on the updated results, stations used and optimal source model - data fit plots can be

found athttp://geoazur.oca.eu/SCARDEC. Hereinafter, we will refer to Vallée
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et al. (2011) as the source for the SCARDEC technique, but we will refer to Table A.1

for the SCARDEC source parameters used in this Chapter. Evenif varying little from the

SCARDEC solutions reported by Valléeet al. (2011), given the refinement of the tech-

nique to account for the effect of the earthquake’s corner frequency in a more rigorous

way, the latest SCARDEC solutions should be the most reliable.

In this Chapter, we carry out independent validation tests to objectively assess the

quality and robustness of the updated SCARDEC source models. We focus on 34 subduc-

tion earthquakes withMw ≥ 7.5, occurring at shallow depths, which can potentially excite

tsunamis with significant heights, depending also on the fault dip angles. The choice of

our moment magnitude criterion is motivated by existing tsunami alert systems, such as

the Pacific Tsunami Warning Centre (PTWC), which issues tsunami messages for earth-

quakes of the same or higher moment magnitudes (http://ptwc.weather.gov/

ptwc/about_messages.php). We analyse large shallow earthquakes that occurred

in the past 20 years and we carry out comparisons with solutions in the GCMT catalogue,

as it is the most widely used and complete global moment tensor catalogue for that period.

We start by testing how well SCARDEC source parameters explain data not used to con-

strain them; specifically, we use low-frequency normal modedata. As the source parame-

ters are based on simplifying approaches such as 1-D Earth ray theory for the SCARDEC

method (Valléeet al., 2011), and the great-circle approximation for the GCMT method

(Dziewonskiet al., 1981), we then assess the impact of such simplifications by using a

more sophisticated technique - the spectral element methodon a 3-D Earth model (Ko-

matitsch and Tromp, 1999) - to verify how well the source models explain body wave data.

Finally, we compare the various dip angle estimates with those from previous individual

earthquake studies and with geophysical constraints on subduction zones, and discuss the

implications of this work in terms of the reliability of the SCARDEC method for routine

subduction earthquake characterisations and ocean-wide tsunami warning purposes.

More broadly, this Chapter contributes to ongoing efforts in earthquake source model

validation (e.g., the Source Inversion Validation (SIV) project, http://eqsource.

webfactional.com/wiki/). Finding objective strategies to benchmark, compare

and independently test the quality of earthquake source models, as done in this Chapter,

is a crucial step for the rigorous quantification of seismic source processes and associated
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uncertainties in future earthquake studies.

3.3 Subduction earthquakes studied

We first consider all the large (Mw ≥ 7.5), shallow (depth≤ 50 km), interplate subduction

(thrust mechanism with a dip angle smaller than 40o) earthquakes that occurred in the past

20 years. We exclude the 2004 great Sumatra earthquake whoseexceptionally long source

duration causes poor results when using the SCARDEC method.Moreover, we exclude

large events occurring minutes to a day after a major earthquake (e.g., the 17th Novem-

ber 2000 New Britain earthquake and the large early aftershock of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki

earthquake), whose interference causes noisy waveforms. This leads to a selection of the

34 earthquakes shown in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1. Their SCARDEC source parameters,

including uncertainties in dip angle, depth and magnitude can be found in Table A.1 of

the Appendix A.

Figure 3.1: Global map showing the locations and GCMT source mechanismsof the major sub-
duction earthquakes considered in this Chapter. Earthquakes where GCMT dip angles lay outside
of SCARDEC dip angle intervals are plotted in red. All the remaining earthquakes are plotted
in grey. A detailed list of the earthquakes can be found in Table 3.1 and in in Table A.1 of the
Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: List and index codes of the large magnitude (Mw ≥ 7.5) shallow subduction earth-
quakes of the past 20 years used in this Chapter. Their GCMT and SCARDEC fault geometries
are shown by their beach balls. Earthquakes where GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC
dip angle intervals are shown in bold (earthquakes in red in Figures 3.1–3.3).

Index Event name GCMT SCARDEC
1 060893D - Kamchatka 1993
2 060294A - Java 1994

3 122894C - Honshu 1994
4 073095A - Chile 1995
5 100995C - Jalisco 1995
6 120395E - Kuril 1995
7 010196C - Minahassa 1996
8 021796B - Irian Jaya 1996
9 022196B - N. Peru 1996
10 061096B - Andreanof 1996
11 111296D - Peru 1996
12 120597C - Kamchatka 1997
13 062301E - Peru 2001a
14 070701F - Peru 2001b
15 030502H - Mindanao 2002
16 090802H - New Guinea 2002

17 012203A - Jalisco 2003
18 092503C - Hokkaido 2003
19 111703B - Rat Islands 2003
20 111104M - Timor 2004
21 200503281609A - Sumatra 2005
22 200607170819A - Java 2006
23 200611151114A - Kuril 2006
24 200701211127A - Molucca 2007

25 200704012039A - Solomon Islands 2007
26 200708152340A - Peru 2007
27 200709121110A - Sumatra 2007
28 200711141540A - Chile 2007
29 200901031943A - Irian Jaya 2009
30 200907150922A - New Zealand 2009
31 201002270634A - Chile 2010
32 201004062215A - N. Sumatra 2010
33 201010251442A - S. Sumatra 2010
34 201103110546A - Honshu 2011
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Figure 3.2 compares GCMT and SCARDEC earthquake source parameters for the

studied earthquakes. There is generally a good agreement between SCARDEC and GCMT

for fault strike, rake, depth andMw, especially when taking SCARDEC uncertainties

into account (i.e., often the range of acceptable SCARDEC source parameters comprises

the GCMT solution), with no obvious trends in the scatter plots for these parameters.

In contrast, SCARDEC dip angles are generally steeper than those in the GCMT cata-

logue, showing a clear systematic trend of larger SCARDEC dip angles, except for six

events (Peru 1996, Kamchatka 1997, Timor 2004, Kuril 2006, Solomon Islands 2007,

Peru 2007; see Tables 3.1 and A.1 for further details about these earthquakes and corre-

sponding source parameters). The average difference in dipangles between SCARDEC

and GCMT (∆δ = δGCMT -δSCARDEC ) is ∆̄δ = -3.90, with Jalisco 2003 having the largest

dip angle difference (∆δ = -12.50), and with 19 earthquakes showing dip angle differences

larger than the average of differences. This systematic bias of steeper SCARDEC dip an-

gles can be possibly explained due to the fixed PDE location used by SCARDEC, and/or

differences in depth and source durations in comparison with GCMT. For the remaining

earthquakes, while the trend in the differences between SCARDEC and GCMT dip an-

gles generally persists, the differences are smaller, especially when taking into account

the SCARDEC uncertainties.

Vallée et al. (2011) found that for half of the earthquakes in their study,steeper

SCARDEC dip angle estimates were associated with a smaller moment magnitude than

GCMT, with an average difference inMw over all the earthquakes of 0.095. They showed

that the discrepancies between GCMT and SCARDEC are consistent with theMw–δ

tradeoff, by using a corrected moment magnitude for GCMT, which lead to a lower aver-

age difference. In this Chapter we find a substantially loweraverage difference in mag-

nitude between GCMT and the updated SCARDEC source parameters for the new set

of earthquakes (0.00 for the whole set of earthquakes and 0.01 for theMw ≥ 7.8 earth-

quakes studied by Valléeet al. (2011)). The reasons and implications of these differences

are discussed below in section 3.8.

Figure 3.3 compares SCARDEC and GCMT moment tensor components for the 34

earthquakes considered. Given that the dip angles show the largest discrepancies of all

parameters in Figure 3.2, this leads to the dip-slip components of the moment tensor (Mrθ,
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plots of GCMT source parameters versus SCARDEC (strike, dip, rake angles,
depth, moment magnitude). Error bars correspond to SCARDECuncertainties. Red circles cor-
respond to the earthquakes studied, for which GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip
angle intervals. Square symbols in the diagram with depth comparisons correspond to earthquakes
where the GCMT depth is fixed. All the remaining earthquakes are plotted in grey. A detailed list
of the earthquakes can be found in Table 3.1. Mean value (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the
differences between GCMT and SCARDEC parameters are plotted in the top left corner of each
diagram.
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Mrφ) having the largest average differences between SCARDEC and GCMT amongst all

the moment tensor component estimates.

In the remainder of this Chapter, we shall carry out independent tests of SCARDEC

source models. Since the main differences between SCARDEC and GCMT source pa-

rameters are found for fault dip angles, we focus on the set of22 earthquakes for which

GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals (see the red symbols in

Figures 3.1–3.3 and the earthquakes in bold in Table 3.1).

3.4 Normal mode data tests

Normal mode data illuminate overall, bulk earthquake source characteristics and are a

useful tool to test the SCARDEC method independently, as they are not used in the con-

struction of SCARDEC source models. Moreover, the frequency range (0.1 – 4 mHz)

of the very long time-series (48-hr) used in this test is muchlower than that used in the

shorter duration (25 min) surface wave comparisons (150 – 200 s) presented in Valléeet al.

(2011). In order to study the Earth’s normal modes, we use three-component broad-band

data from the Global Seismographic Network (GSN) for the earthquakes in this Chapter.

In this section, we focus only on earthquakes withMw ≥ 7.8, of the 22 earthquakes

where GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. This magnitude

threshold is used because only such large earthquakes can excite relatively well ultra-long

period normal modes (0.1–1.0 mHz), providing a high signal to noise ratio in this fre-

quency range. The amplitude spectra of lower magnitude earthquakes is generally domi-

nated by noise in this frequency range. This leads to a set of 14 earthquakes (Chile 1995,

Jalisco 1995, Kuril 1995, Minahassa 1996, Andreanof 1996, Kamchatka 1997, Peru 2001,

Hokkaido 2003, Sumatra 2005, Solomon Islands 2007, Peru 2007, Sumatra 2007, New

Zealand 2009 and Sumatra 2010; see Tables 3.1 and A.1 for details). We apply a Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) to 48 hours of continuous displacement data, after multiplica-

tion by a Hanning window, to obtain amplitude data spectra between 0.1 and 4.0 mHz. We

visually examine all the amplitude spectra and only consider data in frequency intervals

with high quality, similar to that shown in Figure 3.4. We then calculate theoretical seis-

mograms using a mode summation technique (e.g., Gilbert andDziewonski, 1975), for

both the SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters. We sum over all the spheroidal and
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots of GCMT moment tensor components versus SCARDEC. Red circles
correspond to the earthquakes studied for which the GCMT andSCARDEC dip angles lay outside
of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. All the remaining earthquakes are plotted in grey. Black circle
contours indicate negative moment tensor components (all SCARDEC and GCMT moment tensor
components compared here have the same signs). Mean value (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of
the differences between GCMT and SCARDEC are plotted in the top left corner of each diagram.
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toroidal fundamental modes and overtones from 3233 s (0S2) down to 30 s for complete-

ness, for a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, elastic,isotropic (SNREI) Earth model,

using the 1-D PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) model. Since we use only 48

hours of data, the splitting of the low frequency modes is notvery strong, and hence, for

the purpose of comparing how well the two sets of source parameters fit the data, we do

not take into account the effects of ellipticity and rotation in our calculations. The same

processing as for the real data is then applied to the synthetics to obtain synthetic ampli-

tude spectra. Despite calculating theoretical seismograms with periods down to 30 s, we

compute amplitude spectra between 0.1 and 4.0 mHz (as for thereal data).

We quantify the fit between synthetic and real data spectra bycalculatingL2-norm

amplitude misfits (equation 3.1) andL2-norm Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) real and

imaginary part misfits (equation 3.2):

m2
Ampl. =

∑
i

∑
n
(dAi (fn)− sAi (fn))

2

∑
i

∑
n
(dAi (fn))

2
(3.1)

m2
Re/Im =

∑
i

∑
n
((dRe

i (fn)− sRe
i (fn))

2 + (dImi (fn)− sImi (fn))
2)

∑
i

∑
n
((dRe

i (fn))2 + (dImi (fn))2)
(3.2)

wherefn is thenth frequency in the spectral domain, anddAi andsAi are the data and

synthetic amplitude spectra at theith station, respectively.dRe
i and sRe

i , anddImi and

sImi are the real and imaginary parts of the data and synthetics inthe frequency domain,

respectively. The amplitude misfit evaluates the discrepancy in the amplitude spectra

between the data and the synthetics, while the real and imaginary FFT part misfit provides

information about the discrepancies in both the amplitude and phase of the signal. Noisy

parts of the observed spectra are discarded from the misfit calculations.

An illustrative example of normal mode amplitude spectra comparisons can be found

in Figure 3.4 for theMw 8.4 Sumatra 2007 earthquake. The earthquake occurred about

130 km SW of Bengkulu, with a rupture extending 350 km to the NWfrom the hypocen-

tre and a duration of about 100 s (Koncaet al., 2008). The main shock was followed by

a moderate tsunami with respect to its magnitude, with run-up heights up to 4 m (Lorito

et al., 2008; Borreroet al., 2009). Figure 3.4 shows that GCMT and SCARDEC syn-

thetics fit the observed normal mode amplitude spectra equally well, for both vertical and
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transverse component data. We calculated amplitude misfitsover 20 vertical and 13 trans-

verse component traces and found the same results. Amplitude and real and imaginary

part FFT misfits for GCMT arem2
ampl.Z

= 0.38,m2
Re/ImZ

= 0.90,m2
ampl.T

= 0.52 and

m2
Re/ImT

= 1.03 for the vertical and transverse components, respectively. Misfit values

for SCARDEC arem2
ampl.Z

= 0.38,m2
Re/ImZ

= 0.93,m2
ampl.T

= 0.53 andm2
Re/ImT

=

1.06, respectively.

Figure 3.4: An illustrative example of vertical and transverse component normal mode spectra up
to 4 mHz, calculated for theMw 8.5 Sumatra 2007 earthquake with GCMT code 200709121110A,
for GSN station PET. 48-hour data spectra are in black, GCMT synthetics in red and SCARDEC
synthetics in green. PREM mode eigenfrequencies are shown in blue every two modes for clarity.
All the noisy parts of the spectra are discarded from the plots and the misfit calculations. Station
name, azimuth and epicentral distance are shown in the left hand side from the top to the bottom.
Amplitude misfits for vertical and transverse components over the total number of stations used
(20 for the vertical and 13 for the transverse component) are: m2

ampl.Z
= 0.38 andm2

ampl.T
=

0.52 for GCMT, andm2
ampl.Z

= 0.38 andm2
ampl.T

= 0.53 for SCARDEC, respectively. Real and
imaginary part FFT misfits are:m2

Re/ImZ
= 0.90,m2

Re/ImT
= 1.03 for GCMT andm2

Re/ImZ
=

0.93,m2
Re/ImT

= 1.06, for SCARDEC. Focal mechanisms of the two different source models are
shown as beach balls on top.

Figure 3.5 shows amplitude and Re/Im normal mode data misfitsfor the 14 earth-

quakes considered in this section. The differences betweenGCMT and SCARDEC mis-

fit values are relatively small, with only the 1995 Jalisco earthquake showing a larger

SCARDEC Re/Im misfit due to the combination of considerable differences in fault strike

(8o), dip (12o) andMw (0.13) between SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters. In most

other cases, the GCMT misfit values are slightly lower than for SCARDEC, probably be-

cause the GCMT method uses hours of long-period mantle waves, which are closer to the

normal mode data used here, than the body wave data used by SCARDEC. Overall, it is
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encouraging that SCARDEC source parameters explain long-period 48-hour data spectra

relatively well, despite being based only on the first 32 min of body wave data after the

earthquake, in comparison with GCMT, which uses much longerdata time windows.

Figure 3.5: Amplitude (left) and Re/Im (right) misfit plots between dataand GCMT synthetics
(red), and data and SCARDEC synthetics (green) for the earthquakes (Mw ≥ 7.8) where GCMT
dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. In cases where not enough data were
available (fewer than ten stations) no misfits were calculated (i.e., for the transverse component
of the Kuril 1995, Minahassa 1996, New Zealand 2009 and N. Sumatra 2010 earthquakes). The
SCARDEC amplitude and Re/Im misfits are on average 6–9% larger than GCMT for vertical
(LHZ) component data. For transverse (LHT) component data,SCARDEC and GCMT misfits
are very similar. Earthquakes are plotted in ascendingMw order and their names are written in
different colours according to the data used in the GCMT catalogue (blue for body and mantle
waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple formantle waves).

Figure 3.5 shows larger differences between SCARDEC and GCMT misfits for spheroidal

modes (vertical component) than for toroidal modes (transverse component). Specifically,

the SCARDEC misfits for both the amplitude and the real and imaginary part of the FFT,

are on average about 6–9% larger than GCMT for vertical component data (mean mis-

fit values are presented in Table 3.2 and detailed misfit values in Table A.2 in Appendix

A). For toroidal modes, on average SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters explain the

normal mode data equally well. This is probably related to the distinct characteristics of

toroidal and spheroidal modes along with data noise issues.Love waves (and thus toroidal
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Table 3.2: Mean misfit values (amplitude misfits and real and imaginary FFT misfits, see equa-
tions 3.1–3.2) obtained over all the earthquakes studied insection 3.4 from normal mode compar-
isons between GCMT and SCARDEC synthetics and real data, forboth vertical and transverse
components.

Vertical component Transverse component
m2

Ampl.−GCMT 0.30 0.48
m2

Ampl.−SCARDEC 0.32 0.48
m2

Re/Im−GCMT 0.76 0.92

m2
Re/Im−SCARDEC 0.81 0.90

modes) are generally not as well excited by thrust earthquakes as Rayleigh waves. This,

together with the fact that horizontal components are usually noisier than vertical com-

ponents, may make it more difficult to distinguish slight differences in thrust earthquake

source parameters when analysing Love waves/toroidal modes.

3.5 Body-wave 3-D forward modelling tests

Shallow earthquake source inversions using broadband bodywaves in the 0.003–0.03 Hz

frequency range for earthquakes deeper than 5–10 km are relatively insensitive to the

moment-dip tradeoff so the SCARDEC method is expected to be able to resolve the two

parameters independently. In order to test the quality of SCARDEC subduction earth-

quake dip angles and assess the impact of using simplified theories and Earth structure in

the modelling (notably, ray theory on the 1-D IASP91 Earth model, Kennett and Engdahl,

1991), we use a more sophisticated seismic wave propagationtool to calculate body wave

data misfits. We use the spectral element method – SEM – (Komatitsch and Tromp, 1999)

for the 3-D Earth crust CRUST2.0 (Bassinet al., 2000) and S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999)

mantle models to calculate synthetic seismograms with highaccuracy down to wave pe-

riods of T ∼ 17 s. Although computationally expensive, the spectral element method

is very accurate, in contrast with ray theory, which works under the assumption that the

wavelength of the seismic waves is much smaller than the scale length of heterogeneity.

In order to examine the impact of the differences between SCARDEC and GCMT dip

angles on the data fit, we consider all the 22 earthquakes selected in section 3.3 for which

GCMT dip angles lay outside of SCARDEC dip angle intervals. Given of theMo − δ

tradeoff and bearing in mind that the GCMT dip angle is associated with theMGCMT
o
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estimate and the rest of the GCMT parameters, plus the centroid, the use of the GCMT

dip angle alone in combination with the rest of the SCARDEC parameters may not be

necessarily a conclusive test. However, our goal is to focuson the effect of different dip

angle estimates and how they affect the body-wave data fit.

We calculate SEM theoretical seismograms for: (i) the SCARDEC source parame-

ters; and, (ii) all source parameters as in SCARDEC, except for the fault dip angle, which

is taken from the GCMT catalogue. We band-pass filter synthetic displacement seismo-

grams between 20 s and 250 s and rotate the horizontal components into longitudinal and

transverse components. Since the dominant period in the seismograms is shorter than the

rupture time of the earthquakes studied, we convolve the synthetic seismograms with the

average SCARDEC source time functions, smoothed at 1 s. We then filter and rotate the

corresponding real displacement data in the same way as withthe synthetics and calculate

L2-norm waveform data misfits for the two sets of synthetics:

m2
X =

∑
i
(di − si)

2

∑
i
d2i

, (3.3)

wheredi is the time-domain body-wave data at theith station andsi is the corresponding

synthetic seismogram.X denotes the station component (Z for the vertical andT for the

transverse component, respectively).

Figure 3.6 shows examples of body wave comparisons for theMw 8.4 Peru 2001

earthquake, which occurred in the southern part of the Peru subduction zone. The main

shock generated a relatively destructive tsunami and was followed by several large after-

shocks. The rupture was unilateral and propagated to the SE for 320–400 km (Bilek and

Ruff, 2002; Melbourne and Webb, 2002; Giovanniet al., 2002; Robinsonet al., 2006).

Only a few illustrative stations are shown in Figure 3.6, buta larger number of stations

for both the vertical (16) and the transverse components (15) are used to calculate wave-

form data misfits for the two sets of synthetics. The use of theGCMT dip angle yields a

relatively poorer fit to the data (m2
Z = 0.30 andm2

T = 0.23 for vertical and transverse

components, respectively) than SCARDEC (m2
Z = 0.22 andm2

T = 0.16), mainly in

the amplitude and in a few cases in the phase of the signal. Thelargest differences are

observed at SBA station on the vertical component and TAM station on the transverse
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component, where the SCARDEC dip angle leads to an improved body-wave data fit.

Figure 3.6: Illustrative examples of body wave displacement comparisons for theMw 8.4 Peru
2001 (GCMT code: 062301E) earthquake in vertical (top, P-waves) and transverse (bottom, SH-
waves) components. Data are shown in black, SCARDEC synthetics in green and SCARDEC
synthetics with the GCMT dip angle, in magenta. SCARDEC waveform misfits for vertical and
transverse components over the total number of stations used (16 for the vertical and 15 for the
transverse component) are:m2

Z = 0.22 andm2
T = 0.16 for SCARDEC dip angle, andm2

Z = 0.30
andm2

T = 0.23 for GCMT dip angle, respectively. Focal mechanisms ofthe two different source
models are shown as beach balls on the right hand side.

Figure 3.7 shows the overall body wave waveform misfit valuescalculated after mod-

elling all the 22 earthquakes used in our study. The SCARDEC dip angles lead to similar

or slightly better data fits in almost all cases for the vertical component, and for some

earthquakes for the transverse component data. Despite being small, one needs to bear in

mind that these variations in body-wave misfit are obtained by changing just one single

earthquake source parameter - the dip angle, not accountingfor other types of tradeoffs

(e.g., moment-depth). Overall, the use of GCMT dip angles leads to an increase in the

average body wave misfit of about 5% for both vertical and transverse components, show-

ing that both GCMT and SCARDEC dip angles explain the data relatively well, with the

SCARDEC dip angles leading to an apparent slightly improveddata fit (see Table 3.3 for

average misfit values over all the earthquakes). Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that

these dip angle comparisons are potentially affected by complications arising from the

finite character of the rupture (subduction earthquakes typically rupture an interface with
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variable dip angle, along fault’s strike and depth) and by the fact that whereas the GCMT

method is based on estimations of the centroid in space and time, the SCARDEC method

estimates source parameters for the PDE location. In addition, our misfit comparisons

may also be influenced by possible tradeoffs between the source parameters and the 3-D

Earth models used in the calculation of the synthetic seismograms. Hence, the signifi-

cance of the apparent improvements in body wave misfits usingSCARDEC dip angles is

not entirely clear.

Figure 3.7: Waveform misfits between body wave data and SCARDEC synthetics (green dia-
monds), and between data and SCARDEC synthetics with the GCMT dip (magenta stars) for all
the earthquakes studied. The use of GCMT dip angles yields mean misfit values about 5% larger
than SCARDEC for vertical and transverse component data. Earthquakes are plotted in ascending
Mw order and their names are written in different colours according to the data used in the GCMT
inversions (blue for body and mantle waves, orange for body,mantle and surface waves, purple
for mantle waves).
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Table 3.3: Mean waveform misfit values obtained over all the earthquakes studied in section 4
from body wave comparisons between real data and 3-D SEM synthetics using either SCARDEC
or GCMT (m2

SCARDEC(δGCMT )) dip angles for both vertical and transverse components (see main
text for details).

Vertical component Transverse component
m2

SCARDEC 0.35 0.39
m2

SCARDEC(δGCMT ) 0.37 0.41

3.6 Comparisons with other studies and with geophysical con-

straints

Our independent tests of SCARDEC source parameters are further supported by com-

parisons with fault dip angles reported in individual earthquake studies published in the

literature, using a wide range of data sets, like body waves (Satoet al., 1996; Zobin, 1997;

Kisslinger and Kikuchi, 1997; Escobedoet al., 1998; Mendoza and Hartzell, 1999; Gómez

et al., 2000; Bilek and Ruff, 2002; Giovanniet al., 2002; Yamanaka and Kikuchi, 2003;

Ito et al., 2004; Yagi, 2004; Ji, 2007; Taveraet al., 2006; Delouiset al., 2009; Furlong

et al., 2009; Peyratet al., 2010), surface waves (Taniokaet al., 1996; Robinsonet al.,

2006; Hébertet al., 2009), W-phase data (Kanamori and Rivera, 2008), strong motion

data (Koketsuet al., 2003; Hondaet al., 2004), tsunami data (Ortizet al., 1998; Lorito

et al., 2008), geological and geodetic data, such as InSAR and GPS (Jordanet al., 1983;

Melbourneet al., 1997; Miuraet al., 2004; Miyazakiet al., 2004; Taniokaet al., 2007;

Koncaet al., 2008; Biggset al., 2009; Chenet al., 2009; Béjar-Pizarroet al., 2010), sum-

marised in Figure 3.8 (for details, see Table A.3 in AppendixA). Moreover, we include

comparisons with recent results from W-phase inversions (Duputelet al., 2012b) and from

the Slab1.0 three-dimensional subduction zone model (Hayeset al., 2012). To our knowl-

edge, the Slab1.0 model is the most complete subduction zonecompilation built so far

by combining active source seismic data from geophysical surveys with information from

the global EHB (Engdahlet al., 1998), NEIC PDE and GCMT earthquake catalogues,

and with bathymetry data and sediment thickness maps. Whileideally dip values aver-

aged over the rupture area should be used, we use local Slab1.0 dip angle values at the

GCMT source location, as the rupture areas are generally notknown accurately for all

the earthquakes considered. Nevertheless, we verified thatSlab1.0 dip angles do not vary
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substantially within a circle with a 0.5o radius around the locations of the earthquakes (we

found an average dip angle variability of 5o).

Figure 3.8: Dip angle comparisons between GCMT (red diamonds) and SCARDEC (green di-
amonds, including uncertainties) for earthquakes where GCMT dip angles lay outside of the
SCARDEC dip angle intervals. Dip angles obtained from individual earthquake studies published
in the literature (blue squares), W-phase inversions (cyanstars) and the Slab1.0 subduction zone
model (Hayeset al., 2012, orange circles) are also shown, where available. Slab1.0 dip angles
correspond to the GCMT locations (latitude and longitude).Slab1.0 depths may differ compared
to GCMT depths, with Peru 2007 earthquake having the largestdifference (20.8 km). The mean
absolute difference is 6.6 km and the median is 5.0 km. Earthquakes are plotted in ascendingMw

order and their names are written in different colour according to the data used by GCMT (blue
for body and mantle waves, orange for body, mantle and surface waves, purple for mantle waves).

Figure 3.8 shows that there is large scatter in published earthquake fault dip angle

values, often spreading over a range of20o or more (e.g., for New Guinea 2002, Rat

Islands 2003, Peru 2007), with the Peru 2007 earthquake showing the largest variability

(28o). The mean intra-event dip angle variability over all the earthquakes studied is14o.

In some cases the GCMT dip angles are the lowest end-members and the SCARDEC dip

angles are the highest end-members, especially for earthquakes where there are not many

dip angle values available from other studies (e.g., for Mindanao 2002, Irian Jaya 2009,

New Zealand 2009).

GCMT dip angles determined using only long-period mantle waves (see earthquakes

in purple font in Figure 3.8) are always shallower than SCARDEC, and in most cases

shallower than Slab1.0 or W-phase dip angles (e.g., Sumatra2005, Hokkaido 2003, Jalisco

1995, Kuril 1995, N. Sumatra 2010, Honshu 1994). When body-waves are also included
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in the GCMT inversions (earthquakes in blue and orange font in Figure 3.8), for a few

earthquakes GCMT dip angles are steeper than SCARDEC (Kamchatka 1997, Peru 2007,

Solomon 2007).

Comparing SCARDEC and GCMT fault dip angles with those determined using the

W-phase method and in the Slab1.0 model, we find that on average W-phase values are

slightly closer to GCMT (with an average of absolute differences in dip angles between W-

phase and GCMT of|δGCMT − δWphase| = 4.7o) than to SCARDEC (|δSCARDEC − δWphase|

= 5.3o). In contrast, Slab1.0 fault dip angles show an overall better agreement with

SCARDEC (|δSCARDEC − δSlab1.0| = 5.1o) than with GCMT (|δGCMT − δSlab1.0| =

7.3o). Nevertheless, these differences are relatively small and possibly not significant, thus

rather highlighting that overall there is a reasonable agreement between SCARDEC and

both Wphase and Slab1.0 dip angles, and better than with GCMT(|δGCMT − δSCARDEC |

= 7.8o for the 22 earthquakes considered in this section).

3.7 Frequency dependency of the comparisons

Since our earthquake data set consists of very large earthquakes with long and complex

rupture processes we have to account for the details of the source time function when we

model relatively short period seismic waves. Here we present a simple example highlight-

ing these frequency effects.

Figure 3.9 shows an example of body and surface waves for theMw=8.3 Hokkaido

2003 earthquake recorded on the vertical component of ANTO station. The body wave

and surface wave displacement data (black traces) and the SCARDEC synthetics, con-

volved with both a triangular source time function (red traces) and with the SCARDEC

relative source time function (green traces), are filtered around five different dominant

wave periods. The SCARDEC source duration of this earthquake is 72 s.

The body wave comparisons (Figure 3.9, left) show the directP wave, thepP free

surface reflection, the reflection at the core-mantle boundary PcP and thesP free surface

reflection, all observed in the first 20 s of the seismogram. About 170 s later the surface

reflectionPP is observed. In the end of the seismogram the large amplitudeseismic

phase corresponds to the directS wave. On the other hand, the surface wave comparisons

(Figure 3.9, right) show the fundamental Rayleigh waveR1. By modelling the body wave
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Figure 3.9: Body-wave (left) and surface-wave (right) comparisons fortheMw=8.3 Hokkaido
2003 earthquake for the vertical component of ANTO station.Data (black) and: (i) SCARDEC
synthetics convolved with a triangular source time function (red) and (ii) SCARDEC synthetics
convolved with the station’s relative source time functionobtained from SCARDEC (green). The
SCARDEC source duration is 72 s. The dominant periods of the waveforms plotted from the top
to the bottom are 30 s, 50 s, 70 s, 90 s and 150 s, respectively.

data we observe that the synthetics convolved with the triangular source time function

do not explain the data for periods shorter than the source duration of the earthquake, in

contrast with the synthetics convolved with the SCARDEC relative source time function.

As the body wave dominant period increases this effect weakens and when the body wave

dominant period (T∼70 s) is almost equal to the source duration (Td=72 s) the two types

of synthetics are almost identical. For body wave periods longer than 70 s theP wave

reflections are no longer observable, however theS wave data are explained very well by

both types of synthetics. Similar results are found for the surface waves (Figure 3.9, right).

However, the fit to the data is also affected by our knowledge of the Earth’s structure,
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particularly for the shorter period surface waves, which are very sensitive to the shallower

structure. As the surface wave dominant period increases the fit gets better for both types

of synthetics.

To summarize, for seismic waves with periods longer than thesource duration, the

source dimensions become invisible. For periods shorter than the source duration, the

seismic waves carry all the information we need to accurately determine the fine details

of the source time function.

3.8 Discussion

As discussed in Chapter 1, despite tremendous advances in earthquake source imaging

in the past decades, results produced by different agenciesand/or research groups for

the same earthquake often disagree (e.g., Westonet al., 2011, 2012), suggesting large

uncertainties in the models. The problem is further compounded by the fact that earth-

quake model uncertainties are, if at all, only rarely quantified, and by the general lack

of groundtruth solutions. Thus, new source imaging benchmarking exercises and valida-

tion strategies are much needed for meaningful applications of earthquake source models

(e.g., Maiet al., 2007, 2010; Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010). In order to objectively

assess the quality of seismic source models and thus advanceuncertainty quantification,

it is important to go beyond classical resolution and/or misfit analyses. In particular, it is

desirable to apply sophisticated modelling techniques to assess uncertainties due to sim-

plified theoretical formulations and/or Earth structure employed to build the source mod-

els. Moreover, it is important to verify how well the models explain data not used in their

construction for a full quantitative assessment of the robustness of the earthquake source

models. This study addresses these issues and is thus well aligned with ongoing source

validation efforts by carrying out new independent tests oflarge subduction zone earth-

quake source parameters estimated using SCARDEC, which is arecent fully-automated

body-wave technique for the fast determination of the seismic moment, focal mechanism,

depth and source time functions. Despite only using the first32 min of body-wave data af-

ter an earthquake, we find that SCARDEC source parameters (strike, rake,Mw and depth)

for the subduction earthquakes studied agree generally well with those determined using

longer data time windows, signals sensitive to lower frequencies and different inversion
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approaches (e.g., GCMT). Indeed, the GCMT and SCARDEC methods solve different

mathematical problems (e.g., while the GCMT method determines moment tensor compo-

nents, the SCARDEC technique solves directly for seismic moment, fault strike, dip and

rake), with a different number of free parameters. Hence, the general agreement between

SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters is encouraging, with theonly clear systematic

discrepancy occurring for fault dip angle estimates, whereSCARDEC dip angles tend

to be larger than GCMT. Our tests of these discrepancies showthat SCARDEC source

parameters explain independent 48-hr long, ultra-low frequency normal mode data rela-

tively well. Valléeet al. (2011) found similar results when testing how well SCARDEC

source parameters explain shorter time-series (25 min) of long-period surface waves (150

– 200 s) for a smaller illustrative set of subduction earthquakes (17). By using longer time-

series (48-hr), lower frequency normal mode data (0.1 – 4.0 mHz) and for a larger number

of earthquakes (34), this study goes beyond the work of Vall´eeet al. (2011), providing a

clearer and more general demonstration of the reliability of SCARDEC source parameters

at explaining completely independent datasets. Indeed, several studies have shown that

free oscillation data provide useful, independent information about earthquake sources

(e.g., Parket al., 2005; Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007); however, the full potential of these

data for earthquake studies has not been studied yet, an issue that deserves to be further

investigated in future work.

When using complete 3-D Earth synthetic seismograms computed using the highly

accurate spectral element method, we find that SCARDEC faultdip angles explain real

body-wave data as well or slightly better than GCMT dip angles, for the 3-D Earth model

considered. The slight deterioration in data fit when using GCMT dip angles might be

due to the surface wave moment-dip tradeoff affecting the GCMT source inversions for

the earthquakes studied. Nevertheless, one needs to bear inmind that these dip angle

comparisons are potentially affected by a number of complications, notably the fact that

large subduction earthquakes tend to rupture an interface with a variable dip angle and

possibly by tradeoffs between source and Earth structure.

At first glance it may seem surprising that the trend of steeper SCARDEC dip an-

gles than GCMT is not associated with an overall tendency forlower SCARDEC moment

magnitudes than GCMT (see Figure 3.2), for consistency withthe GCMT moment-dip
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tradeoff, as was reported by Valléeet al. (2011) for about half of the earthquakes in their

study. As explained in section 3.2, the updated SCARDEC magnitudes are slightly larger

than those reported by Valléeet al. (2011), as a result of the improved high-pass filter-

ing introduced in the automated version of the technique. Inaddition, there is a number

of compounding factors, such as discrepancies in earthquake depth and source duration.

Indeed, for earthquakes with both similar SCARDEC and GCMT depth and source du-

ration, we do find that steeper SCARDEC dip angles are associated with lower moment

magnitudes than GCMT, reflecting the GCMT surface wave dip-moment tradeoff for shal-

low events (e.g., for the 2003 Hokkaido, or the 2005 and 2007 Sumatra earthquakes).

However, long-duration or shallow earthquakes require a larger moment magnitude to

generate long-period body waves of the same amplitude than impulsive, shorter-duration

and deeper earthquakes. As some earthquakes are found shallower or longer duration

by SCARDEC than GCMT, this partly explains why SCARDEC magnitudes are not sys-

tematically smaller than GCMT. Moreover, the presence of long-duration tsunami earth-

quakes or complex events, which will be discussed later in the Chapter, also tends to

increase the SCARDEC magnitudes.

Comparisons of SCARDEC dip angles with those reported in other earthquake cata-

logues (GCMT and W-phase), in the Slab1.0 model and from individual earthquake stud-

ies in the literature show a large scatter in values reportedfor a given earthquake. This

intraevent dip angle variability ranges from6o to 28o, underlining the difficulties in con-

straining earthquake fault dip angles. The observed spreadin dip estimates is consistent

with previous findings. For example, Westonet al. (2011) report differences between 73

GCMT and InSAR-determined dip angles with a standard deviation of about15o. More-

over, Ferreiraet al.(2011) found an average intraevent variability of about32o in fault dip

estimates associated with the use of different Earth modelsand theories in long-period

CMT surface wave inversions. In addition, Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström (2010) quanti-

fied the resolution and errors in GCMT source determinationsdue to unmodelled 3-D

Earth structure and data noise using SEM synthetic data. They found that the fault dip

angle can be underestimated by about5o and that the seismic moment is overestimated by

about 20% for shallow subduction zone earthquakes when bodywave, surface wave and

mantle wave data are used in the inversions. For earthquakeswith Mw ≥ 7.5, as in this
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Chapter, additional errors are expected because of the point source approximation used

by GCMT. Our work, as well as these previous studies, highlight the need for quantita-

tive uncertainty estimates to be reported along with the source parameters, particularly

for subduction earthquake fault dip angles, which can strongly control tsunami run-up

heights. Nevertheless, SCARDEC dip angle estimates are found to be broadly consistent

with other reported values in the literature and slightly closer to those in the Slab1.0 model

than GCMT.

Overall, the independent assessment of the SCARDEC method carried out in this

Chapter revealed its reliability in source parameter determinations of large subduction

earthquakes. The fast and fully automated version currently operating routinely has a

strong potential for tsunami alert purposes, with the plus of providing realistic source time

functions compared to other fast methods such as the W-phase(Kanamori and Rivera,

2008; Duputelet al., 2012b). This allows the rapid identification of classical tsunami

earthquakes, which have a source process anomalously long and smooth compared to that

expected for their magnitude (e.g. Nicaragua 1992, N. Peru 1996, Java 2006, S. Sumatra

2010). In contrast, e.g., since 2004 the GCMT method assumesa triangular source time

function (and before that a boxcar function) with half-duration determined by a constant

stress drop scaling relation to the seismic moment.

Figure 3.10 compares the average SCARDEC source time functions (green) with rup-

ture duration estimates from various individual earthquake studies. Blue vertical lines

in Figure 3.10 correspond to source duration estimates obtained mainly by body-waves,

and in a few cases by body and surface waves (Abercrombieet al., 2001; Ammonet al.,

2006, 2008; Biggset al., 2009; Bilek and Engdahl, 2007; Bilek and Ruff, 2002; Bukchin

and Mostinskii, 2007; Carloet al., 1999; Delouiset al., 1997; Giovanniet al., 2002;

Gómezet al., 2000; Henry and Das, 2002; Ihmlé and Ruegg, 1997; Johnsonet al., 1995;

Kisslinger and Kikuchi, 1997; Koncaet al., 2008; Layet al., 2010, 2011; Leeet al., 2011;

Mendoza and Hartzell, 1999; Nakanoet al., 2008; Peyratet al., 2010; Poiataet al., 2010;

Robinsonet al., 2006; Satoet al., 1996; Swenson and Beck, 1999; Taniokaet al., 1996;

Tanioka and Ruff, 1997; Taveraet al., 2006; Yamanaka and Kikuchi, 2003; Yagi, 2004;

Zobin, 1997; Zobin and Levina, 2001; Zhanget al., 2012). For reference, we also show

triangular/boxcar source time functions with source duration calculated using the same
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scaling relation as used by the GCMT (red) for the 34 subduction earthquakes consid-

ered in section 3.3. Interplate thrust earthquakes shallower than 50 km such as those

studied here are usually characterized by lower stress drops and longer source durations

than other kinds of earthquakes such as, e.g., normal and/orthrust intraplate earthquakes

(Allmann and Shearer, 2009). The shape and duration of theirsource time functions

are likely related to the rheology of different subduction zones, amongst other factors

(Houston, 2001). Figure 3.10 shows that overall there is a good agreement between the

rupture durations obtained using SCARDEC and the majority of the values reported in

individual studies. The only exception is for theMw 7.5 Molucca Sea event, where the

study by Nakanoet al. (2008) reports a rupture duration of 16 s for this event basedon

a new frequency-domain waveform technique. Nevertheless,the authors do acknowledge

that the value that they obtain is shorter than that expectedfor aMw 7.5 event (26 s for

the constant stress drop scaling relation used by the GCMT, which agrees well with the

SCARDEC estimate). Although for someMw ≤ 7.8 events there is indeed a good agree-

ment between SCARDEC and the triangular/boxcar source timefunctions used by the

GCMT (e.g., for the Peru 2001b, New Guinea 2002, Irian Jaya 2009 and New Zealand

2009 earthquakes), SCARDEC generally leads to longer source durations (except for Mi-

nahassa 1996 and Jalisco 2003). Importantly, SCARDEC source time functions allow

the clear identification of classical tsunami earthquakes (e.g., N. Peru 1996, Java 2006,

S. Sumatra 2010), as well as of complex events (Peru 2007). TheMw 7.5 N. Peru 1996

event (022196B) is a typical tsunami earthquake, having generated a larger tsunami than

expected from its surface wave magnitude,Ms = 6.6 (Heinrichet al., 1998). Moreover,

its body-wave magnitude is significantly lower (mb = 5.8) than the moment magnitude,

and the associated tsunami was characterised by run-up heights of 1 to 5 m along a coast-

line of 400 km (Bourgeoiset al., 1999). Similarly, theMw 7.7 Java 2006 earthquake

(200607170819A) caused a deadly tsunami with run-up heights up to 8 m to the south

coast of Java. The main shock is a classical tsunami earthquake with a significant discrep-

ancy between its surface magnitude (Ms = 7.7) and body-wave magnitude (mb = 6.1),

characterised by an unusually low rupture velocity (1.0 – 1.5 km/s). The rupture included

five to six episodes of moment release on a smooth and long source time function of 185 s

(Ammonet al., 2006). Finally, theMw 7.8 S. Sumatra 2010 earthquake (201010251442A)
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caused a tsunami with run-up heights up to 9 m along the southwestern coasts of Pagai

islands, significantly higher than expected, given its magnitude. The rupture time which

was found by independent studies (Layet al., 2011; Newmanet al., 2011), 90 – 125 s,

much longer than the duration used by the GCMT, is in good agreement with SCARDEC.

Moreover, the main shock was characterised as a slow event with a rupture velocity of 1.5

km/s and with a typical tsunamigenic earthquake differencebetween surface magnitude

(Ms = 7.8) and body-wave magnitude (mb = 6.5).

The SCARDEC source time functions also enable us to identifysome complex fea-

tures in the rupture history of the earthquakes in our data set, with theMw 8.0 Peru 2007

earthquake (200708152340A) being one of the most prominentcases. The main shock

caused strong damage to the city of Pisco and was followed by asignificant local tsunami

with run-up heights up to 10 m at the Paracas peninsula (Sladen et al., 2010). While

the earthquake has a GCMT source half-duration of 23.5 s, itsSCARDEC source time

function highlights the complex character of this rupture with two different episodes and

a total source duration of 121 s. Indeed, other studies reported a slip history of the main

shock being characterised by the presence of two distinct patches, rupturing a total fault

area of about 300 km by 160 km. The first patch was located closeto the hypocentre and

the second, which was larger, ruptured to the south around 60s later (Motaghet al., 2008;

Sladenet al., 2010), in good agreement with SCARDEC’s source time function.

All these examples clearly show the power of the SCARDEC method for the rapid

discrimination of typical tsunami events and of complex rupture patterns, underlining

its strong potential for seismic monitoring and tsunami warning efforts. In practice,

SCARDEC’s source time functions could be used in an automated way to identify tsunami

subduction earthquakes using criteria such as: (i) earthquake depth being shallower than

around 25 km; (ii) the source time function having a durationat least 1.5–2 times longer

than the values used by the GCMT; and, (iii) the source time function peak moment rate

being at least 1.5–2 times lower than that in the triangular source time function used by

the GCMT.
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Figure 3.10:Comparison between SCARDEC average source time functions (green) with rupture
durations estimated from individual earthquake studies (blue vertical lines; see main text). For
reference, we also show triangular/boxcar source time functions with rupture duration estimated
from a constant stress drop scaling relation, as used by the GCMT catalogue (red), for the 34
subduction earthquakes considered in this Chapter. GCMT source time functions are represented
as boxcar functions for earthquakes that occurred before 2004. After the 1st of January 2004
the GCMT source time function is assumed to be triangular (Ekströmet al., 2012). Zero time
corresponds to the PDE time of each earthquake. Earthquake names, GCMT magnitudes and
codes are shown on top of each plot. Three cases of classical tsunami earthquakes are identified
(Mw 7.5 N. Peru 1996 – 022196B,Mw 7.7 Java 2006 – 200607170819A,Mw 7.8 S. Sumatra
2010 – 201010251442A) by SCARDEC, having smoother and longer source time functions than
expected from their moment magnitude.
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3.9 Conclusions

We have tested the robustness and reliability of SCARDEC source parameters for major

(Mw ≥ 7.5) shallow subduction earthquakes of the past 20 years. Wefound an overall

good agreement between SCARDEC and GCMT source parameters except for the fault

dip angle, for which the SCARDEC values were found on averagesteeper than GCMT so-

lutions. We examined these discrepancies and validated themethod by showing that over-

all SCARDEC source parameters explain independent long-period, 48-hour normal mode

data spectra reasonably well, despite using only the first 32min of body wave data fol-

lowing the earthquake. Using accurate purely numerical forward modelling of body wave

data on a 3D Earth model, we found that the SCARDEC dip angles explain body wave

data as well or slightly better than the GCMT method. SCARDECdip angles showed

also a good agreement with values from other individual earthquake studies and with

subduction slab geophysical constraints. In addition, unlike some other routine source in-

version methods, SCARDEC estimates realistic source time functions, enabling the rapid

identification of classical tsunami earthquakes with anomalously large source durations

compared to their magnitudes and the modelling of the associated complex seismic wave-

forms. Thus, the SCARDEC method complements existing routine seismic monitoring

techniques and offers a strong potential for applications in ocean-wide tsunami warning.



Chapter 4

A normal mode earthquake source

inversion technique for the

determination of spatio-temporal

characteristics of large earthquakes

4.1 Summary

As briefly discussed in previous Chapters, low-frequency normal mode data provide an in-

dependent way of characterising the overall kinematic source process of large magnitude

earthquakes (Mw > 8.0). We present a new earthquake source inversion method based on

normal mode data for the simultaneous determination of the rupture duration, length and

moment tensor of large earthquakes with unilateral rupture. We use ultra-low-frequency

(f < 1 mHz) normal mode spheroidal multiplets and the phases of split free oscillations,

which are modelled using Higher Order Perturbation Theory (HOPT), taking into account

the Earth’s rotation and ellipticity, self-gravitationalforces and lateral heterogeneity. A

Monte Carlo exploration of the model space is carried out, enabling the assessment of

source parameter tradeoffs and uncertainties. We carry outsynthetic tests for four differ-

ent realistic artificial earthquakes with different faulting mechanisms and magnitudesMw

8.1–9.3 to investigate errors in the source inversions due to: (i) unmodelled 3-D Earth

structure; (ii) noise in the data; (iii) uncertainties in spatio-temporal earthquake location;
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and, (iv) neglecting the source finiteness in point source moment tensor inversions. We

find that rupture duration determinations are relatively insensitive to the presence of noise

in the data and to errors in earthquake location. However, they are strongly affected by

errors in 3-D Earth structure, notably for the lowest magnitude (Mw 8.1) events consid-

ered, for which the rupture duration cannot be determined iflateral heterogeneity is not

properly taken into account in the modelling. On the other hand, noisy data, uncertainties

in location and unmodelled lateral heterogeneity can all lead to substantial errors in rup-

ture length estimates, up to 50-60% errors for theMw 8.1 events. We find that the errors

in moment magnitude, fault strike and dip angles from the finite source inversion tests are

generally small, with the rake angle showing slightly larger errors (up to 14o). In addi-

tion, when studying the effect of ignoring the source finiteness on multiplet point source

inversions, the rake angle also shows the largest errors (upto 20o). Nevertheless, all the

errors in point source parameters found in this study are comparable or smaller to those

reported in previous earthquake source studies. This suggests that the new technique pre-

sented is useful for robust characterisations of bulk kinematic source parameters of large

earthquakes.

4.2 Introduction

Since the great 1960 Chile earthquake, the Earth’s low-frequency normal modes have been

observed and used to investigate deep Earth structure (e.g., Dziewonski and Anderson,

1981; Masterset al., 1982; Ritsemaet al., 1999; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000), and, to

some extent, to study earthquake sources (Abe, 1970; Ben-Menahemet al., 1972; Gilbert,

1973; Kedaret al., 1994; Parket al., 2005; Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007). Normal mode

data are useful to characterise the overall source kinematics of very large earthquakes

(Mw > 8.0), notably to estimate their seismic moment. However, compared to other

data types (e.g., body and surface waves), the Earth’s free oscillations have been less

used in source studies, because they typically require verylong continuous high-quality

recordings of several days, which restricts their use in fast and routine source studies.

Early source studies using normal mode data were limited to seismic moment de-

terminations (e.g., Abe, 1970; Kedaret al., 1994) or to fault geometry and mechanism

estimates (e.g., Ben-Menahemet al., 1972). For example, Kedaret al. (1994) took into
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account the finiteness of the source when modelling long-period free oscillations excited

by the 1989 Macquarie ridge earthquake and found that the Global Centroid Moment Ten-

sor (GCMT) catalogue (Dziewonskiet al., 1981; Ekströmet al., 2012) underestimated the

moment magnitude of this earthquake. More recently, the giant 2004 Sumatra earthquake

was extremely well recorded by the global seismic network, which offered a unique op-

portunity to observe and study high-quality free oscillations in the ultra low-frequency

band (0–1 mHz), prompting several normal mode source studies of this earthquake. For

example, Parket al.(2005), Stein and Okal (2005) and Okal and Stein (2009) used normal

mode data to show that the magnitude of the 2004 Sumatra earthquake was much larger

(Mw ∼9.3) than initially inferred from mantle waves in the GCMT catalogue (Mw ∼9.0).

Specifically, they showed that the GCMT source model poorly explains normal mode am-

plitude spectra in the 0–1 mHz frequency band, with an additional seismic moment of

roughly 7.16x1029 dyne*cm being required. Lambotteet al. (2006, 2007) used the phase

of normal mode singlets to determine the rupture duration and length of the 2004 Sumatra

event and to investigate the rupture history of the 28 March 2005Mw 8.6 Nias earthquake,

offering the first estimates of rupture duration and length ever obtained from normal mode

data. Moreover, Koncaet al. (2007) used normal mode data to test source models of the

2005 Nias earthquake. Nevertheless, and despite this recent progress, the potential of nor-

mal mode data for source studies has not been fully investigated yet. In particular, issues

such as the influence of 3-D Earth structure, noisy data and ofnon-uniqueness in normal

mode source inversions deserve further attention.

Previous studies have shown that various sources of error can affect earthquake source

inversions based on body and surface waves, such as station coverage, noise in the data and

unmodelled 3-D Earth structure (Helffrich, 1997; Ferreiraand Woodhouse, 2006; Ferreira

et al., 2011; Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010; Maiet al., 2007, 2010). Moreover, some

past studies have investigated the issue of non-uniquenessin strong motion, body and

surface wave earthquake source inversions (e.g., Pavlov, 1994; Mai et al., 2010; Kane

et al., 2011; Wen and Chen, 2011). In addition, various attempts have been carried out

to assess earthquake source parameter uncertainties (e.g., Valentine and Trampert, 2012),

which are still not routinely fully quantified and reported.Probabilistic inversion schemes

searching the model space (e.g., Sambridge, 1999a; Marson-Pidgeonet al., 2000; Vallée
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et al., 2011) are particularly attractive, as they enable error estimations and parameter

tradeoff analyses by generating an ensemble of models with acceptable data fit, rather

than just the determination of an optimal model.

This study addresses these issues in the context of low-frequency normal mode earth-

quake source inversions. We present a source inversion technique for the simultaneous

determination of fault mechanism, moment magnitude and thelength and duration of uni-

lateral rupture earthquakes using normal mode data. We assess the robustness of the

technique by carrying out realistic systematic synthetic tests to quantify errors in the

source parameters due to noise in the data, incomplete knowledge of the earthquake’s

spatio-temporal location and unmodelled 3-D Earth structure. We focus on earthquakes

in four different representative tectonic settings and usea direct search inversion scheme

to explore the parameter space and investigate tradeoffs and uncertainties in the source

parameters. In addition, issues such as the choice of misfit function used in the source

inversions and the effect of neglecting the source’s finiteness in normal mode multiplet

point source inversions are also addressed.

4.3 Methodology

4.3.1 Theoretical background

As explained in Chapter 2, normal mode multiplets are characterized by spectral peaks

of degenerate eigenfrequencies in a spherically symmetric, non-rotating perfectly elastic

and isotropic (SNREI) Earth model. The Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and heterogeneity

remove this degeneracy and split the multiplets into2l + 1 singlets each characterised by

an azimuthal orderm, wherel is the angular order. When studying very large magni-

tude earthquakes with rupture lengths exceeding several hundreds of kilometers, the finite

character of the source cannot be neglected when modelling low-frequency Earth’s free

oscillations. Thus, a finiteness termFm must be taken into account in order to represent

correctly the amplitudes and phases of the normal mode singlets. The Fourier transform

of the finite source acceleration responseαfs
m of an isolated singlet with azimuthal order

m and with angular eigenfrequencyωk can be expressed as (Ben-Menahem and Singh,

1980):
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αfs
m (x, ω) = αps

m (x, ω)Fm (4.1)

whereFm is the source finiteness term andαps
m (x, ω) is the point source acceleration

response:

αps
m (x, ω) =

6∑

i=1

ψm
i (x, ω)Mi (4.2)

Mi are the six elements of the seismic moment tensor andψk
i (x, ω) are the excitation

kernels, i.e., the partial derivatives of the synthetic spectra of a point source with respect

to the moment tensor elements:

ψm
i =

∂αps
m

∂Mi
. (4.3)

Assuming a simple unilateral rupture with constant dislocation and step time depen-

dence, the source finiteness term can be represented as a function of the so-called initial

phaseXm of a singlet with azimuthal order±m (Ben-Menahem and Singh, 1980):

Fm =
sin(Xm)

Xm
e−iXm (4.4)

with the initial phase being linearly related to the ruptureduration (Tr) and length (L):

Xm =
πTr
Tm

+
Lmsin(φ)

2rosin(θ)
(4.5)

wherero is the Earth’s radius,Tm is the singlet’s period,φ is the fault’s azimuth andθ

is the epicentral colatitude. The first term of equation 4.5 carries information about the

rupture duration, while the second term is associated with the fault’s length.

Equation 4.5 is an approximate description of the phase of normal mode singlets

(Dziewonski and Romanowicz, 1977; Ben-Menahem and Singh, 1980). It is exact only

when the second term is close to zero, thus only for singlets with m=0 and radial modes,

or for E-W oriented faults lying on the equator (Lambotteet al., 2006). In section 4.4 we

carry out some numerical experiments to test the domain of validity of equation 4.5.
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4.3.2 Forward modelling

In order to obtain realistic theoretical low-frequency (f < 1.0 mHz) normal mode seismo-

grams and point source excitation kernelsψk
i (x, ω) (see equation 4.2), we use the Higher

Order Perturbation Theory (HOPT) approach developed by Lognonné and Romanowicz

(1990), Lognonné (1991) and Lognonné and Clévédé (2002). We follow the approach ex-

plained in Chapter 2, whereby the equation of motion is solved in the frequency domain

starting from a spherical, non-rotating, elastic or anelastic Earth using the 1-D PREM

model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). Perturbations are then added to the operators

taking into account the Earth’s rotation and ellipticity asdescribed by Dahlen and Tromp

(1998) and three-dimensional structure using the mantle model SAW12D, (Li and Ro-

manowicz, 1996). Perturbations are obtained up to the3rd order in frequency and2nd

order in amplitude.

Interaction matrices are built according to Woodhouse and Dahlen (1978) and lateral

variations in density are taken into account by a renormalization of the elasto-dynamic

operator (Lognonné and Romanowicz, 1990). For a given mode, a Frobenius norm quan-

tifying the coupling strength between the mode and all othermodes is computed, so that

all the free oscillations with significant coupling strength are used in the calculations. Fi-

nally, source and receiver modulation functions are calculated (Clévédé and Lognonné,

1996) and the seismograms are then obtained by means of mode summation.

4.3.3 Source inversion algorithm

We have implemented a grid search technique for the determination of earthquake source

parameters using ultra-low frequency spheroidal normal mode data (0–1 mHz). Our

source inversion technique is designed to carry out inversions in two different ways: (a) a

simple normal mode multiplets inversion, assuming a point source, for the determination

of four source parameters – strike, dip, rake and moment magnitude (φ, δ, λ,Mw , respec-

tively); (b) a normal mode singlets inversion, taking into account the finite rupture of a

unilateral seismic source for the determination of six source parameters – strike, dip, rake,

moment magnitude, rupture duration and rupture length (φ, δ, λ,Mw , Tr, L, respectively).

A flowchart summarising our algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1.

The technique consists of two major parts. In the first part, data and excitation kernels
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Figure 4.1: Simple flowchart showing the structure of the new algorithm developed in this Chapter
for normal mode earthquake source inversions. The first partof the algorithm carries out all the
necessary processing, while the second part is doing the grid search and determines the optimal
model. The filtering of and spectra calculations of singletsis followed by the calculation of the
phases of the singlets as explained in section 4.4.
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are read by the algorithm and all the necessary input parameters are defined (parameter

space, multiplets/singlets to be used and their weighting factors and tuning parameters for

the grid search). Realistic excitation kernel seismogramsare built using HOPT for a given

spatio-temporal earthquake location, as described in the previous subsection. According

to the inversion type used (point source or finite source inversion), different parameter

space and tuning parameters are used; these details will be discussed in subsection 4.3.3.1.

The instrument response is deconvolved from the data and they are converted into accel-

eration. Again according to the inversion type, data and excitation kernel seismograms

are filtered multiplet by multiplet, or singlet by singlet, proper time windows are selected

(see section 4.3.3.2 for details), a Hanning taper is applied, the seismograms are padded

with zeros and their spectra are finally obtained. In the second part of the algorithm,

the grid search is carried out using the Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999a).

The Neighbourhood Algorithm (NA) is a well adapted algorithm to solve different geo-

physical problems like tomographic problems, earthquake location and source inversion

problems (i.e., Sambridge, 1999a; Marson-Pidgeonet al., 2000; Sambridge and Kennett,

2001; Valléeet al., 2011). It is a directed search method that falls in the same category

of genetic and simulated annealing algorithms and, in a similar manner, it has a number

of control parameters. Specifically, the NA requires two tuning parameters: (i)ns, the

number of models generated at each iteration; and, (ii)nr, the number of Voronoi cells in

which thens models are randomly selected. The tuning parameters strongly depend on

the misfit function used and on the dimensions of the parameter space. Therefore, each

geophysical problem should be treated with caution as the tuning parameters are very

likely to differ from one application to the other (Sambridge, 1999a; Marson-Pidgeon

et al., 2000). For our point source inversions (four-dimensionalparameter space) we car-

ried out many experiments and found that the optimal tuning parameters arens=36 and

nr=9, and for our finite source inversions (six-dimensional parameter space) the optimal

tuning parameters arens=80 andnr=10.

The grid search involves forward modelling and the calculation of a data misfit func-

tion, which drives the search over the multi-dimensional parameter space. According

to the inversion type selected in the first part, forward modelling is carried out based

on equation 4.1 if a six-dimensional finite source inversionis selected, or equation 4.2
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if a four-dimensional point source inversion is selected instead. The theoretical spectra

(αs(ω)) is then compared to the data spectra (αd(ω)) through aL2−normmisfit function

(mL2
), which is sent back to the Neighbourhood Algorithm and drives the grid search:

mL2
=

Nk∑

i=1

Nst∑

j=1

∫ ω2

ω1

wi,j

[
(αd

i,j(ω)− αs
i,j(ω))

T (αd
i,j(ω)− αs

i,j(ω))

αd
i,j(ω)

Tαd
i,j(ω)

]
dω (4.6)

whereT denotes the transpose matrix,Nk is the number of multiplets or singlets,Nst

is the number of stations andw is a weighting factor, ranging from zero to one.ω1 and

ω2 define the frequency interval of the multiplet/singlet considered in the inversion. For

our synthetic tests we used the same weighting factor (w=1) for all multiplets/singlets.

We carried out many inversions using a variety of observables, from amplitude spectra to

real and imaginary spectra (which we denote as FFT spectra),as well as combinations of

the two. In sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 we present results basedon a misfit function where

a combination of amplitude and FFT spectra are used, giving aweight of 0.97 to the

amplitude part and a weight of 0.03 to the FFT part of the function. In section 4.5.5

we shall discuss various tests carried out for a variety of misfit functions. Once the NA

converges, the ensemble of the source models, optimal source model, data spectra and

optimal source model spectra are then written into output files.

Following an approach similar to Valléeet al. (2011), a heuristic misfit deteriora-

tion criterion is used (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding mis-

fit values 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with theoptimal source model).

Furthermore, standard deviations of distributions of parameters from the Neighbourhood

Algorithm are also useful to assess uncertainties.

We sucessfully implemented both the serial and parallel versions of the NA. Point

source inversions using the serial version take up to six minutes of CPU time, while the

parallel version (using 36 processors) is roughly a couple of minutes faster in a Intel Xeon

2.6GHz 8-core processors computer cluster. Most of our finite source singlets inversions

take up to 30 minutes in the serial version, and about eight toten minutes less in the

parallel version (using 80 processors). However, the time spent for the inversions to be

carried out depends on the number of iterations and the number of multiplets/singlets to

be processed.
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4.3.3.1 Parameter space definition

Given a guess start source modelφo, δo, λo,Mwo , a parameter space over the fault geome-

try and the moment magnitude is chosen asφo±20o, δo±15o, λo±20o,Mwo±0.3. In the

case where the spatio-temporal characteristics of a unilateral rupture earthquake are also

included in the inversion, a start guess value for the rupture durationTro is obtained from

the earthquake’s seismic moment according to the scalar equation τh=h · M
1/3
o , where

Tro=2τh. τh is the half-duration in s,Mo is the seismic moment in Nm andh = 2.4x10−6

s/(Nm)3 is a coefficient. The latter is similar to the scaling law usedin the GCMT cat-

alogue for half-duration determinations as discussed in Dahlen and Tromp (1998). The

start guess value for rupture length (Lo) is then estimated fromTro , assuming that an

average rupture velocity of 2.4 km/s is representative for large magnitude earthquakes

(Mw > 8.0) (e.g., Vallée, 2007; Loritoet al., 2008). We then carry out the grid search

using a range of 100 s and of 240 km aroundLo andTro , respectively. The use of these

large intervals of source parameters ensure a good samplingof the parameter space by

the NA; indeed, these parameter ranges are much larger than differences in source pa-

rameters reported by various existing catalogues such as the GCMT, W-phase (Kanamori

and Rivera, 2008; Duputelet al., 2012b) and SCARDEC (Valléeet al., 2011). For an

explicit reference to typical ranges of model parameters from various studies, the reader

is referred to comparisons in Chapter 3.

4.3.3.2 Time window selection

For the finite source inversion a good separation of a multiplet’s singlets is essential in

order to account for the finiteness effect. The time window needed to separate a multiplet’s

singlets is at least one Q-cycle (Dahlen, 1982). The Q-cycleis simply the time needed for

the signal amplitude to decay by exp(-π). If Nm = π/γm is the Q-cycle of a normal mode

singlet of azimuthal orderm, whereγm is the attenuation rate (γm = ωm/2Qm, ωm and

Qm are the angular eigenfrequency and the quality factor of thesinglet), the Q-cycle can

be simply expressed as a product of the eigenperiodTm and the quality factorQm of the

singlet:

Nm =
2πQm

ωm
= TmQm (4.7)
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High quality factor fundamental spheroidal multiplets in the 0–1 mHz frequency range,

like 0S2 and 0S3, have Q-cycles of 19 and 10 days, respectively. The0S0 radial mode

has a Q-cycle of about 75 days. Phase estimates of this mode are stable after 15 days, as

found by Lambotteet al. (2007). For this reason in the case of the singlets’ inversion, we

restrict our time window to 20 days for all three multiplets.On the other hand,0S4 and

0S5 multiplets have much lower quality factors, meaning that their signal decays much

faster before their singlets are being separated adequately because of the broader spectral

peaks. Therefore, they are not used in the singlet inversions, same as in Lambotteet al.

(2006). Use of more sophisticated techniques, such as the singlet stripping technique,

would allow a better singlet separation of these multiplets(Lambotteet al., 2007).

For the point source multiplet inversions, any time window can be potentially used,

as long as a high signal to noise ratio is achieved as a function of the earthquake’s magni-

tude. However, for consistency, all the point source (multiplets) synthetic tests presented

in this Chapter are carried out using the same 20-day time window same as in the fi-

nite source (singlets) inversions. Singlets or multipletsspectra are finally extracted after

narrow-filtering the time-series within the frequency range of each target spectral peak.

Specifically, low-pass and high-pass cosine filters are usedby setting pass-band and pass-

stop frequencies according to the target frequency of the spectral peak and the frequency

range of the associated multiplet or singlet.

4.4 Validity of the initial phase modelling

As explained in the previous section, equation 4.5 describing the relationship between

rupture length and duration and the initial phase of normal mode singlets is approximate,

being only exact for radial modes, or for E-W oriented faultslying on the equator (Lam-

botteet al., 2006). We started by carrying out various experiments to test its validity for

different fault orientations and different earthquake latitude locations.

We assume an artificial unilateral rupture thrust earthquake, with a rupture duration

Tr=100 s, over a line fault with total lengthL=240 km. Finite rupture seismograms, which

are used as input synthetic data, are represented as a superposition of three point source

seismograms with the same fault geometry and mechanism, evenly distributed along the

line fault, each one with the same moment magnitude (Figure 4.2). We then calculate
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Figure 4.2: (a): A global map showing locations of three sites in different latitudes (north hemi-
sphere, equator, south hemisphere) where line faults with three different orientations are used to
generate finite source synthetic data for the experiments presented in section 4.4. Stars in zoom-in
maps show locations of three point sources superimposed to build finite source synthetic data with
the rupture propagating over 240 km in length towards east (1), southeast (2) and south (3). (b):
Earthquake mechanisms of point sources that are used to build synthetic data. (c): Moment rate
function of finite synthetic data with a total duration of 100s. Each of the three point sources is
represented as a Gaussian function of 50 s in duration, rupturing every 25 s.
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point source seismograms at the rupture initiation location with seismic moment equal to

the total seismic moment used to build the finite rupture seismograms, and with the same

fault geometry and mechanism. All synthetic seismograms are built using HOPT taking

into account Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D mantle heterogeneity, notably SAW12D

mantle model (Li and Romanowicz, 1996), for different combinations of earthquake lati-

tude locations and fault orientations (see Table 4.1).

Equation 4.1 is a simple linear problem which can be represented in matrix notation

for n data points recorded at thejth station as:




dja1

djb1

dja2

djb2

.

.

djan

djbn




=




Gj
a1 −Gj

b1

Gj
b1

Gj
a1

Gj
a2 −Gj

b2

Gj
b2

Gj
a2

. .

. .

Gj
an −Gj

bn

Gj
bn

Gj
an




×



FRe
m

F Im
m


 (4.8)

whered is the data vector andG stands for the point source theoretical spectra. The

subscriptsa andb are the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform. The phase

of the complex numberFm is the initial phase of a singlet (Xm) which can estimate the

rupture duration and length of a simple rupture model.

The real and imaginary parts of the complex finiteness term can be determined by

using a least-squares approach (e.g. Tarantola, 1987):

Fm = (GTC−1
d G)−1GTC−1

d d (4.9)

whereT stands for the transpose matrix andCd is the covariance matrix which includes

a priori data uncertainties. In our case, we use this approach to carry out synthetic tests

without noise added to the synthetic data (finite source seismograms) and using the same

Earth model to build both the finite and point source seismograms. Therefore, in these

tests we can simply replace the covariance matrix with the identity matrix.

We first linearly invert equation 4.1 for the real and imaginary parts of the finiteness
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terms of a set of different singlets. Their initial phases (Xm=atan−1(F Im
m /FRe

m )) are then

calculated and they are used to build a new data vector. Ifn singlets have been used in the

previous step (n > 2), equation 4.5 can be written in matrix notation as an overdetermined

linear problem with only two variables to be determined, therupture duration and length:




Xm1

Xm2

.

.

Xmn




=




π
Tm1

m1sin(φ)
2rosin(θ)

π
Tm2

m2sin(φ)
2rosin(θ)

. .

. .

π
Tmn

mnsin(φ)
2rosin(θ)




×



Tr

L


 (4.10)

The linear system described by equation 4.10 can be similarly solved in a second step

linear inversion, yielding single rupture duration and length estimates.

For the purpose of our synthetic tests we extract all the0S2 singlets and0S0 radial

modes from the point and finite source synthetic data. These singlets are then used in

linear inversions based on equation 4.1, to determine singlets finiteness termsFm, which

are in turn used to calculate the corresponding initial phases, as described above. Finally,

we perform linear inversions of the initial phases to determine rupture duration and length

using equation 4.5. Our main results are summarised in Table4.1, which shows that

the rupture duration is very well retrieved even for earthquake latitudes quite far from

the equator (e.g., for lat=−78o) and for fault orientations deviating∼45o from an E-

W orientation. Rupture length estimates are more sensitiveto deviations in earthquake

latitude location and to fault strike, but are still overallwell determined, with errors not

exceeding about 5% for the cases considered. For a N-S fault orientation, the second term

of equation 4.5 vanishes, thus, only a rupture duration determination is feasible.

4.5 Synthetic tests

In this section we carry out synthetic tests to investigate the full potential of low-frequency

normal mode data for earthquake source characterizations in the presence of data noise,

errors in Earth’s structure and uncertainties in spatio-temporal earthquake location.
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Table 4.1: Results of rupture duration (Tr) and length (L) obtained from linear inversion syn-
thetic tests, with respect to earthquake’s latitude and orientation. A simple finite source which is
considered as a superposition of three subevents, rupturesunilaterally a line fault of 240 km in
100 s. Rupture duration is always well determined, no matterthe latitude of the earthquake or the
orientation of the source.

Strike (o) Latitude (o) Tr (s) L (km)
180.0 0.0 99.9 –
180.0 45.0 99.9 –
180.0 -78.0 99.9 –
270.0 0.0 99.9 239.9
270.0 45.0 100.1 239.5
270.0 -78.0 100.0 229.0
317.0 0.0 99.9 243.1
317.0 45.0 99.9 240.1
317.0 -78.0 99.9 228.8

4.5.1 Selected earthquakes

We built a synthetic data set for four artificial earthquakeswith different faulting mecha-

nisms (thrust, strike-slip, normal) occurring in different tectonic settings (Figure 4.3). In

order to ensure that our tests are realistic, the events usedare based on real earthquakes

reported in the GCMT catalogue. We select two thrust earthquakes based on theMw 8.8

27 February 2010 Chile and on theMw 9.2–9.3, 26 December 2004 Sumatra earthquakes.

We also include the 13 January 2007Mw 8.1 Kuril islands normal earthquake and the 25

March 1998Mw 8.1 Antarctic plate strike-slip earthquake.

The 2004 Sumatra earthquake is one of the largest thrust earthquakes that occurred

in the past 20 years, characterized by unilateral rupture (Tsaiet al., 2005; Ammonet al.,

2005; Ishiiet al., 2005) and followed by a devastating tsunami. For the purpose of our

synthetic test we use the composite model of Tsaiet al. (2005), assuming that the rupture

initiated at latitude 3.27o, longitude 94.6o and a depth of 25 km, and propagated towards

the North with a total rupture duration of 545 s, rupturing segments of total length of 1140

km. The Chile 2010 thrust earthquake is characterized by bilateral rupture. In the first 30

s the source propagated southwards and then slip took place in both directions, with the

largest slip observed to the North (Delouiset al., 2010; Kiser and Ishii, 2011). For our

synthetic test we use an artificial unilateral rupture modelbased on the source model

of Delouis et al. (2010). Specifically, we consider that the rupture started at 36.21oS,
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Figure 4.3: Maps showing centroid locations (blue stars), fault mechanisms, stations’ distribution
used in the synthetic tests (left), source models and spatio-temporal characteristics (right) used to
build the synthetic data for the point and finite source inversion tests. Four earthquakes in different
tectonic settings are tested: (a) a thrust earthquake basedon the model of Tsaiet al. (2005) for
theMw 9.3, 2004 Sumatra earthquake, (b) a strike-slip earthquakefor theMw 8.1, 1998 Antarctic
plate earthquake, based on the GCMT source model (rupture model by Nettleset al. (1999)), (c)
a normal earthquake based on the GCMT source model of theMw 8.1, 2007 Kuril earthquake
(rupture model based on the model of Layet al. (2009)), (d) a thrust earthquake based on the
model of Delouiset al. (2010) for theMw 8.8 2010 Chile earthquake.
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72.96oW and a depth of 32 km and that propagated 600 km northward for aduration of

230 s yielding an average rupture velocity of 2.6 km/s, in consistency with the average

rupture velocity reported by Delouiset al. (2010). The 1998 Antarctic plate strike-slip

earthquake is one of the largest oceanic intraplate strike-slip earthquakes ever recorded.

The mainshock occurred on a fault with E-W orientation and was characterized by a

unilateral rupture (Nettleset al., 1999; Kugeet al., 1999; Anatoliket al., 2000; Henry

et al., 2000; Toda and Stein, 2000; Hjörleifsdóttiret al., 2009), which propagated mainly

from the East towards the West. Our synthetic data are built using the GCMT location and

fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s andrupture length of 240 km,

based on the rupture model of Nettleset al.(1999). The 2007 Kuril islands earthquake was

one of the largest extensional earthquakes that ever occurred. It was located in the upper

portion of the Pacific plate and caused a relatively small tsunami (Ammonet al., 2008; Lay

et al., 2009; Ogata and Toda, 2010). Although its rupture was bilateral, for the purpose

of our study, we treat our artificial earthquake as having a unilateral rupture starting at the

GCMT location and propagating towards North-East. We use the fault geometry reported

in the GCMT and consider a total rupture duration of 60 s and a rupture length of 220 km,

based on the rupture history obtained from teleseismic P andSH wave inversion by Lay

et al. (2009).

4.5.2 Synthetic data

The station distribution and input source models used in thesynthetic tests for the four

artificial earthquakes considered are summarized in Figure4.3. We build a corresponding

dataset of synthetic seismograms using HOPT, following theprocedure explained in sec-

tion 4.3.2, summing over all spheroidal fundamental modes in the frequency range 0–1

mHz. The synthetic data are convolved singlet by singlet with the associated finiteness

terms in order to introduce the appropriate initial phases.Figure 4.4 compares ampli-

tude spectra of0S2 and0S0 singlets calculated using PREM and using the mantle model

SAW12D for station CTAO, for the four events studied. There are some clear peak shifts

due to 3-D Earth structure, notably for the0S
−1
2 , 0S0

2 and0S
1
2 singlets. Figure 4.5 shows

the amplitude and phase spectra of excitation kernels for0S2, 0S3 and 0S0 multiplets

for the 2004 Sumatra event using both SAW12D and PREM Earth models. It is worth
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noting thatMrθ andMrφ components cannot be constrained for such a shallow (25 km)

earthquake with ultra-long period normal mode data (Kanamori and Given, 1981) as the

excitation of their amplitudes is proportional to the seismic moment and the dip angle

(Mosin(2δ)), so the shallower the dip angle, the largest the required moment. As the

excitation amplitude of normal modes depends on the seismicmoment and hence on

the rigidity on the seismic fault, systematic errors by the use of 1-D Earth structure can

bias the results. Specifically, modelling of shallow earthquakes using PREM model pro-

duces larger seismic moments, yielding large values of dip-slip components (Mrθ, Mrφ)

which lead to near vertical dip-slip mechanisms (Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006; Konca

et al., 2007). Moreover, although only small differences in amplitude spectra are observed

among kernels for the two Earth models used, the phase spectra show larger discrepan-

cies. In some synthetic tests white noise is added to the time-series, using a relatively good

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (SNR>4). An illustrative example of the effect of the white

noise on the amplitude spectra of0S2 singlets and on0S0 radial mode is shown in Fig-

ure 4.6 for the various earthquakes considered. While some modes are quite affected by

the white noise (e.g., the0S0
2 singlets for the strike-slip earthquake), other modes showa

smaller effect, notably the0S0 mode, which has a much higher quality factor, as discussed

previously in subsection 4.3.3.2.

4.5.3 Normal mode multiplet point source inversions

In this section we present results of synthetic tests obtained by normal mode multiplets

inversions over a four-dimensional parameter space (φ, δ, λ,Mw ). We use finite source

artificial spectra as synthetic input data and we invert for fault geometry and moment

magnitude by assuming a point source. The first four rows in Table B.1 of the Appendix

B shows the parameter space used in the inversions. Table 4.2summarises the devia-

tions between the actual solution and the results of varioussource inversions for the four

events considered, whereby the effects of source finiteness, noise in data and of incom-

plete knowledge of the Earth’s structure are investigated.In all cases we used0S2, 0S3

and0S0 multiplets.
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Figure 4.4: The effect of uncertainties in the Earth’s model as observedon acceleration amplitude
spectra of0S2 spheroidal mode singlets and0S0 radial mode. Synthetic data built using SAW12D
model (black) are shown in comparison with input model synthetics using PREM (red) for the four
earthquakes tested (thrust 1: Sumatra 2004, strike-slip: Antarctic plate 1998, normal: Kuril 2007,
thrust 2: Chile 2010). Different earthquakes are plotted column by column. Note the frequency
shift observed, especially at0S

0
2 and0S

±1
2 singlets.
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Figure 4.5: 480-hr acceleration amplitude spectra and phase of selected spheroidal multiplets excitation kernels (0S2, 0S3, 0S0) for the artificial 2004 Sumatra earthquake,
based on the model of Tsaiet al. (2005), observed at TLY station at epicentral distance of 45.8o and azimuth of 9.2o. Kernels are presented for the SAW12D Earth model
(blue) and PREM (red). All calculations are carried out using HOPT. Rotation, ellipticity and gravity corrections are taken into account in the calculations.
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White noise added Clean

Figure 4.6: The effect of adding white noise in synthetic data to theoretical acceleration ampli-
tude spectra of0S2 spheroidal mode singlets and0S0 radial mode at station CTAO for the four
earthquakes tested (thrust 1: Sumatra 2004, strike-slip: Antarctic plate 1998, normal: Kuril 2007,
thrust 2: Chile 2010). Different earthquakes are plotted column by column. Synthetic data with
white noise added (black), are shown in comparison with synthetic data without noise added (red).
The Earth’s model used in both cases is SAW12D.
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Table 4.2: Differences between input models and results of source inversions for strikeφ, dip δ, rakeλ, moment magnitudeMw, obtained from point source inversions
using a misfit function involving a combination of the amplitude spectra and FFT observables (97% amplitude – 3% FFT). Thetop part of the Table shows the effect of the
finite source when using point source kernels built with the same Earth model (SAW12D) as the input synthetic data. The bottom part of the Table shows results for the four
different artificial earthquakes tested, in three different cases. SAW12D-WN: Synthetic data and excitation kernels are built using SAW12D Earth’s model, but white noise is
added to the synthetic data, PREM: synthetic data are built using SAW12D Earth’s model while excitation kernels are built using PREM model, PREM-WN: synthetic data
are built using SAW12D Earth’s model while excitation kernels are built using PREM model and white noise is added to the synthetic data. Input models and beachballs are
shown on top, and optimal model beachballs and misfits are shown at the bottom.

INPUT MODELS
φ = 343o δ = 6.1o λ = 107o φ = 281o δ = 84o λ = 17o φ = 43o δ = 59o λ = -115o φ = 15o δ = 18o λ = 110o

Mw = 9.3 Tr = 545 s L = 1140 km Mw = 8.1 Tr = 90 s L = 240 km Mw = 8.1 Tr = 60 s L = 220 km Mw = 8.8 Tr = 230 s L = 600 km

OUTPUT MODELS
SAW12D SAW12D SAW12D SAW12D

∆φ(0) -5.18 -0.36 0.33 -9.06
∆δ(0) -0.26 2.46 -0.15 1.07
∆λ(0) -20.30 4.83 0.18 -9.28
∆Mw 0.05 0.01 0.00 -0.02

misfit 0.05398 0.00065 0.00060 0.00876
SAW12D PREM PREM SAW12D PREM PREM SAW12D PREM PREM SAW12D PREM PREM

WN WN WN WN WN WN WN WN
∆φ(0) -7.94 -4.46 -8.11 -0.54 0.23 0.03 2.60 -3.30 0.62 -1.38 -7.35 -1.28
∆δ(0) -0.15 0.49 -4.86 1.79 3.25 5.19 9.58 1.13 12.67 4.71 2.02 -1.17
∆λ(0) -25.78 -15.82 -23.06 3.89 5.56 7.54 7.83 -1.57 8.11 -3.05 -11.15 -5.00
∆Mw 0.02 0.03 0.19 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.07 -0.04 0.02

misfit 0.05416 0.05591 0.05609 0.02183 0.05126 0.07130 0.00669 0.02814 0.03401 0.00974 0.02604 0.02702
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4.5.3.1 Impact of source finiteness

Figure 4.7 shows the results obtained from a multiplets point source inversion of the arti-

ficial thrust earthquake based on the 2004 Sumatra earthquake (the corresponding results

are summarised in the first top column in Table 4.2). For this test we use excitation ker-

nels built with the same Earth’s model as our synthetic data (SAW12D) without adding

any white noise to the latter in order to isolate the effect ofneglecting the finiteness term.

Figure 4.7a clearly shows that neglecting the rupture’s length and duration of this event

yields a poor amplitude fit of all the multiplets, notably for0S2 and0S3. This leads to

an underestimation of the event’s moment magnitude by 0.05,to an error in fault strike

of about 5o and to a large error in rake angle of 20o. Nevertheless, when considering

the range of source parameters with misfit values not deviating more than 1% from the

optimal misfit value (Figure 4.7c), these ranges are relatively close to the input source

parameters. Figure 4.7d shows that the inversion convergesto the optimal model within

500 iterations.

Considering the results of source inversions for the other events shown in the second-

forth columns of the upper part of Table 4.2 (Figures B.1, B.2, B.7, B.8, B.13, B.14), as

expected, the effect of neglecting the finite rupture is gradually stronger as the dimensions

of the source increase. Hence, overall the thrust event in Sumatra shows the largest dis-

crepancies in retrieved source parameters, followed by the2010 Chile (L = 600 km,Tr =

230 s) event, by the 1998 Antarctic plate (L = 240 km,Tr = 90 s) and finally by the 2007

Kuril (L = 220 km,Tr = 60 s) event. Amongst all source parameters, in these examples,

the rake angle is the parameter which is affected the most by neglecting the finiteness of

the source.

4.5.3.2 Effect of data noise

Figure 4.8 shows results obtained from a multiplets point source inversion of the thrust

event based on the 2004 Sumatra earthquake when white noise is also added to the input

synthetic data, keeping the SNR>4 (Figure 4.6). The first column entitled SAW12D-WN

of the lower part of Table 4.2 summarises the results obtained. As expected, the data fit is

slightly poorer compared to the previous example (see the misfit values in Table 4.2 and

Figure 4.8a). However, similar features are found, with therake angle having the largest
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Figure 4.7: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2004Sumatra earthquake, using
a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitudeand 3% FFT) for the finite source
model of Tsaiet al. (2005) as the input model (φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ = 107o, Mw = 9.31,
Tr = 545 s,L = 1140 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic dataand the
excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3, 0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal
source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters
correspond to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated
with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.

deviation to the actual solution, showing a∼ 25o difference. Overall, adding white noise

to the data leads to a deterioration in the retrieval of the fault strike of about∼ 3o and in

the retrieval of the rake of about∼ 5o, which is smaller than the effect of neglecting the

source finiteness.

The rest of the earthquakes examined (Figures B.3, B.4, B.9,B.10, B.15, B.16 in

Appendix B), also show poorer fit to the synthetic data spectra when adding white noise

to the synthetic data (compare misfit values between upper and second-bottom parts in

Table 4.2). Columns entitled SAW12D-WN in Table 4.2 summarise those results, showing

that earthquake mechanism errors do not exceed∼ 10o, with the rake angle being the
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Figure 4.8: Same as in Figure 4.7, but white noise is added to the synthetic data.

parameter with the overall largest discrepancy.

4.5.3.3 Importance of 3-D Earth structure

We investigate the effect of 3-D Earth structure on the pointsource inversions by carrying

out multiplets inversions using 1-D PREM excitation kernels, which have been illustrated,

e.g., in Figure 4.4. We do not add noise to the synthetic data in order to isolate the

effects of 3-D Earth structure. Figure 4.9 and the second-bottom column entitled PREM

in Table 4.2 show the results obtained.

We find similar results to the previous cases, where the faultrake angle shows the

largest errors. Indeed, in this case the results are very similar to those found in section

4.5.3.1, suggesting that for this event the effect of neglecting the source finiteness for

the Sumatra event is larger than the effect of 3-D Earth structure. Interestingly, for this

event, the error in rake angle due to the combined effect of neglecting both 3-D Earth
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Figure 4.9: Same as in Figure 4.7, but PREM excitation kernels are used inthe inversion.

structure and the finiteness of the source is about∼ 5o smaller than that due to the source

finiteness alone, suggesting some tradeoffs between sourceand Earth structure. For the

remaining events (Figures B.5, B.6, B.11, B.12, B.17, B.18 in Appendix B), we find that

the combined effect of neglecting both 3-D Earth structure and the source finiteness is

similar to the effect of the latter alone, with only the errors in moment magnitude slightly

increasing (Table 4.2). This suggests that ignoring the source finiteness affects the point

source inversions considered in this study much more than 3-D Earth structure.

Figure 4.10 shows tradeoff plots between the various sourceparameters retrieved in

the inversions presented in sections 4.5.3.1-4.5.3.3 for the event based on the 2004 Suma-

tra earthquake. In all cases there are clear tradeoffs between rake and strike, and, as

expected, betweenMw and fault dip angle (Kanamori and Given, 1981). In addition,

while for some source parameters the distributions are relatively similar (e.g., for the fault

dip angle), for other parameters there are some clear differences (e.g., for the rake angle).
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Figure 4.10: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood Algorithm and plotted as pairs of sourceparameters for the experiments of
Figure 4.7 (green), Figure 4.8 (blue) and Figure 4.9 (magenta). Normalized frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ = 107o,Mw = 9.31). Green, blue and magenta dashed lines correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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4.5.3.4 Combined effect of data noise and 3-D Earth structure

In our final multiplets synthetic tests we carried out inversions combining all sources of

errors (see columns named PREM-WN in Table 4.2). We used finite rupture theoretical

seismograms with white noise added as input synthetic data and PREM excitation ker-

nels in the inversions. Again, there are large discrepancies in rake angle for the artificial

earthquake with the largest source dimensions (Sumatra 2004). Moreover, in this case the

moment magnitude is underestimated, with a difference of 0.19 to the actual input value.

For the remainder earthquakes, the errors are overall smaller than for Sumatra, and in the

same range as those found in sections 4.5.3.1-4.5.3.3.

In summary, overall the main findings from our multiplet point source inversions are

that rake angle determinations are strongly affected by finite rupture effects, particularly

for the events with largest rupture dimensions (i.e., for the two thrust events). On the other

hand, noise in the input synthetic data does not have a very strong impact on the inversions

and uncertainties in Earth structure yield relatively small errors in source parameters.

Strong dip-Mw tradeoff due to poor constraint of dip-slip moment tensor components and

strike-rake tradeoff are found in all cases. The latter is rather a geometric tradeoff as the

strike and rake are mutually correlated in a manner that their difference is kept constant

(Hanet al., 2011, 2013).

4.5.4 Normal mode singlet finite source inversions

In this section we present results of synthetic tests obtained by normal mode singlets inver-

sions over a six-dimensional parameter space (φ, δ, λ,Mw , Tr, L). We use the same input

synthetic data as in section 4.5.3 but we now invert for faultgeometry, moment magni-

tude and source spatio-temporal dimensions (rupture duration and length). Table B.1 in

the Appendix B shows the parameter space used in the inversions.

We first test the effect of adding noise to the input syntheticdata. Figure 4.11 shows

detailed results of the corresponding synthetic test for the thrust event based on the 2004

Sumatra earthquake. These results are also summarised in the first column of Table 4.3.

The data fit of the optimal solution (see Figure 4.11a) is excellent and the errors in the

source parameters due to the presence of noise in the synthetic data are overall small,

being up to 2o in fault geometry, 0.07 error in magnitude, almost no error in rupture
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duration and a small discrepancy in rupture length (∼ 20 km). For the other earthquakes

(see SAW12D-WN columns in Table 4.3), we observe that rupture duration values are in

excellent agreement with input models and that there are relatively small errors in fault

geometry (up to 8o). However, rupture length estimates can be strongly affected by data

noise, notably for the strike-slip event, where the error inrupture length is of about 50%.

Figure 4.11: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 2004Sumatra earthquake,
using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) for the finite
source model of Tsaiet al.(2005) as the input model (φ = 343o, δ = 6.1o, λ = 107o,Mw = 9.31,
Tr = 545 s,L = 1140 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the synthetic dataand the
excitation kernels. White noise is added to synthetic data:(a) 480-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra
of 0S

−2
2 , 0S

−1
2 , 0S

0
2 , 0S

1
2 , 0S

2
2 , 0S

−1
3 , 0S

1
3 , 0S

0
0 singlets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c)

optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source
models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal
source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Table 4.3: Same as in Table 4.2, but now for finite source inversions, forthe determination of six source parameters (strikeφ, dip δ, rakeλ, moment magnitudeMw, rupture
durationTr, lengthL).

INPUT MODELS
φ = 343o δ = 6.1o λ = 107o φ = 281o δ = 84o λ = 17o φ = 43o δ = 59o λ = -115o φ = 15o δ = 18o λ = 110o

Mw = 9.3 Tr = 545 s L = 1140 km Mw = 8.1 Tr = 90 s L = 240 km Mw = 8.1 Tr = 60 s L = 220 km Mw = 8.8 Tr = 230 s L = 600 km

OUTPUT MODELS
SAW12D PREM PREM SAW12D PREM PREM SAW12D PREM PREM SAW12D PREM PREM

WN WN WN WN WN WN WN WN
∆φ(o) -0.76 -4.20 -8.81 -0.70 2.16 1.47 2.86 -5.38 -14.33 -0.07 -1.64 -1.44
∆δ(o) -1.72 -4.29 -4.45 5.73 -0.89 4.26 -0.64 -0.86 -13.08 5.19 7.76 -10.88
∆λ(o) -2.17 6.83 -8.02 7.98 -3.19 6.49 -6.97 0.11 6.50 1.29 -8.10 -3.10
∆Mw 0.07 0.19 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.00 -0.13 -0.09 -0.15 0.12
∆Tr(s) 0.03 84.59 84.69 -1.91 90.00 90.00 -1.44 60.00 60.00 -0.31 153.91 154.22
∆L(km) 20.32 -21.13 16.90 121.76 30.71 149.96 93.22 141.88 45.41 131.40 137.25 26.66

misfit 0.00002 0.01775 0.01777 0.00343 0.02256 0.02438 0.00071 0.01582 0.01990 0.00010 0.02093 0.02098
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Next we test the effect of 3-D Earth’s structure on finite source singlets inversions.

We use the same input synthetic data as in section 4.5.3, but carry out source inversions

using 1-D PREM excitation kernels. Figure 4.12 and the second column of Table 4.3 show

results for the event based on the 2004 Sumatra earthquake. Figure 4.12a shows that the

fit to the synthetic data is still good, but poorer compared tothe data noise test. Errors in

fault geometry are up to 7o, but the most striking observation is the large error in rupture

duration, which shows great sensitivity to Earth’s structure. The other events show similar

results regarding errors in fault geometry, which are up to 8o (see columns entitled PREM

in Table 4.3). On the other hand, rupture duration and lengthshow very large discrepan-

cies compared to the input models. For short rupture dimension earthquakes (e.g., 1998

Antarctic plate earthquake, 2007 Kuril earthquake), the errors are of the order of their

true values, thus in these cases we cannot constrain their source dimensions. Figure 4.13

shows the tradeoffs between the source parameters from the various singlets finite source

synthetic inversions. A tradeoff betweenMw and fault dip angle is clearly observed. Cor-

responding results for the other artificial events studied are shown in Figures C.1 – C.12

of the Appendix C. Tests based on the combination of noise in synthetic data and uncer-

tainties in Earth’s structure show similar features as in the case of the Earth’s structure

effect alone (see columns entitled PREM-WN in Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.12:Same as in Figure 4.11, but without white noise added to synthetic data, while PREM
excitation kernels are used in the inversion.
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Figure 4.13: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood Algorithm and plotted as pairs of sourceparameters for the experiments of
Figure 4.11 (blue) and Figure 4.12 (magenta). Normalized frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed linescorrespond to the input model (φ = 343o, δ =
6.1o, λ = 107o, Mw = 9.31, Tr = 545 s,L = 1140 km). Blue and magenta dashed lines correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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4.5.4.1 Influence of errors in spatio-temporal location

In the previous sections we have carried out inversions using the correct earthquake spatio-

temporal locations. In this section, we carry out tests to study the sensitivity of singlets

inversions to errors in earthquake location and origin time. Table 4.4 shows the results

from these experiments for the thrust event based on the 2004Sumatra earthquake using

the same input synthetic data as in section 4.5.3. We startedby carrying out inversions

using SAW12D excitation kernels delayed by 10 s with respectto the assumed origin time

(see first column in Table 4.4). Next, we built new sets of SAW12D excitation kernels

shifting the assumed location by 1o in four directions (N, S, E, W; see columns 2–5 in

Table 4.4). Finally, we carried out a test where we applied many possible errors together.

Specifically, we added white noise to the input synthetic data and we performed inversions

using PREM excitation kernels with 10 s error in origin time,and slightly wrong location,

shifted about 50 km to NW (see column 6 of Table 4.4).

Table 4.4 shows that errors in origin time do not strongly affect fault geometry and

magnitude determinations, but they have a strong impact on the estimated rupture duration

and length. On the other hand, uncertainties in location cause significant errors in fault

geometry, especially in rake angle and inMw, and in some cases in rupture length. Rup-

ture duration is not sensitive to uncertainties in source location. Finally, the combination

of errors in location and in origin time, in the presence of noise in the input synthetic data

and with the use of 1-D simplified Earth’s structure in the inversions yields errors up to

10o in fault geometry and up to 15% and 17% in rupture duration andlength, respectively.

4.5.5 Misfit function choice

Numerous tests have been carried out to study the effect of the misfit function type used in

our inversions. Specifically, we test misfit functions involving: (i) the amplitude spectra

alone; (ii) the phase spectra alone; (iii) the complex (realand imaginary parts) Fast Fourier

Transform of the signal; or (iv) different combinations of (i)–(iii). The aim of these tests

is to examine the robustness of the different features of thespectra, and to build a misfit

function which is not very sensitive to noise in the data and to the Earth’s structure.

Results from the tests are summarized in Figure 4.14 for point source inversions and

in Figure 4.15 for finite source inversions. Amplitude and FFT misfit functions are more
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Table 4.4: Differences in optimal source parameters obtained from finite source inversions com-
pared with the input model of Tsaiet al. (2005) for the artificial 2004 Sumatra earthquake, with
respect to errors in origin time and location that have been introduced to the excitation kernels.
Results for an experiment using PREM excitation kernels andadding white noise to the input
synthetic data are also shown (PREM-WN). Misfit values and beachballs of the obtained source
models are shown at the bottom.

Error in origin time +10 s +0 s +0 s +0 s +0 s +10 s
Error in latitude +0oW +0oW +1oW +0oW +1oE +0.60oW

Error in longitude +0oS +1oS +0oS +1oN +0oS +0.23oN
SAW12D SAW12D SAW12D SAW12D SAW12D PREM

WN
∆φ(o) -1.83 -5.52 3.45 5.80 -0.88 9.46
∆δ(o) 0.05 4.34 1.4 -6.30 -3.18 -2.71
∆λ(o) -2.47 -14.00 7.74 -10.58 -2.02 -4.54
∆Mw -0.01 -0.39 -0.07 0.21 0.12 0.12
∆Tr(s) -7.96 0.12 0.23 0.62 -0.18 70.91
∆L(km) -190.01 -196.32 6.20 -21.90 29.21 -192.97

misfit 0.00884 0.00016 0.00349 0.00030 0.00011 0.02209

stable as they lead to obtained parameters closer to the input models when noise in the

data and uncertainties in the Earth’s model are taken into account. However, as expected,

a purely amplitude spectra misfit cannot constrain well the rupture length in a finite source

inversion. The phase misfit is very sensitive to fault geometry but it cannot constrain the

moment magnitude. Moreover, it is very sensitive to the presence of noise and Earth’s

structure uncertainties and the rupture duration and length show very large discrepancies

when PREM is used to build the excitation kernels. Using a combination of amplitude,

FFT and phase misfit functions the algorithm converges faster to the input model, but

because of the phase misfit being affected strongly by noise and/or the Earth’s structure,

large errors are often observed. The overall best results inthe presence of noise in the data

and uncertainties in the Earth’s model were obtained with a combination of the amplitude

and the FFT misfit (97% amplitude – 3% FFT).

4.6 Discussion

In this study we present a new normal mode source inversion technique to determine

overall kinematic earthquake source parameters of large magnitude events. We use ultra-

long-period normal mode multiplets and the phases of split singlets, which are accurately
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Figure 4.14: Optimal source parameters obtained from point source inversions versus true source
prarameters for the four artificial earthquakes tested (thrust 1: Sumatra 2004, strike-slip: Antarctic
plate 1998, normal: Kuril 2007, thrust 2: Chile 2010) using the FFT misfit function (1st column),
the amplitude misfit (2nd column), the phase misfit (3rd column) and a combination of the am-
plitude and FFT (97% amplitude, 3%FFT) misfit functions (4th column). Synthetic data are built
using SAW12D Earth model. Different symbols are associatedto different scenarios. Plus signs
correspond to excitation kernels built using SAW12D, crosses correspond to synthetic data with
white noise added and excitation kernels built using SAW12D, triangles correspond to excitation
kernels built using PREM and diamonds correspond to synthetic data with white noise added and
excitation kernels built using PREM.
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Figure 4.15: Same as in Figure 4.14, but for finite source inversions. Results are shown for FFT
(1st column), amplitude (2nd column), phase (3rd column) and a combination of the amplitude
and FFT (97% amplitude, 3%FFT) misfit functions (4th column).
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modelled taking into account the effects of Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D structure.

The optimisation scheme is based on the Neighbourhood Algorithm, which allows us to

extensively explore the parameter space and to characterise errors and parameter trade-

offs. Parket al. (2005) and Lambotteet al. (2006, 2007) have used the phases of normal

mode singlets to obtain constraints on the source duration and length of the 2004 Sumatra

and 2005 Nias earthquakes. Our method generalises this workby enabling comprehen-

sive simultaneous determinations of moment magnitude, strike, dip, rake, rupture length

and duration. The method is modular, so that, e.g., if when applied to real earthquakes the

data are too noisy to extract the phases of singlets, point source inversions of normal mode

multiplets for magnitude, strike, dip and rake are still possible. While low-frequency nor-

mal mode data do not provide information about the fine details of the rupture history

that can be illuminated using short-period body and surfacewaves (e.g., Yagi, 2004; Am-

mon et al., 2005; Yagi and Fukahata, 2011b; Kiser and Ishii, 2012), they are useful to

determine in an alternative and independent way the bulk rupture properties of large mag-

nitude earthquakes. For example, independent estimates ofrupture duration and length

(and hence of rupture velocity) are useful for a range of applications, from tsunami mod-

elling (Poissonet al., 2011), to earthquake scaling (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) and

dynamic rupture studies (Aochi and Ide, 2011).

We conduct synthetic inversion tests to investigate the errors in the source parameters

retrieved using our technique due to data noise, unmodelled3-D Earth structure, uncer-

tainties in spatio-temporal centroid location and neglecting the finiteness of the source.

We consider four different artificial large magnitude earthquakes occurring in different

tectonic settings, based on real earthquakes reported in previous studies. In addition, the

noisy synthetic data used in the tests have similar characteristics to real earthquake normal

mode data (see, e.g., Figure 4.6). The 3-D Earth model used inthis study (SAW12D) is

very smooth; e.g., it does not incorporate sharp lateral discontinuities between different

tectonic blocks. However, the SAW12D mantle model is probably a good approximation

for the fairly long period seismic wavefield used in this study. Hence, we consider that

the errors estimated in this study are realistic and representative.

When determining rupture duration and length from the phases of free oscillation

singlets, we find that the rupture duration is relatively insensitive to data noise and to errors
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in the earthquake location and origin time, but that it is strongly affected by unnacounted

3-D Earth structure. Indeed, using the 1-D Earth model PREM in the source inversions

leads to an underestimation of the rupture duration rangingfrom 16% for theMw 9.3

thrust earthquake, to about 60% for theMw 8.8 event, and going up to 100% for the two

Mw 8.1 events considered. On the other hand, rupture length determinations are strongly

affected by all these factors, notably for the twoMw 8.1 events (the smallest magnitude

events in our study), for which data noise and unmodelled Earth structure lead to errors as

large as∼50% and∼60%, respectively. This shows that overall rupture length estimates

based on our technique can be difficult, requiring not only a good knowledge of Earth

structure, but also very high-quality, low-noise data. In practice, our tests indicate that

this may only be achieved for very large magnitude earthquakes such as withMw ≥ 8.8.

These results are consistent with the fact that Lambotteet al. (2007) could only constrain

the rupture duration history of theMw 8.6 Nias earthquake and not its spatial extent (with

the additional complication that this earthquake had a bilateral rupture).

For our shallow thrust event tests, tradeoffs are expected between the seismic moment

(and henceMw) and the fault dip angle. Indeed, these appear very clearly in our tradeoff

plots, with the errors in moment magnitude and dip angles of the optimal models for the

two thrust earthquakes having opposite signs, as expected.We find that for these earth-

quakes, neglecting the 3-D Earth structure leads to larger errors in dip andMw (of up to

8o and 0.19, respectively) than when adding noise to the data. In addition, uncertainties in

the source location can also produce errors in fault dip angle of up to about 6o and of 0.39

in Mw, which is quite large. Nevertheless, such large error inMw occurs in only one of

the examples when assuming an uncertainty in earthquake location of over 100 km, which

is unlikely in real cases. In most cases, we find errors in dip angle of up to 8o and of up to

0.2 inMw, which are comparable or smaller to uncertainties in these parameters reported

in other studies based on different techniques and datasets. For example, Hjörleifsdóttir

and Ekström (2010) quantified the errors in GCMT source determinations due to unmod-

elled 3-D Earth structure and data noise using Spectral Element Method synthetic data.

They found that the fault dip angle can be underestimated by about 5o and that the seismic

moment is overestimated by about 20% for shallow subductionzone earthquakes when

body wave, surface wave and mantle wave data are used in the inversions. For earthquakes
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with Mw ≥ 7.5, additional errors are expected because of the point source approximation

used in the GCMT method. Ferreiraet al. (2011) found an average intraevent variabil-

ity of about 32o in fault dip estimates and of 0.09 in moment magnitude obtained using

different Earth models and theories in long-period CMT surface wave inversions. More-

over, Westonet al. (2011) report differences between GCMT and InSAR-determined dip

angles with a standard deviation of about15o. When neglecting the effect of the source

finiteness in multiplet point source inversions, we obtain errors in dip of about 3o and in

Mw up to 0.05. This is smaller than the findings of Kedaret al. (1994), who argue that

for a large magnitude (Mw ∼ 8) earthquake the neglect of the finiteness term in normal

mode modelling can introduce up to 50% error in seismic moment.

In our examples, fault strike, and importantly rake, are more affected by finite rup-

ture effects than the fault dip angle, notably for the two large thrust earthquakes, which

show errors in strike up to 9o and in rake of 20o when the source finiteness is ignored

in point source inversions. While the errors in strike are relatively small in all the finite

source inversions, and similar to those in dip angle, rake angle estimates are overall more

strongly affected by data noise, 3-D Earth structure and by location uncertainties in finite

source inversions, which lead to errors up to 14o. In the case of the two thrust earthquakes

studied, we find a tradeoff between strike and rake, and for the strike-slip earthquake we

found a clear tradeoff between dip and rake angles. For shallow dip fault mechanisms the

strike and dip are not very stable parameters. In such cases,the strike and rake are mutu-

ally correlated in a manner that their difference is constant, with the strike-rake tradeoff

characterised as a geometric tradeoff (Hanet al., 2011, 2013). Synthetic tests by Ferreira

and Woodhouse (2006) showed that for a strike-slip earthquake, errors in rake due to the

incorrect Earth structure can be up to 70o in long-period surface wave inversions. In this

study we obtain smaller errors, probably because the ultra-low-frequency normal data

used in our inversions are less sensitive to 3-D Earth structure effects than long-period

surface waves. Indeed, the errors in fault strike and rake found in this study (up to 9o in

strike and 25o in rake) are comparable to those determined in previous studies, such as

Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström (2010) who found errors about 7o in strike and up to 10o in

rake, and Ferreiraet al.(2011) who found an average variability of about 14o in strike and

30o in rake.
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Overall, when comparing the various examples of earthquakes considered, the largest

errors in source parameters occur for a finite source inversion in the presence of data noise

and using the PREM model for the normal earthquake tested, which is very shallow with

a depth of 12 km and difficult to constrain given the very long wavelength of the data used

compared to its depth (Bukchinet al., 2010).

One current limitation of our work is that we only consider unilateral earthquake rup-

tures. Indeed, bilateral rupture modelling could be implemented in future work. How-

ever, this would lead to a larger inverse problem requiring five parameters for the spatio-

temporal characterisation of the rupture (two different rupture durations and lengths and

a time delay parameter in case the rupture did not propagate simultaneously in both direc-

tions). For example Lambotteet al. (2007) tried to determine the spatio-temporal char-

acteristics of the bilateral, 28 March 2005Mw 8.6 Nias earthquake using normal mode

singlet stripping, but they state that the data quality for this earthquake is not high enough

to resolve all parameters.

4.7 Conclusions

In this Chapter we have developed a new earthquake normal mode source inversion tech-

nique for the simultaneous determination of the rupture duration, length and seismic mo-

ment tensor of large magnitude earthquakes (Mw > 8.0) with unilateral rupture. We use

low-frequency (f < 1 mHz) normal mode spheroidal multiplets and split singlets, which

are modelled using Higher Order Perturbation Theory (HOPT), taking into account the

Earth’s rotation and ellipticity, self-gravitational forces and lateral heterogeneity. The in-

versions are carried out using the Neighbourhood Algorithm, which explores the model

space and allows us to investigate source parameter tradeoffs and uncertainties. We started

by testing the validity of our initial phase modelling approximation. We found that the

rupture duration is always well retrieved and the length determination is robust for a wide

range of earthquake latitude locations and fault orientations deviating from a E-W equa-

torial fault. We then carried out synthetic experiments to investigate the effects of finite

rupture, noise in the data, uncertainties in Earth’s structure and spatio-temporal location

errors in the source inversions. As expected, the effect of neglecting the finite rupture

in a point source inversion increases gradually with the source dimensions and it affects
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strongly rake determinations. We showed that noise in data is not a significant source of

errors as long as a high signal-to-noise ratio is achieved (>4). Even for the ultra-long pe-

riod normal mode data used in this study, the use of simplified1-D Earth model can lead

to important errors in fault geometry and large errors in rupture duration (up to 60%) and

length (up to 30%), therefore its use is not recommended in real earthquake applications.

Likewise, large spatio-temporal location uncertainties (up to 1o in epicentre and 10 s in

origin time) yield important errors in rake angle determinations (up to 15%) and large er-

rors in rupture length (up to 25%). Apart from rake, all strike, dip and moment magnitude

errors are relatively small, and all source parameter errors are comparable or smaller than

uncertainties reported in the literature. Thus, the technique seems appropriate for real data

inversions.



Chapter 5

Earthquake source models obtained

from ultra low-frequency normal

mode data

5.1 Summary

We present new earthquake source models obtained using the ultra low-frequency (f ≤

1 mHz) normal mode source inversion technique presented in the previous Chapter. The

technique is applied to five giant earthquakes (Mw ≥ 8.5) that have occurred in the past

decade: (i) the 26 December 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake; (ii) the 28 March 2005

Nias, Sumatra earthquake; (iii) the 12 September 2007 Bengkulu earthquake; (iv) the To-

hoku, Japan earthquake of 11 March 2011; (v) the Maule, Chileearthquake of 27 February

2010; and (vi) the recent 24 May 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea, Russia, deep (h = 607 km)

earthquake. While finite source inversions for rupture length, duration, magnitude, strike,

dip and rake are possible for the Sumatra-Andaman and Tohokuevents, for all the other

events their lower magnitudes do not allow stable inversions of mode singlets. Hence only

point source inversions using normal mode multiplets are carried out for these four earth-

quakes. Realistic normal mode spectra are calculated usingHigher Order Perturbation

Theory (HOPT), taking into account the Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and lateral hetero-

geneities in the Earth’s mantle. A Monte Carlo algorithm is used to search the model

parameter space and estimate model uncertainties based on aheuristic misfit deterioration
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criterion. We start by validating our technique by applyingit to the great 2004 Sumatra-

Andaman earthquake, which has been extensively studied using a wide range of data and

methods, so that its source characteristics are now relatively well understood. We find a

rupture length of about 1,277 km and a duration of 521 s for this event, corresponding to

an average rupture velocity of 2.45 km/s, which agree well with previous estimates. In

addition, our estimates of magnitude, fault strike, dip andrake for this event also show a

good agreement with results from previous work. We obtain the first normal mode source

model for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, which yields a fault length of about 461 km, a

rupture duration of 151 s, and hence an average rupture velocity of 3.05 km/s, giving an

independent confirmation of the compact nature of this event. Moreover, our estimates

of moment magnitude, fault strike, dip and rake agree well with existing results, notably

with the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT) solution. Forall the other earthquakes

studied, our new point source models are compared with thosein the literature, showing

average differences of 7.5o in strike, 10.3o in rake, 2.5o in dip and 0.1 inMw, which

are comparable or smaller to reported errors in these parameters from other studies. We

do not find any unexplained systematic differences between our results and those in the

literature, suggesting that, for the wave frequencies considered, the moment magnitude,

fault geometry and mechanism of the earthquakes studied do not show a strong frequency

dependence.

5.2 Introduction

In the previous Chapter we presented in detail a new earthquake source inversion tech-

nique using the Earth’s ultra low-frequency normal modes (f ≤ 1 mHz). The technique

operates in two modes, either as an inversion for point source determinations using normal

mode multiplets, or as a finite source inversion of unilateral rupture earthquakes, using the

splitting of the gravest spheroidal multiplets.

As explained in the previous Chapter, a main advantage of studying seismic sources

using ultra low-frequency normal mode data is their abilityto characterise the overall

source process, e.g., revealing slow-slip components in the rupture process of very large

magnitude earthquakes (Okalet al., 2012). Examples of such earthquakes are the great
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22 May 1960Mw 9.5 Chile earthquake (Kanamori and Cipar, 1974; Kanamori and An-

derson, 1975a; Cifuentes and Silver, 1989) and the 26 December 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-

Andaman earthquake (Parket al., 2005; Tsaiet al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005). Very

large magnitude earthquakes with very long source duration(> 250 s), like the 2004

Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, can be difficult to study usingroutine techniques. For ex-

ample, the GCMT method (Dziewonskiet al., 1981; Ekströmet al., 2012) did not detect

the total energy radiated from the source of the 2004 Sumatraearthquake as a result of

slow slip (Parket al., 2005; Tsaiet al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005). Even though long-

period mantle waves are used in the inversion, the earthquake’s moment magnitude was

underestimated in the GCMT catalogue. In addition, long duration earthquakes (> 250

s), like the 2004 Sumatra earthquake, cannot be studied using for example the recently

developed SCARDEC body wave technique (Valléeet al., 2011) as a result of mixing of

the seismic phases (P , PcP , PP andSH, ScS) used by the technique in the 60–90o

distance range.

One important issue in earthquake source inversions is thatsimplifying assumptions

about the Earth’s structure can lead to errors in earthquakesource parameters (e.g. Dziewon-

ski and Woodhouse, 1983; Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006; Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström,

2010; Patton and Randall, 2002; Ferreiraet al., 2011). As shown in Chapter 4, the use

of 1-D simplified Earth structure in normal mode source inversions can yield substan-

tial errors in the determined source parameters, especially in estimates of rupture length

and duration. Therefore, lateral heterogeneities in the Earth need to be accounted for in

normal mode source inversions.

Another key issue in earthquake source studies is the estimation of model uncertain-

ties. As explained in Chapter 3, the GCMT method only reportsstandard uncertainties,

assuming that uncorrelated data noise is the only source of error, which leads to very

low uncertainty values. The SCARDEC technique reports source parameter uncertain-

ties in a systematic way using a misfit deterioration criterion (Valléeet al., 2011), while

the W-phase technique recently developed a scheme to map posterior uncertainties on

the obtained source models (Duputelet al., 2012a). The new normal mode source in-

version technique presented in Chapter 4 addresses these issues, as it takes into account
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the Earth’s 3-D structure in the modelling and uses a probabilistic inversion scheme en-

abling the estimation of source parameter uncertainties. Uncertainties are estimated simi-

lar to SCARDEC in an heuristic way by setting an acceptable range of source parameters

which lead to misfit values not exceeding 1% of the misfit valuethat corresponds to the

optimal source model. This is indicative of the method’s resolution and especially of the

magnitude’s sensitivity to the dip angle.

In this Chapter we apply this technique to real global earthquakes ofMw ≥ 8.5

which occurred during the last decade. This includes the following shallow subduction

earthquakes:

• 26 December 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman

• 28 March 2005Mw 8.6 Nias

• 12 September 2007Mw 8.5 Bengkulu

• 27 February 2010Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile

• 11 March 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku, Japan

We discard the 11 April 2012Mw 8.6 Sumatra strike-slip earthquake as it was followed by

aMw 8.2 event within two hours; hence, it would be difficult for our technique to resolve

the two seismic sources separately by fitting low-frequencynormal mode data. Finally,

we also include the recent 24 May 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea, Russia, deep earthquake in

our analysis (see Figure 5.1 for illustrative data examples).

Four of the earthquakes studied in this Chapter, such as the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman,

the 2005 Nias, the 2010 Maule and the 2011 Tohoku events have been previously exam-

ined using normal mode data (Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005; Lambotteet al.,

2006, 2007; Koncaet al., 2007; Okal and Stein, 2009; Tanimoto and Ji, 2010; Tanimoto

et al., 2012; Okalet al., 2012). The most widely studied event is the 2004 Sumatra-

Andaman earthquake. Results from normal mode studies (Parket al., 2005; Stein and

Okal, 2005) were the first to suggest that the GCMT catalogue underestimated its seis-

mic moment and source duration. Lambotteet al. (2006) determined spatio-temporal

characteristics of the rupture of the 2004 Sumatra earthquake using the splitting of ul-

tra low-frequency spheroidal modes and highlighted its very long rupture duration and
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length. Lambotteet al. (2007) applied a singlets’ stripping technique to constrain rupture

kinematics of the 2004 Sumatra and 2005 Nias earthquakes. They verified their previ-

ous findings for the 2004 Sumatra earthquake and the bilateral rupture of the 2005 Nias

earthquake by normal mode initial phase modelling, suggesting a 40 s delay between the

north and south fault segments. Koncaet al. (2007) studied the low-frequency normal

mode spectra of the 2005 Nias earthquake in combination withgeodetic data, in order

to better constrain the earthquake’s seismic moment and dipangle which was found to

range 8–10o. Motivated by the 2004 Sumatra earthquake, Tanimoto and Ji (2010) exam-

ined low-frequency normal mode data for the 2010 Chile earthquake and Tanimotoet al.

(2012) studied low-frequency normal modes of the 2004 Sumatra, 2007 Solomon, 2010

Chile and 2011 Tohoku earthquakes. In fact, Tanimoto and Ji (2010) claimed that found

evidence of afterslip for the 2010 Chile earthquake, but Tanimoto et al. (2012) revised

the latter findings and proposed the moment - dip tradeoff as asource of uncertainty in

dip angle determination which can explain the discrepancy between the observed and the

GCMT theoretical normal mode spectra. Okalet al. (2012) also stated that they did not

find any evidence about afterslip regarding the 2010 Chile earthquake.

In contrast with the latter earthquakes mentioned above, the recent 2013 Okhotsk

Sea earthquake is a nearly horizontal fault event that occurred at a depth greater than

600 km. This kind of earthquakes is quite distinct from shallow thrust earthquakes re-

garding the normal mode spectra observations. A relativelywell studied example is the

9 June 1994Mw 8.2 Bolivia earthquake which is one of the deepest earthquakes ever

recorded. Because of its great depth the contributions to the surface displacement field

from modes of low radial and angular orders is predominant compared to high radial and

angular order modes (Ekström, 1995). Dahlen and Tromp (1998) also show theoretical

normal mode spectra comparisons for the 1994 Bolivia deep earthquake with an artifi-

cial shallow thrust earthquake. They show that after attenuation filtering both events,

many more high-quality factorPKIKP equivalent spheroidal modes remain visible in

the observed spectra for the deep event compared to the shallow earthquake. More-

over, deep earthquakes also differ in their rupture processas imaged by the associated

source time function, suggesting shorter duration with respect to their magnitude (Hous-

ton, 2001) compared to estimates using a scalar equation (e.g. Kanamori and Anderson,
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Figure 5.1: 144-hr acceleration amplitude data (black) and GCMT (red) spectra observed at BFO
station for the six earthquakes analysed in this Chapter: (a) 2004 Sumatra-Andaman, (b) 2005
Nias, (c) 2007 Bengkulu, (d) 2011 Tohoku, (e) 2013 Okhotsk Sea, (f) 2010 Chile. Degenerate
spheroidal mode eigenfrequencies are plotted in blue for reference.

1975b). The latter is also highlighted in SCARDEC source model of the 2013 Okhotsk

Sea earthquake (http://www.geoazur.net/scardec/Results/Previous_

events_of_year_2013/20130524_054449_SEA_OF_OKHOTSK/carte.jpg)

suggesting a source time function of approximately 40 s of total duration.

Most previous normal mode earthquake source studies have focused on the earth-

quake’s magnitude (Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005; Okal and Stein, 2009; Tani-

motoet al., 2012), or rupture duration and length determinations (Lambotteet al., 2006,

2007). The new technique used here simultaneously determines the fault geometry and

moment magnitude for all six earthquakes, and fault geometry, moment magnitude and

rupture spatio-temporal characteristics of the 2004 Sumatra and 2011 Tohoku earthquakes.
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5.3 Method and data

As explained in Chapter 4, we have implemented a new grid search technique using ultra

low-frequency normal mode data (0–1 mHz) for the determination of point source models

(strike φ, dip δ, rakeλ, Mw) and/or finite source models (strikeφ, dip δ, rakeλ, Mw,

rupture durationTr, rupture lengthL) of great unilateral rupture earthquakes. The details

of the methodology have been discussed in detail in Chapter 4, but will be briefly sum-

marised here. Higher Order Perturbation Theory (Lognonné, 1991) is used to calculate

realistic normal mode excitation kernels spectra, taking into account the Earth’s rotation,

ellipticity and 3-D structure, using the mantle model SAW12D (Li and Romanowicz,

1996). Self-gravitational force corrections are also applied to the low-frequency spectra.

Multiplet point source inversions are carried out using earthquake centroid locations from

previous studies or catalogues (e.g., from the GCMT catalogue). On the other hand, finite

source inversions are carried out using the PDE location (Preliminary Determination of

Epicentres), which should be associated with the rupture’sinitiation. The optimization is

carried out using the Neighbourhood Algorithm developed bySambridge (1999a) which

is guided by theL2 − norm misfit function (see equation 4.6 and other further details in

Chapter 4). The parameter space is built as explained in the previous Chapter, using the

GCMT source model as start model and ranges40o in strike and rake,30o in dip, 0.6 in

moment magnitude, 100 s in rupture duration and 240 km in length. The tuning param-

eters used in the Neighbourhood Algorithm are the same as those used in the synthetic

tests of Chapter 4.

We use very broadband time-series from the Global Seismographic Network (GSN).

Except for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea event, only vertical component recordings are used as

they are less noisy than horizontal component data, which are very sensitive to tilts and

atmospheric perturbations. For the singlets’ inversions we use 480 hours of continuous

recordings with respect to0S2 and0S3 Q-cycle (Dahlen, 1982). For details see section

4.3.3.2 in Chapter 4 and the next subsection.

For the multiplets’ point source inversions, where the finite rupture is neglected (point

source approximation) there are no constraints on time window lengths and the length

of the seismograms can vary according to the earthquake’s magnitude. For very large

magnitude earthquakes (Mw ≥ 8.8), we use a time window of 240 hours, and for smaller
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magnitude earthquakes the time window ranges between 48–240 hours in order to achieve

a high signal-to-noise ratio, which is assessed by visual, manual inspection of all the

data available. Gaps in the recordings are filled with zeros and glitches are removed

where possible. Stations with gaps longer than five minutes or stations with multiple gaps

and those reported as having questionable instrumental responses or timing errors (Davis

et al., 2005) are discarded. The requirement of very long, continuous (up to 20 days) and

low noise level time-series, in combination with poorer ocean coverage compared to land

based stations can lead to gaps in station distribution. However, for each earthquake, high

quality data can be obtained for over 15 stations on average.

Finally, a visual inspection of the quality of the normal mode acceleration data was

carried out prior to the inversion. The data was filtered multiplet by multiplet, or singlet

by singlet depending on the inversion type to be carried out.Spectral peaks with a low

signal-to-noise ratio∼≤ 2 were given a weighting factor equal to zero and high quality

spectral peaks (signal-to-noise ratio∼≥ 4) were rewarded with a high weighting factor

(up to 1). A weighting factor ranging 0.1–0.9 was used for spectral peaks with moderate

signal-to-noise ratio (2–4). A weighting factor equal to zero means that the spectral peak

is not taken into account in the inversion, while a weightingfactor equal to one accounts

strongly for the information carried by the particular signal.

5.3.1 Normal mode singlet separation

The separation of low-frequency normal mode singlets can bevery challenging and is

only possible due to the enhancement of data quality in the past decades. A lot of ef-

fort has been also made towards efficient normal mode spectraobservations regarding the

development of new techniques. The identification of spectral leakage and mode-mode

interference by Dahlen (1982) as serious drawbacks in low-frequency normal mode spec-

tra observations were well resolved by standard signal processing of data windowing and

optimum record length selection. Moreover, a multitaper technique proposed by Park

et al. (1987) yielded good spectral leakage resistance, for example in comparison with a

Hanning taper, which discards 5/8 of statistical information in a time-series and weights

unequally the signal by emphasising the central portion of the record. Using the variance
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as a good measure, the multitaper technique shows even lowervalues without overempha-

sising the central part of the time-series.

The singlet stripping technique which was developed by Buland et al. (1979) has

been widely applied in normal mode studies (e.g Ritzwolleret al., 1986; Widmeret al.,

1992b,a) and has lead to the identification of anomalously splitting modes (e.g. Ritzwoller

et al., 1986). More recently, Lambotteet al. (2007) applied successfully this technique

to determine the spatio-temporal kinematics of the 2004 Sumatra earthquake. Moreover,

a stacking technique known as the multi-station experimentdeveloped by Courtieret al.

(2000) for the identification of the Slichter mode (1S1) or any other degree one mode, was

applied by Rosatet al. (2003) to resolve the splitting of the2S1 multiplet by calculating

their eigenfrequencies.

We apply a Hanning taper prior to Fourier transform in order to eliminate spectral

leakage and we separate the ultra-low frequency, high quality factor0S2 and0S3 singlets

by using a 20-days time window according to their Q-cycle (Dahlen, 1982). We then

narrow filter the signal around each target singlet in a similar way as in Lambotteet al.

(2006). This window length provides enough resolution to separate their singlets. Fig-

ure 5.2 shows an example of0S2 and0S3 splitting after 20 days of continuous recordings.

All 0S
m
2 and0S

m
3 singlets are well resolved, except maybe0S

±2
3 singlets. The0S0 radial

mode which has a Q-cycle of about 75 days does not split into singlets but it is coupled

with its neighbour0S5 multiplet (Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001). Our goal is to separate

them and eliminate their interference. Lambotteet al. (2007) stated that even a 15-days

time window can provide stable phase estimates of this very high quality factor (5327)

radial mode compared to its low quality factor (356) neighbour. 0S4 and0S5 singlets are

hard to separate, as for these multiplets their spectral peaks become broader because of

attenuation; consequently, they are not included in the singlets’ inversions.

5.4 Analysis of large magnitude earthquakes

As explained in section 5.2, we carry out source inversions for five large magnitude

(Mw ≥ 8.5 in GCMT catalogue), shallow depth (<30km) thrust earthquakes, as well

as for the recent 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea, deep (h = 607 km), nearly horizontal fault,

earthquake (see Figure 5.3). In the following subsections we present in detail the obtained
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Figure 5.2: Singlets separation for0S2 and 0S3 multiplets obtained from 480-hr acceleration
spectra for the 26 December 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, recorded at CTAO
station (black). Finite source model synthetics obtained from the singlets inversion described in
subsection 5.4.1.1 are also shown (red) for reference. Top panel shows acceleration amplitude
spectra, middle and bottom panels show real and imaginary FFT parts, respectively. Blue dashed
lines indicate singlets’ eigenfrequencies with respect toEarth’s rotation, ellipticity and SAW12D
Earth model.
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source models.

Figure 5.3: Global maps showing the GCMT locations (stars) and beachballs of the six earth-
quakes analysed in this Chapter: (a) 2004 Sumatra-Andaman,(b) 2005 Nias, (c) 2007 Bengkulu,
(d) 2011 Tohoku, (e) 2013 Okhotsk Sea, (f) 2010 Chile. Stations used in the point source inver-
sions are plotted as red squares and those used in the finite source inversions are plotted as cyan
triangles.

5.4.1 The 2004Mw 9.3, 2005Mw 8.6 and 2007Mw 8.5 Sumatra earthquakes

The Andaman-Sumatra trench where the Indo-Australian tectonic plate subducts under-

neath the Eurasian plate is one of the most seismically active areas on Earth. In the
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south-west portion, the Australian plate subducts at approximately 60 mm/yr, and towards

the north-west the convergence direction becomes oblique and the rate decreases to 45

mm/yr (Figure 5.4). Along Sumatra, thrust motion takes place perpendicular to the trench

and, slightly to the east, right-lateral slip over the Sumatra fault is observed (Fitch, 1972;

Prawirodirdjoet al., 2000; McCaffreyet al., 2000). Many significant historic earthquakes

are reported in the area, such as, the 1881M ∼ 7.9 and the 1941M ∼ 7.7 earthquake in

the north, and the 1797M ∼ 8.4, the 1833M ∼ 9.0 and the 1861M ∼ 8.5 earthquake

in the south (Newcomb and McCann, 1987; Zachariasenet al., 1999; Riveraet al., 2002;

Bilham et al., 2005).

Figure 5.4: Map showing the tectonic setting of the 2004, 2005 and 2007 Sumatra earthquakes.
Red stars indicate the centroid locations of the mainshocks. Red beachballs correspond to their
GCMT source models. Red circles show the seismicity (Mw ≥ 5.5 in entire GCMT catalogue) of
the study area. White dashed lines indicate approximately the rupture areas of historic earthquakes.

Three great thrust earthquakes which ruptured the megathrust fault along the Sumatra
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subduction zone are studied in this section. These include the 26 December 2004Mw

9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, the 25 March 2005Mw 8.6 Nias earthquake and the

12 September 2007Mw 8.5 Bengkulu earthquake. The 2005 Nias earthquake ruptured

the same area as the historic 1861M ∼ 8.5 earthquake and it may have been a conse-

quence of Coulomb stress transfer because of the 2004 Sumatra earthquake (McCloskey

et al., 2005). All three generated significant tsunamis, with the most disastrous being

the one associated with the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. Runup heights up to

30 m observed along the coast of the Aceh Province and in BandaAceh (Synolakis and

Kong, 2006; Piatanesi and Lorito, 2007), resulting in over 250,000 fatalities. A small size

tsunami was generated by the 2005 Nias earthquake in comparison with 2004 tsunami.

Possible reasons are the much smaller rupture length of the 2005 Nias earthquake com-

pared to the 2004 Sumatra earthquake, the maximum uplift of the 2005 event (∼ 2.9 m)

was much smaller compared to 2004 event (∼ 5.4 m) and the greatest vertical displace-

ment occurred along shallow water and land and not in deep water as in the case of the

2004 earthquake (Briggset al., 2006). Most of the causalities (∼ 2,000) associated with

the 2005 Nias earthquake are due to building collapses as thetsunami occurred away

from a highly populated area (Walkeret al., 2005). On the other hand, the 2007 Bengkulu

earthquake caused a moderate tsunami with runup heights up to 4 m (Loritoet al., 2008;

Borreroet al., 2009) and approximately 25 fatalities.

5.4.1.1 The 26 December 2004Mw 9.3 earthquake

The 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake involved a slow slip component which was not

detected by the GCMT inversion, resulting in its magnitude underestimation (Parket al.,

2005; Tsaiet al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005). The mainshock is characterised by a

unilateral rupture towards the north rupturing a total length of ∼ 1200 km which lasted

more than 8 minutes (e.g., Ishiiet al., 2005; Tsaiet al., 2005; Guilbertet al., 2005; Ni

et al., 2005; Krüger and Ohrnberger, 2005; Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007; Vallée, 2007).

Relatively large slip (10 m) has been observed close to the hypocentre and maximum slip

of 20–30 m was located close to Nicobar islands (Ammonet al., 2005; Layet al., 2005;

Piatanesi and Lorito, 2007; Chilehet al., 2007).
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We first carried out a point source inversion using 240 hours of continuous data in-

cluding all spheroidal multiplets in the 0–1 mHz frequency range, except2S1, which is

not well excited. In total, spectra of six multiplets (0S2,0 S3,0 S4,0 S5,0 S0,1 S2) and the

3S1−1S3 supermultiplet recorded at 20 stations from the GSN used in the inversion (Fig-

ure 5.5a). The origin time and centroid location were fixed tothe GCMT solution and the

parameter space used in the inversions is also based on this solution (Table D.1). Our re-

sults are summarised in Table 5.1. In addition to presentingthe results obtained for strike

φ, dip δ, rakeλ, Mw, we also show the corresponding uncertainties, which are estimated

by considering as acceptable solutions those that correspond to data misfit values that are

1% larger than the optimal data misfit. The resulting point source model has a very steep

dip angle, (δ=19.3o) and a lower moment magnitude (Mw = 9.0) in comparison with the

revised GCMT model of Tsaiet al.(2005) and the W-phase source model. Therefore, fur-

ther inversions were carried out using: (i) a source depth of10 km, as reported in the PDE

catalogue; and, (ii) the centroid location of Tsaiet al. (2005). The shallower PDE depth

did not change substantially the results and the fit to the data did not improve. However,

the use of the centroid location of Tsaiet al.(2005) in our inversions resulted in a better fit

to the data (see Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5a). Some spectral peaks show poorer fit compared

to others due to their higher noise level (Figure 5.5a). The corresponding optimal point

source model (Figure 5.5b–c) obtained after 160 iterationsand the generation of 5822

models (see Figure 5.5d) is in better agreement with the W-phase solution and with the

composite source model of Tsaiet al. (2005).
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Figure 5.5: Results from a point source inversion for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake.
The SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build excitation kernels for the centroid location of
Tsaiet al. (2005): (a) 240-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-
2S2-3S1 multiplets; (b) optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range of source
parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values not exceed-
ing the minimum misfit value by more than 1%); (d) misfit function evolution as a function of the
number of models generated in the parameter search.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the GCMT, W-phase and Tsaiet al. (2005) source models for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake with point source models obtained from our
multiplet point source inversions using: (i) the GCMT location and GCMT depth ofh=28.6km (4th row); (ii) the GCMT location and PDE depth ofh = 10 km (5th row);
and, (iii) the centroid location determined by Tsaiet al.(2005) (6th row). Reported uncertainties correspond to solutions witha data misfit not exceeding the minimum misfit
value by more than 1%.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw misfit beachball

GCMT 329.0 – 8.0 – 110.0 – 9.0 – –

W-phase 335.6 – 7.2 – 113.7 – 9.2 – –

Tsaiet al. (2005) 343.0 – 6.1 – 107.0 – 9.3 – –

This study GCMT location, (h=28.6km) 343.7 336.5–348.8 19.3 12.8–21.8 121.2 109.2–129.4 9.0 9.0–9.1 0.114

This study GCMT location, (h=10.0km) 342.5 332.8–345.6 17.0 16.6–28.5 119.3 101.7–120.3 9.0 8.9–9.0 0.115

This study Tsaiet al. (2005) Centroid location 340.1 335.0–341.1 10.3 10.1–13.8113.4 107.0–116.0 9.2 9.1–9.2 0.105
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Table 5.2: Initial phase (Xm) estimates for the singlets included in the finite source inversion
carried out for the 26 December 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. Initial phases correspond to
the optimal source model determined from the inversion (φ = 340.9o, Tr = 521.0 s,L = 1276.8
km) with respect to the PDE location. Singlets’ periods (Tm) are also shown for reference.

Singlet Tm (s) Xm (o)

0S
−2
2 3334 -31.9

0S
0
2 3233 -29.0

0S
2
2 3140 -26.1

0S
−3
3 2166 -48.9

0S
3
3 2107 -38.9

0S
0
0 1228 -76.4

A finite source inversion was also carried out using 480 hoursof continuous record-

ings including well excited normal mode spheroidal singlets in the frequency range 0–1

mHz (see Figure 5.6a). Some0S2 and0S3 singlets recorded by higher noise level stations

were discarded from the inversion by penalising them with a weighting factor equal to

zero (gaps in spectra of Figure 5.6a). In addition to point source parameters, the rupture

duration and length were also searched in our inversion. Table 5.2 shows the associated

initial phases for the singlets used in the inversion, whileTable 5.3 summarises our opti-

mal model; various source models reported in the literature(including the GCMT and W-

phase solutions) are also shown for comparison. Our source model is in very good agree-

ment with the composite model of Tsaiet al. (2005), although our dip angle is slightly

steeper. Large differences of approximately 10o are observed compared to the W-pahse

strike and rake angles, however, our dip angle differs only 1o with W-pahse. Our moment

magnitude from both the point and finite source inversions are in good agreement with

other studies (see Table 5.3 for details), all suggesting a larger magnitude to that initially

inferred from GCMT. Total rupture duration (521 s) and length (1276.8 km) determined

from the singlets’ inversion are also in excellent agreement with other studies presented in

Table 5.3. Figure 5.6a shows the data fit of the optimal model obtained from the inversion

(Figures 5.6b and 5.6c) after 269 iterations and the corresponding exploration of 21620

models (Figure 5.6d).

The tradeoff plots in Figure 5.7 show clearly the moment magnitude – dip tradeoff

in both point and finite source inversions. We also observe a tradeoff between strike

and rupture length in the finite source inversion, which is not unexpected considering
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Figure 5.6: Results from a finite source inversion for the 2004 Sumatra earthquake. SAW12D 3-D
model is used to build the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S

±2
2 , 0S0

2 ,
0S

±3
3 , 0S0 singlets with respect to the PDE location, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal

and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models
yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source
model), (d) misfit function evolution.

equation 4.5 in Chapter 4. Since the location of the rupture initiation is fixed in the

inversion, the second term of equation 4.5 varies only because of the length and the source

orientation, leading to the tradeoff observed in Figure 5.7. A similar tradeoff has also been

observed in synthetic tests presented in Chapter 4 (e.g. Figure 4.13).
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Figure 5.7: Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models producedby the Neighbourhood Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.5 (point source inversion; green
dots) and Figure 5.6 (finite source inversion; blue dots) forthe great 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. The normalisedhistograms in the bottom row show the distribution
of the inversion results (their meanµ and standard deviationσ values are also shown). Black and red dashed vertical lines correspond to the optimal source parameters
obtained from point and finite source inversions, respectively.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of point (φ, δ, λ,Mw) and finite (φ, δ, λ,Mw, Tr, L) source models determined in this study with GCMT, W-phase,SCARDEC and other studies for
the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. Uncertainties showncorrespond to models with misfit values within a 1% tolerancewith respect to the optimal misfit.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw Tr(s) ∆Tr(s) L(km) ∆L(km)

GCMT 329.0 – 8.0 – 110.0 – 9.0 – – – – –
W-phase 335.6 – 7.2 – 113.7 – 9.2 – – – – –

SCARDEC – – – – – – – – – – – –
Tsaiet al. (2005) 343.0 – 6.1 – 107.0 – 9.3 – 540.0 – 1150.0 –

Lambotteet al. (2006) – – – – – – – – 500.0 – 1220.0 –
Lambotteet al. (2007) – – – – – – – – 550.0 – 1250.0 –

Parket al. (2005) – – – – – – 9.2 – 600.0 – 1250.0 –
Ammonet al. (2005) – – – – – – – – 500.0 – 1250.0 –
Stein and Okal (2005) – – – – – – 9.3 – – – 1250.0 –

Ni et al. (2005) – – – – – – – – 500.0 – 1200.0 –
Vallée (2007) – – – – – – 9.1 – 580.0 – 1175.0 –

Chilehet al. (2007) – – – – – – 9.2 – – – 1500.0 –
Guilbertet al. (2005) – – – – – – – – 515.0 – 1235.0 –

Ishii et al. (2005) – – – – – – 9.3 – – – 1300.0 –
Krüger and Ohrnberger (2005) – – – – – – – – 490.0 – 1150.0 –

This study 340.1 335.0–341.1 10.3 10.1–13.8 113.4 107.0–116.0 9.2 9.1–9.2 – – – –
This study 340.9 309.0–346.8 8.2 6.9–30.4 102.8 90.5–115.79.3 8.9–9.3 521.0 480.1–544.3 1276.8 1122.6–1322.5
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5.4.1.2 The 28 March 2005Mw 8.6 earthquake

The 2005 Nias earthquake involved a bilateral rupture over atotal area of 400 km by

100 km, with a total duration of approximately 120 s and an average slip of 6 m (Walker

et al., 2005). Several studies suggest a rupture propagation towards the north, followed

by southward propagation after a delay of about 40 s (Walkeret al., 2005; Briggset al.,

2006; Lambotteet al., 2007). On the other hand, Koncaet al. (2007) argued that the

rupture propagated simultaneously towards the north and the south. The mainshock was

followed by a relatively small tsunami. As a result, most of the fatalities were due to

collapsed buildings (Walkeret al., 2005).

The results of our inversions are summarised in Table 5.4 andillustrated in Figure

D.1 in Appendix D. We carried out point and finite source inversions, but our finite source

inversion results were unstable as far as rupture duration and length are concerned. In-

deed, the modelling of the initial phase we carry out is designed to fit unilateral rupture

earthquakes, in contrast with the 2005 Nias earthquake which is characterised by bilateral

rupture. Therefore, we limit our results to a point source inversion, which uses 240 hours

of continuous recordings including all spheroidal multiplets in the 0–1 mHz frequency

range. In total, we used seven multiplets recorded at 18 stations (see Figure D.1 in Ap-

pendix D). The2S1 multiplet was discarded due to its low signal-to-noise ratio. 2S1 mode

is the first overtone of the so-called Slichter mode, and involves motion in the Earth’s core

(Rosatet al., 2003). Table 5.4 shows that our optimal point source model is similar to

results from other studies. The fault strike and, importantly, rake angle are larger than

those found in other studies by about 8o for strike and by 15o for rake. In addition, the

moment magnitude is slightly larger than in previous studies and the fault dip angle is

relatively shallow compared to W-phase and SCARDEC, but steeper than GCMT. These

discrepancies are consistent with clear moment magnitude –dip and strike – rake tradeoffs

observed in the tradeoff plots for this earthquake (see Figure D.2 in Appendix D).

5.4.1.3 The 12 September 2007Mw 8.5 earthquake

The 12 September 2007Mw 8.5 Bengkulu earthquake is the smallest in our set of events

in Sumatra, characterised by a unilateral rupture towards the northwest (e.g., Koncaet al.,

2008; Loritoet al., 2008). Its magnitude is not large enough to allow us to use very long
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Table 5.4: Comparison of point (φ, δ, λ,Mw) source model determined in this study with GCMT,
W-phase, SCARDEC and other studies for the 2005 Nias earthquake. Uncertainties shown corre-
spond to models with misfit values within a 1% tolerance with respect to the optimal misfit.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw

GCMT 333.0 – 8.0 – 118.0 – 8.6 –
W-phase 333.2 – 12.3 – 114.5 – 8.5 –

SCARDEC 320.0 – 13.0 – 99.0 – 8.5 –
Bukchin and Mostinskii (2007) 315.0 – 10.0 – 90.0 – 8.6 –

Koncaet al. (2007) – – 10.0 – – – 8.6 –
This study 341.0 334.7–341.8 9.4 6.2–13.8 132.8 122.8–133.2 8.7 8.5–8.7

Table 5.5: Comparison of point (φ, δ, λ,Mw) source model determined in this study with GCMT,
W-phase, SCARDEC and other studies for the 2007 Bengkulu earthquake. Uncertainties shown
correspond to models with misfit values within a 1% tolerancewith respect to the optimal misfit.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw

GCMT 328.0 – 9.0 – 114.0 – 8.5 –
W-phase 317.1 – 13.6 – 95.0 – 8.3 –

SCARDEC 329.0 – 17.0 – 110.0 – 8.4 –
Lorito et al. (2008) – – – – – – 8.4 –
Koncaet al. (2008) – – – – – – 8.4 –

This study 329.6 321.1–333.8 8.1 7.7–19.3 111.7 97.6–116.78.6 8.3–8.6

time series (20 days), which are needed to separate ultra low-frequency singlets required

for a finite source inversion, as the spectra of such long timeseries is dominated by noise

for this earthquake (Figure 5.1c). Therefore, only a point source inversion was carried out,

using 216 hours of continuous data, including all spheroidal multiplets in the 0–1 mHz

frequency range, except again the2S1 multiplet, as it is poorly excited. A total of seven

multiplets recorded at 18 stations is used (see Figure D.3 inAppendix D). Table 5.5 sum-

marises our optimal point source parameters and compares them with GCMT, W-phase,

SCARDEC and other source models reported in the literature.Overall, our point source

model is in good agreement with the results from other studies, notably from the GCMT

catalogue. However, some discrepancies in fault dip angle and in moment magnitude are

observed, with our dip angle being about 1o–9o shallower than in previous studies and our

moment magnitude being about 0.1–0.2 larger than it was found in previous work. These

differences are again due to the moment – dip angle tradeoff affecting our inversions,

which is clearly seen in the tradeoff plot in Figure D.4 in theAppendix D.
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5.4.2 The 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku and 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea earthquakes

In this section we examine the 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku earthquake and the recent deep

(∼ 607 km) 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea earthquake. The Tohoku earthquake occurredin

the Japan trench where the Pacific plate subducts beneath theOkhotsk plate, a part of the

larger North America plate, at a rate of about 92 mm/yr (DeMets et al., 1990). Further to

the northeast of the Japan trench, the Kuril-Kamchatka trench lies where the rate decreases

to 75 mm/yr (Figure 5.8). The entire area is one of the most tectonically active regions

on the Earth with manyM ∼ 7 earthquakes having occurring in the past (Yamanaka and

Kikuchi, 2004). Large magnitude earthquakes mainly occur on the megathrust fault at

shallow depths, however, normal faulting aftershocks occur on intraplate faults at a depth

down to 100 km depth in different orientations compared to the trench strike (Nettles

et al., 2011; Hayes, 2011).

5.4.2.1 The 11 March 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku earthquake

The Japan trench is known for being the locus of large magnitude historic earthquakes,

with the largest being the 1896M ∼ 8.5 tsunami earthquake (Kanamori, 1972) and the

1933Mw 8.6 normal faulting earthquake (Kanamori, 1971). However,the 2011 earth-

quake, which ruptured the Japan megathrust fault directly south of the 1896 and 1933

earthquakes (see Figure 5.8) exceeded any expectations andgenerated a large tsunami

responsible for the accident in Fukushima nuclear power plant. The 2011 earthquake dif-

fers from the 1896 earthquake not only in size but also because it produced strong ground

shaking along the coastline, in contrast with tsunami earthquakes with weak near source

short-period shaking (Koperet al., 2011). Earthquake source images obtained from the

back-projection of seismic waveforms recorded by large arrays show a frequency depen-

dent rupture process with down-dip propagation of short-period energy and up-dip prop-

agation of low-frequency energy (Koperet al., 2011; Kiser and Ishii, 2012). The main

features of the earthquake’s rupture process, which mainlypropagated towards the south,

are found to be consistent among many studies which used a variety of data, such as GPS,

strong motion, body and surface waves (e.g., Ammonet al., 2011; Politzet al., 2011b;

Yagi and Fukahata, 2011b; Kiser and Ishii, 2012). Initially, the rupture propagated to the

northeast for about 40 s at a relatively low velocity (1.0–1.5 km/s). During 40–90 s the
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Figure 5.8: Map showing the tectonic setting of the 2011 Tohoku and the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earth-
quakes. Red stars indicate the centroid locations of the mainshocks. Red beachballs correspond to
their GCMT source models. Red circles show the seismicity (Mw ≥ 5.5 in entire the GCMT cat-
alogue) of the study area. White dotted lines indicate approximately the rupture areas of historic
earthquakes.
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rupture propagated to the deeper parts of the subduction zone and continued towards the

south with an average rupture velocity of 3.4 km/s.

For the 2011 Tohoku earthquake we carried out both a point anda finite source in-

version using 240 and 480 hours of continuous recordings, respectively. We used the

GCMT origin time and centroid location for the point source inversion and the PDE ori-

gin time and location for the finite source inversion. Table 5.6 shows the initial phases

associated with the singlets used in the finite source inversion. The results from this and

from other previous studies are summarised in Table 5.7. Figure 5.9a compares observed

multiplets with theoretical calculations using our optimal point source model. Some ob-

served spectral peaks show poorer fit due to larger amplitudes associated with higher

noise level. A total of seven multiplets recorded by 20 stations are used (see Figure 5.3d).

Figures 5.9b and 5.9c show our optimal earthquake source parameters and associated un-

certainties from the point source inversion, and Figure 5.9d shows the misfit function

evolution, with the optimal model being obtained after 61 iterations during which 4,964

models were explored. Overall there is a good agreement between our point source pa-

rameters and those reported in previous studies. Our fault strike estimate agrees well

GCMT and W-phase estimates, with the largest difference being observed in comparison

with SCARDEC (∼ 19o difference). Rake angle is the parameter with the largest vari-

ation compared to other source models (with differences ranging from 8o to 31o). The

moment magnitudeMw and fault dip angle agree well with previous studies, despite the

clear moment-dip tradeoff affecting these inversions (seeFigure 5.11).

Figure 5.10 shows the results from a singlets finite source inversion using a total of

11 singlets recorded by 18 stations (see Figure 5.3d). Some high noise level0S2 and0S3

singlets were given a zero weighting factor and many0S0 singlets had to be penalised

with low weighting factors (∼0.1) due to their noise level. Strike, moment magnitude and

dip are close to GCMT and W-phase source parameters (see Table 5.7), with SCARDEC

estimates showing larger discrepancies to our solutions (14o difference in strike, 3o in

dip and 12o in rake). Moreover, when compared with results from other studies, our

fault dip angles from both point and finite source inversionsfall on the lowest end of

the dip angle range. On the other hand, the rake angle estimate obtained from our finite

source inversion is larger than values reported in other studies, but with differences not
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Table 5.6: Initial phase (Xm) estimates for the singlets included in the finite source inversion
carried out for the 11 March 2011 Tohoku earthquake. Initialphases correspond to the optimal
source model determined from the inversion (φ = 197.3o, Tr = 151.0 s,L = 461.0 km) with respect
to the PDE location. Singlets’ periods (Tm) are also shown for reference.

Singlet Tm (s) Xm (o)

0S
−2
2 3334 -9.7

0S
−1
2 3282 -9.1

0S
1
2 3186 -7.8

0S
2
2 3140 -7.1

0S
−3
3 2166 -14.9

0S
−2
3 2155 -14.2

0S
−1
3 2144 -13.5

0S
1
3 2124 -12.0

0S
2
3 2115 -11.3

0S
3
3 2107 -10.5

0S
0
0 1228 -22.1

exceeding 12o, which is smaller than for the rake value obtained from the point source

inversion. Our estimates of rupture duration and length arein good agreement with those

reported in the literature (Ammonet al., 2011; Hondaet al., 2011; Koperet al., 2011;

Kurahashi and Irikura, 2011; Layet al., 2011; Leeet al., 2011; Politzet al., 2011b; Wang

and Mori, 2011; Yamazakiet al., 2011; Yagi and Fukahata, 2011b; Yoshidaet al., 2011;

Zhanget al., 2011; Kiser and Ishii, 2012). Figure 5.11 shows clearly moment magnitude

– dip and strike – rake tradeoffs for both point and finite source inversions. As expected,

a rupture length – strike tradeoff is also observed in the case of the finite source inversion,

similar to the case of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake.
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Figure 5.9: Results from a point source inversion for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. The SAW12D
3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation kernels for the GCMT centroid location: (a)
240-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 multiplets;
(b) optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable
parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values not exceeding the lowest misfit
value by more than 1%); (d) misfit function evolution as a function of the number of models
generated in the parameter search.
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Figure 5.10:Results from a finite source inversion for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. The SAW12D
3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation kernels for the PDE location: (a) 480-hr optimal fit
amplitude spectra of0S

±1
2 , 0S

±2
2 , 0S

±1
3 , 0S

±2
3 , 0S

±3
3 , 0S0 singlets; (b) optimal source mechanism;

(c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source
models yielding misfit values not exceeding the lowest misfitvalue by more than 1%); (d) misfit
function evolution as a function of the number of models generated in the parameter search.
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Figure 5.11: Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models producedby the Neighbourhood Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.9 (point source inversion; green
dots) and Figure 5.10 (finite source inversion; blue dots) for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. The normalised histograms in the bottom row show the distribution of the inversion
results (their meanµ and standard deviationσ values are also shown). Black and red dashed vertical lines correspond to the optimal source parameters obtained from point
and finite source inversions, respectively.
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Table 5.7: Comparison of point (φ, δ, λ,Mw) and finite (φ, δ, λ,Mw, Tr, L) source models determined in this study with GCMT, W-phase,SCARDEC and other studies for
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. Uncertainties shown correspond to models with misfit values within a 1% tolerance with respect to the optimal misfit.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw Tr(s) ∆Tr(s) L(km) ∆L(km)

GCMT 203.0 – 10.0 – 88.0 – 9.1 – – – – –
W-phase 196.0 – 12.0 – 85.0 – 9.0 – – – – –

SCARDEC 183.0 – 12.0 – 67.0 – 9.1 – – – – –
Fujii et al. (2011) – – – – – – 9.0 – – – – –

Ammonet al. (2011) – – – – – – – – – – 300.0 –
Hondaet al. (2011) – – – – – – – 150.0 – – – –
Chuet al. (2011) 191.0 – 23.0 – 90.0 – – – – – – –

Wang and Mori (2011) – – – – – – – 150.0 – – 450.0 –
Yoshidaet al. (2011) – – – – – – 9.0 150.0 – – 450.0 –

Kurahashi and Irikura (2011) 193.0 – 10.0 – – – 8.4 – – – 450.0 –
Yagi and Fukahata (2011b) – – – – – – 9.1 – – – 440.0 –

Lay et al. (2011) – – – – – – – 150.0 – – – –
Leeet al. (2011) – – – – – – – 160.0 – – – –

Politz et al. (2011b) – – – – – – 9.0 – – – – –
This study 202.1 195.5–202.7 9.6 7.1–11.1 98.2 91.5–98.7 9.1 9.0–9.1 – – – –
This study 197.3 189.1–209.1 9.1 9.0–19.8 79.3 68.2–102.2 9.0 8.8–9.0 151.0 133.5–197.2 461.0 448.5–559.0
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5.4.2.2 The 24 May 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea earthquake

The 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake was a nearly horizontal fault event, which occurred at

a depth of approximately 607 km and ruptured a deep section ofthe Pacific lithosphere

and stands out from the rest of our data set as one of the largest deep earthquakes ever

recorded. The source region is situated at the Kuril back-arc basin where crust beneath

most of the Sea of Okhotsk is 19–25 km thick, indicating a submerged continental mar-

gin (Zheng and Lay, 2006). This kind of deep earthquake is notunusual in this region.

A search in the GCMT catalogue reveals several large magnitude deep nearly horizon-

tal fault earthquakes such as the 5 July 2008Mw 7.7 at depth of about 611 km, the 17

November 2002Mw 7.3 at depth of∼480 km and many moreMw < 7.0 deep (> 300

km) earthquakes, however, these deep focus earthquakes do not cause any damage despite

their large magnitudes.

In the case of the 24 May 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea earthquake, we only carry out

a point source inversion as its magnitude does not allow the use of a very long time-

series (∼ 20 days) needed for a finite source singlets inversion (Figure 5.1e). In order

to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio we restrict our analysis to 48 hours of continuous

recordings. We also include horizontal component data fromthe low-noise BFO seismic

station, which are rotated into longitudinal and transverse components. In total, nine

multiplets recorded by 12 stations (see Figure 5.3e) are used. Figures 5.12–5.13 show our

results and Table 5.8 compares our point source parameters with GCMT and SCARDEC

estimates. Because of the earthquake’s low magnitude the ultra low-frequency band is

dominated by noise. Therefore, some very low-frequency fundamental spheroidal and

toroidal multiplets recorded in high noise level stations were discarded (Figure 5.12a).

The fit of the remaining spectral peaks is good, although poorer fit is observed for the

lowermost frequency multiplets (e.g.0S3, 0S4, 0T3, 0T4) which are given weighting

factors ranging 0.1–0.8. Table 5.8 shows that our point source model is in very good

agreement with the GCMT solution. However, we observe some differences of about10o

in strike and rake angles compared to the SCARDEC and W-phase(USGS) model for this

earthquake. Figure 5.13 shows a clear strike – rake tradeoffbut not a moment magnitude

– dip tradeoff; indeed, given the great depth of this earthquake, the moment-dip tradeoff

does not affect this source inversion. For such shallow dipping focal mechanisms (dip
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∼< 10o), the strike and rake angles are poorly constrained and mutually correlated in a

manner that their difference is constant, with the strike – rake tradeoff characterised as a

geometric tradeoff (Hanet al., 2011, 2013).

Figure 5.12: Results from a point source inversion for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake. The
SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation kernels for the GCMT centroid loca-
tion: (a) 48-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 0T5-1S3-2S2-3S1, 0T3,
0T4 multiplets; (b) optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range of source param-
eters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values not exceeding the
lowest misfit value by more than 1%); (d) misfit function evolution as a function of the number of
models generated in the parameter search.

5.4.3 The 27 February 2010Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile earthquake

The 2010 Maule earthquake occurred on a megathrust fault (Figure 5.14) where the South-

American plate subducts beneath Nazca plate at a rate of approximately 65 mm/yr (Ruegg

et al., 2009). The earthquake ruptured a part of the known Darwin seismic gap, an area
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Figure 5.13: Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models producedby the Neighbourhood
Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.12 for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake. The nor-
malised histograms in the bottom row show the distribution of the inversion results (their mean
µ and standard deviationσ values are also shown). Black dashed vertical lines correspond to the
optimal source parameters obtained from the point source inversion.

Table 5.8: Comparison of point (φ, δ, λ,Mw) source model determined in this study with GCMT,
W-phase and SCARDEC for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake. Uncertainties shown correspond
to models with misfit values within a 1% tolerance with respect to the optimal misfit.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw

GCMT 191.1 – 11.0 – -91.0 – 8.3 –
W-phase (USGS) 184.0 – 10.0 – -98.0 – 8.3 –

SCARDEC 184.0 – 10.0 – -100.0 – 8.4 –
This study 194.2 190.5–205.8 11.3 10.6–12.2 -87.6 -91.7 – -75.7 8.3 8.3–8.3
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between the 1960Mw 9.5 earthquake and the 1928Mw 8.0 earthquake. In fact, the

most recent 1939Mw 7.9 event was an intraplate earthquake (Loritoet al., 2011). The

earthquake was characterised by a bilateral rupture, whichinitially propagated southwards

for the first 30 s, and then propagated bilaterally. The totalrupture length of both fault

segments spanned 450–550 km along the fault strike with total source duration 120–140

s. The maximum slip observed to the northeast of the hypocentre and was approximately

20 m (Delouiset al., 2010; Kiser and Ishii, 2011; Koperet al., 2012). The mainshock

was followed by a tsunami which was moderate in size with respect to its magnitude, as

the largest slip did not occur in the uppermost part of the plate interface (Delouiset al.,

2010). Tsunami runup heights up to 10 m reported at Constitución and caused roughly

500 fatalities (Loritoet al., 2011).

Figure 5.14: Map showing the tectonic setting of the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake. Red star
indicates the centroid location of the mainshock. Red beachball corresponds to its GCMT source
model. Red circles show the seismicity (Mw ≥ 5.5 in entire GCMT catalogue) of the study area.
Black dotted lines indicate approximately the rupture areas of historic earthquakes.

Results obtained from a point source multiplets inversion using the GCMT origin
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Table 5.9: Comparison of point (φ, δ, λ,Mw) source model determined in this study with GCMT,
W-phase, SCARDEC and other studies for the 2010 Chile earthquake. Uncertainties shown corre-
spond to models with misfit values within a 1% tolerance with respect to the optimal misfit.

φ(o) ∆φ(o) δ(o) ∆δ(o) λ(o) ∆λ(o) Mw ∆Mw

GCMT 19.0 – 18.0 – 116.0 – 8.8 –
W-phase 17.4 – 14.0 – 108.7 – 8.8 –

SCARDEC 24.0 – 15.0 – 115.0 – 8.8 –
Tonget al. (2010) – – 16.8 – – – – –
Vigny et al. (2011) – – – – – – 8.8 –
Politzet al. (2011a) – – 18.0 – – – 8.8 –

This study 13.6 8.6–20.0 14.8 12.0–21.9 110.5 109.0–119.4 8.8 8.7–8.9

time and location are presented in Table 5.9. Figure 5.15a shows the data fit for our

optimal source model and Figures 5.15b–c show the earthquake source parameters and

their associated uncertainties. The optimal model is obtained after 102 iterations and the

generation of 3723 models (Figure 5.15d). Several spectralpeaks show poorer fit due

to their high noise level (Figure 5.15a). Table 5.9 shows that our estimates of moment

magnitude, dip and rake angles are in good agreement with existing source models, while

strike shows the largest variability especially when compared to SCARDEC, for which

there is a difference of∼ 10o. Figure 5.16 shows clear magnitude–dip and strike–rake

tradeoffs affecting our inversions. For very shallow dipping earthquakes, such as the 2010

Maule earthquake, the strike and dip angles are not very stable parameters. In such cases,

the strike and rake are poorly constrained and mutually correlated in a manner that their

difference is constant (Hanet al., 2011, 2013). We have also attempted a finite source

singlets inversion, however, the bilateral nature of the rupture propagation did not allow

us to obtain robust results regarding the rupture duration and length, as when inverting for

spatio-temporal kinematic parameters the optimal values persistently hit lower parameter

space boundaries. This suggests low initial phases associated with opposite direction fault

segments which tend to cancel each others rupture propagation (Lambotteet al., 2007).

5.5 Discussion

In this Chapter we focused on six earthquakes in three different tectonic areas, the Sumatra-

Andaman trench, the Japan and Kuril-Kamchatka trench and the Peru-Chile trench.
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Figure 5.15: Results from a point source inversion for the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake. The
SAW12D 3-D mantle model is used to build the excitation kernels for the GCMT centroid location:
(a) 240-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 multiplets;
(b) optimal source mechanism; (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable
parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values not exceeding the minimum misfit
value by more than 1%); (d) misfit function evolution as a function of the number of models
generated in the parameter search.

Our normal mode technique allows us to carry out source inversions by realistic nor-

mal mode spectra modelling, using either a point source approximation or a finite source

representation. The application of the technique to large magnitude earthquakes highlights

both the advantages and limitations of our approach for source model determinations. The

use of the gravest normal modes (f ≤ 1 mHz) brings independent insight into the rup-

ture’s bulk characteristics (e.g., Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005; Okal and Stein,

2009; Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007). However, the need for very long and continuous

high-quality recordings restricts our analysis to very large magnitude earthquakes (Mw ≥
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Figure 5.16: Tradeoff scatterplots from the ensemble of models producedby the Neighbourhood
Algorithm for inversion results of Figure 5.15 for the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake. The nor-
malised histograms in the bottom row show the distribution of the inversion results (their mean
µ and standard deviationσ values are also shown). Black dashed vertical lines correspond to the
optimal source parameters obtained from the point source inversion.

8.3). Moreover, in its current form, our technique determines the bulk characteristics of

unilateral ruptures only and assumes pure double-couple sources.

Figure 5.17 compares the source parameters obtained in thisstudy with GCMT, W-

phase, SCARDEC and other estimates reported in the literature using a variety of different

data, such as body and surface waves (Walkeret al., 2005; Ammonet al., 2005, 2011; Chu

et al., 2011; Hondaet al., 2011; Koperet al., 2011; Layet al., 2011; Leeet al., 2011; Wang

and Mori, 2011; Yoshidaet al., 2011; Ishiiet al., 2005; Krüger and Ohrnberger, 2005; Ni

et al., 2005; Tsaiet al., 2005; Vallée, 2007), normal modes (Parket al., 2005; Lambotte
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et al., 2006, 2007; Koncaet al., 2007), GPS/InSAR data (Vignyet al., 2005; Chilehet al.,

2007; Politzet al., 2011a,b; Tonget al., 2010; Vignyet al., 2011; Fujiiet al., 2011) and

hydroacoustic/tsunami signals (Guilbertet al., 2005; Koncaet al., 2008; Loritoet al.,

2008). Our source models for the 2004 Sumatra and 2011 Tohokuearthquakes shown in

this figure correspond to both point (black asterisks) and finite (magenta asterisks) source

inversion results. Source models for the remaining earthquakes correspond to point source

inversion results (black asterisks).

For all the six earthquakes studied, overall the source parameters determined in this

study agree well with the estimates from previous studies, which lie well within our source

parameter error estimates (see Figure 5.17). Given that themajority of previous studies

used very different and independent data types (notably body and surface waves as well

as geodetic data), this good level of agreement is encouraging. Nevertheless, a number

of complexities such as variations in fault geometry and slip across the fault may affect

these comparisons, as they have different effects on different types of data. Moreover,

differences in station distribution and Earth velocity structure used among our study and

other seismic studies can also potentially explain the slight discrepancies observed.

We started with the well studied 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake and we simul-

taneously determined its moment magnitude, fault geometryand bulk spatio-temporal

kinematic characteristics using ultra low frequency normal mode singlets. We obtained a

larger moment magnitude compared with GCMT and in excellentagreement with previ-

ous studies suggesting a slow slip component in the rupture (Stein and Okal, 2005; Park

et al., 2005). Moreover, our rupture duration and length estimates are consistent with

body and surface wave studies, either using back-projection methods or defining the slip

distribution (Ni et al., 2005; Ammonet al., 2005; Krüger and Ohrnberger, 2005; Tsai

et al., 2005; Vallée, 2007), and with Lambotteet al. (2006) and Lambotteet al. (2007)

who also used ultra low frequency normal mode singlets, suggesting a rupture duration

of 500–600 s and total rupture length of 1150–1250 km, yielding a mean rupture velocity

of 2.1–2.7 km/s. These values are in very good agreement withour finite source inver-

sion results (Table 5.3), which suggest an average rupture velocity of 2.45 km/s. Ishii

et al. (2005) found a relatively higher average rupture velocity of 2.8 km/s and longer

rupture length∼1300 km probably because they used high-frequency body-wave data.
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Figure 5.17: Comparisons of source parameters determined in this study (black asterisks – point
source, magenta asterisks – finite source) with GCMT (red circles), SCARDEC (green triangles),
W-phase (orange circles) and other source models publishedin the literature (blue squares). Error
bars show source parameter uncertainties determined in this study.
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Chileh et al. (2007) also found∼1500 km rupture length using GPS data. Overall, this

earthquake was a good real earthquake validation exercise for our technique. Next, we

moved on to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake by carrying out a finitesource inversion. We

present the first rupture duration (151 s) and length (461 km)estimates obtained from low

frequency normal mode data (Table 5.7) which are in excellent agreement with previous

studies (Hondaet al., 2011; Wang and Mori, 2011; Layet al., 2011; Yoshidaet al., 2011;

Yagi and Fukahata, 2011b), suggesting∼150 s of source duration over∼450 km of to-

tal length, and an average rupture velocity of∼3 km/s in very good agreement with our

average rupture velocity (3.05 km/s). Our findings also highlight the compact character

of this unique seismic source which involved high static stress drop (up to 10 MPa) and

a maximum slip of 50–60 m in a small region (Politzet al., 2011b; Simonset al., 2011).

The rupture kinematics characterisation of the 2010 Chile and 2005 Nias earthquakes

was limited by the bilateral rupture of these events. However, Lambotteet al. (2007)

constrained the 2005 Nias overall rupture duration and length by forward modelling and

they suggested a 40 s delay between the rupture initiation ofthe south fault segment with

respect to the north. The determination of the spatio-temporal characteristics of smaller

magnitude earthquakes in our data set was limited by the quality of the available data with

respect to the very long time windows required from our technique.

The differences in fault strike between our estimates and those from other studies

are generally smaller than 26o, with an average difference of 7.5o. On the other hand,

most differences in fault rake do not exceed 43o, with the average of rake differences

being 10.3o. A similar variability in these parameters was also observed in our synthetic

tests (see Chapter 4) for the combined effects of noise in thedata with unmodelled 3-D

Earth structure. The observed larger differences for faultrake angle are likely due to the

fact that the strike–rake tradeoff is a geometric tradeoff of shallow dipping faults (Han

et al., 2011, 2013), such as those associated with the earthquakesstudied in this Chapter,

where the rake angle is not sensitive in strike variations. Alarge variability is also shown

from our heuristic error estimates for strike and rake angles. The largest variability in

uncertainties observed in finite source inversion results (∼ 10o in strike and∼ 30o in

rake), while point source inversion error estimates do not exceed∼ 15o. This suggests that

point source inversions (multiplets) constrain slightly better source parameters, compared
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to finite source inversions (singlets), probably because ofthe wider frequency range of

the data used. Moreover, source parameter error estimates can be also calculated in a

statistical point of view (µ ± 2σ) directly from the ensemble of models (see for example

Figures 5.7, 5.11, 5.13 and 5.16). These error estimates arealways narrower around the

optimal source parameters showing smaller variability, probably due to the large number

of iterations allowed in the inversions. Nevertheless, these differences are comparable to

errors in GCMT source parameters due to unmodelled 3-D Earthstructure (Hjörleifsdóttir

and Ekström, 2010). In addition, Ferreiraet al. (2011) carried out surface wave CMT

inversions of 32 shallow earthquakes withMw 6.4–8.5, using different 3-D Earth models

and theories. By comparing their results with InSAR source models, they found a median

intraevent variability of 14o in strike and 30o in rake angle, which are larger than the

uncertainties that we estimate in this study. They ascribe the large rake angle variability

to the difficulty of long-period surface waves to constrain the dip-slip moment tensor

components of shallow earthquakes.

Our estimates of fault dip angle and moment magnitude show smaller average dis-

crepancies to results from other studies (2.5o in dip and 0.1 inMw). Nevertheless, our

dip angles are almost always systematically shallower thanthose from other studies (Fig-

ure 5.17), especially when compared to body wave techniques(e.g., SCARDEC), but

in better agreement with GCMT estimates, which incorporatelong-period mantle waves

along with body waves for the earthquakes examined in this Chapter (Tables 5.3 – 5.9).

On the other hand, as expected from the seismic moment – dip tradeoff (Kanamori and

Given, 1981) affecting our shallow earthquake source inversions, our estimates of moment

magnitude for the five thurst earthquakes considered are often slightly larger than in other

studies; this is clearly observed in particular for the 2005and 2007 Sumatra earthquakes

(see Figure 5.17). Duputelet al. (2012a) report magnitude and dip angle uncertainties for

the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. Their moment magnitude lies between 9.0–9.1 and the fault

dip angle between 10–12o. These statistical error estimates compare well with our point

source heuristic uncertainties obtained from the ensembleof the point source inversion

(7.1–11.1o) and our statistical error estimates (9.6o ± 1.6o in dip and9.06 ± 0.04 in mo-

ment magnitude). Our finite source uncertainties show larger variability. Our heuristic dip

angle uncertainties range 9.0–19.8o and the moment magnitude ranges 8.8–9.0. Similarly,
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our statistical error estimations are10.2o ± 4.2o for the dip angle and8.97 ± 0.10 for the

magnitude (See Figure 5.11 and Table 5.7 for details). Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström (2010)

quantified errors in GCMT source determinations of shallow subduction zone earthquakes

due to unmodelled 3-D Earth structure and noise in syntheticdata. They found that the

fault dip angle can be underestimated by about 5o and that the seismic moment is overes-

timated by about 20% even when body waves, are used in combination with surface wave

and mantle wave data. Moreover, recent qualitative studiesof source parameter uncertain-

ties (Westonet al., 2011) suggest a standard deviation of about 15o in dip between InSAR

and long-period surface wave estimates. Furthermore, (Ferreira et al., 2011) found an

average intraevent variability of about 32o in fault dip estimates associated with the use of

different Earth models and theories in long-period CMT surface wave inversions. From

our tradeoff plots for the shallow thrust events considered(see Figures 5.7, 5.11, 5.16) we

find an error of 0.03 in moment magnitude associated with every 2o in dip angle, which is

in good agreement with the results of Tsaiet al. (2011).

The need of additional seismic moment to fit low frequency normal modes compared

to seismic moment inferred from higher frequency data couldpotentially indicate a slow

rupture process if and only if the same fault geometry, especially the dip angle (seismic

moment – dip tradeoff), is assumed. The above analysis presented in this Chapter did

not indicate any frequency dependency of our results in comparison with source models

obtained from shorter period data. The only exception is the2004 Sumatra-Andaman

earthquake, for which our work validated previous studies suggesting a slow slip compo-

nent in the rupture process (e.g. Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005; Okal and Stein,

2009). The remaining earthquakes discussed in this Chaptershow similar results with

existing source models obtained by routine techniques using different frequency range

seismic data (e.g. GCMT, SCARDEC, W-phase).

5.6 Conclusions

We have presented source models obtained from ultra low-frequency (f ≤ 1 mHz) nor-

mal mode data for six global great earthquakes. Point sourceparameters (φ, δ, λ,Mw)

and finite source parameters (Tr, L, Vr) have been successfully determined for the 2004

Sumatra-Andaman and 2011 Tohoku earthquakes. The good agreement between our
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model for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman event and those published in previous studies con-

stitutes a good validation of our technique. On the other hand, our new model for the

2011 Tohoku event brings an alternative, independent confirmation of the compact na-

ture of this event and of its average rupture speed, all important parameters for example

for dynamic rupture studies (e.g. Aochi and Ide, 2011). Moreover, point source parame-

ters have been obtained for the rest of the earthquakes studied, including the recent 2013

Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea earthquake. Overall, we find a good agreementbetween our new

point source models and those from other studies using different types of data and tech-

niques. This confirms that ultra low-frequency normal mode data alone can constrain

the overall source process of large earthquakes well. In addition, we do not find any

unexplained systematic differences between our results and those obtained using shorter

period data, which suggests that the source processes of theearthquakes studied are not

strongly frequency-dependent. Source parameter uncertainties have been also reported by

using a misfit deterioration criterion with respect to the minimum misfit value, highlight-

ing that the different parameters have different levels of uncertainties (e.g.∼ 10o in strike

and∼ 30o in rake for finite source inversions). The grid searches carried out have also

highlighted several tradeoffs between source parameters,notably: (i) Moment-dip angle

tradeoffs associated with the shallow thrust earthquakes studied. Nevertheless, the small

variability between our source parameters and others foundin the literature shows that

despite the tradeoff, our solutions are relatively well resolved. This is probably due to the

fact that Earth’s ellipticity, rotation and 3-D Earth structure are accurately taken into ac-

count in our modelling; (ii) Strike-rake tradeoffs leadingto a relatively large variability in

the rake angle; and, (iii) Strike-rupture length tradeoffsin the case of finite source inver-

sions of unilateral rupture earthquakes, suggesting rupture over a longer fault as its orien-

tation approaches N-S direction. Future incorporation of bilateral rupture modelling and

allowing non-double-couple components in our source models could potentially enhance

the technique’s robustness towards more realistic source model representations. Overall,

we have shown that the low-frequency Earth’s normal modes excited by large magnitude

earthquakes can be a robust, independent tool for the determination of earthquake source

models and their bulk rupture characteristics.





Chapter 6

Discussion and conclusions

The key findings of the work presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, regarding earthquake

source validation tests, source inversions using normal mode data, 3-D Earth structure

effects and source parameter errors are discussed in this Chapter. Possible future work is

also briefly discussed at the end of the Chapter.

6.1 Earthquake source validation

As discussed in various previous Chapters of this thesis, kinematic earthquake source

models obtained routinely by different agencies and/or research groups for a given earth-

quake often show substantial discrepancies (e.g., Westonet al., 2011, 2012). Different

inversion techniques, data types, parameterisation and Earth structure models can yield

significantly different results, and uncertainties are notroutinely reported. Therefore,

systematic assessments of the quality of existing source inversion techniques could help

quantifying their robustness and estimating the errors associated with reported source

models (e.g. Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006; Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010; Duputel

et al., 2012a).

Blind tests can significantly contribute to this effort. Forexample, a blind test exer-

cise to investigate the robustness of different kinematic source inversion techniques was

started by the EU FP7 SPICE (Seismic wave Propagation and Imaging in Complex me-

dia: a European network) project (http://www.spice-rtn.org/), in which sev-

eral research groups derived kinematic variable slip rupture models from synthetic data

calculated for an unknown input source model (Maiet al., 2007, 2010). Noise was not
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added to the synthetic data and the input fault geometry and seismic moment were pro-

vided. The kinematic models obtained by different researchgroups showed large discrep-

ancies, with only a few studies achieving a good agreement between the input model and

their solution. Since the end of SPICE project, the blind tests have continued as part of

the source inversion validation project (http://equake-rc.info/sivdb/wiki/

index.cgi/Home). This inspired many other efforts, such as the recently launched

SCEC geodetic source inversion validation project (http://www.geodynamics.

org/cig/community/workinggroups/short/workshops/CDM2012/presentations/

lohman), supported by the Southern California Earthquake Centre (SCEC), involving In-

SAR and GPS data.

Moreover, assessment of source models using sophisticatedmodelling techniques or

realistic Earth structure to assess uncertainties (Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006; Valen-

tine and Trampert, 2012), and independent tests based on data not used in source model

determinations (Ferreiraet al., 2011; Valléeet al., 2011) can objectively quantify their ro-

bustness. The work presented in Chapter 3 carrying out new independent tests of source

parameters determined using SCARDEC, a recent fast body-wave source inversion tech-

nique, addresses these issues. It goes beyond the previous work of Valléeet al. (2011) by

using independent low-frequency normal mode data (up to 4.0mHz) and for a larger num-

ber of earthquakes (34); thus, it provides a more general demonstration of the robustness

of the SCARDEC technique. In addition, forward modelling ofbody waves using a purely

numerical technique revealed that SCARDEC fault dip anglesexplain real body wave data

as well or slightly better than GCMT dip angles, for the 3-D Earth structure considered

(S20RTS and CRUST2.0, Ritsemaet al., 1999; Bassinet al., 2000). SCARDEC dip an-

gles also agree well with other studies (see Chapter 3 for details), seismic catalogues (e.g.,

WCMT, Duputelet al., 2012b), and dip angle estimates obtained from the Slab1.0 sub-

duction zone model (Hayeset al., 2012). Hence, this work demonstrated the reliability of

the SCARDEC method in a comprehensive and independent way, being well aligned and

thus contributing to current efforts in source inversion validation tests (Maiet al., 2007,

2010).
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6.2 Spatio-temporal resolution of low frequency normal mode

data

Body and surface wave data have been extensively used in earthquake kinematic rup-

ture studies, as they can potentially resolve fine details ofthe seismic rupture process

(e.g. Henryet al., 2000; Yagi, 2004; Tsaiet al., 2005; Koperet al., 2011). Body waves

recorded at teleseismic distances can be used to determine fast preliminary source models

using simple ray theory. In addition, recent back-projection techniques offer insights into

rupture complexity (e.g. Ishiiet al., 2005; Kiser and Ishii, 2011; Wang and Mori, 2011).

Surface wave inversion techniques are also appealing because of the relatively simple

modelling involved, such as the great circle approximationand full ray theory (e.g. Fer-

reira and Woodhouse, 2006). In contrast, normal mode data have received less attention

in source studies (Ben-Menahemet al., 1972; Gilbert, 1973; Kedaret al., 1994) as they

require very long continuous time series and, due to their long wavelengths, they can only

resolve overall bulk source characteristics. Furthermore, realistic modelling of the Earth’s

free oscillations taking into account mode coupling and splitting effects (e.g. Woodhouse

and Dahlen, 1978) is more theoretically involved than classical ray theory approaches.

However, the giant 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake brought new impetus

to the study of the Earth’s free oscillations. For example, several normal mode source

studies showed that the seismic moment of this event was muchlarger than what was

initially inferred by the GCMT using long-period mantle wave data (e.g., Parket al.,

2005; Stein and Okal, 2005). Moreover, Parket al.(2005) constrained simultaneously the

rupture duration and the seismic moment of this earthquake by forward modelling of low-

frequency normal mode data. Lambotteet al. (2006, 2007) showed that it is possible to

derive bulk spatio-temporal rupture characteristics of unilateral rupture earthquakes (rup-

ture duration and length) by modelling the initial phases ofultra low-frequency singlets

excited by the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake.

Chapter 4 presented a novel normal mode technique for the simultaneous determina-

tion of fault geometry, moment magnitude and spatio-temporal rupture characteristics of

unilateral earthquakes (rupture length and duration). While our rupture length and du-

ration determinations have some similarities to previous studies, notably to the work of

Lambotteet al. (2006, 2007), we do not fix the fault geometry or the seismic moment,
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but we allow all parameters to vary in the inversions. Furthermore, the use of a 3-D Earth

model for the forward modelling, allows us to better constrain the source models (Ferreira

and Woodhouse, 2006), and hence, yield more realistic results. Synthetic tests showed that

rupture duration determinations are relatively insensitive to data noise and to errors in the

earthquake location and origin time, but that they are strongly affected by unmodelled 3-D

Earth structure. On the other hand, rupture length determinations are strongly affected by

all these factors, showing that accurate rupture length estimates based on our technique

may only be achieved for very large magnitude earthquakes (Mw ≥ 8.8) for which very

high quality, low-noise data are available. Indeed, rupture duration and length estimates

obtained in Chapter 5 for various real earthquakes are consistent with results from exist-

ing studies for the well studied 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake (e.g., Niet al., 2005;

Ammon et al., 2005; Krüger and Ohrnberger, 2005; Tsaiet al., 2005; Lambotteet al.,

2006, 2007; Vallée, 2007), and for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (e.g., Hondaet al., 2011;

Wang and Mori, 2011; Layet al., 2011; Yoshidaet al., 2011; Yagi and Fukahata, 2011b),

constraining their average rupture velocities to 2.5 km/s and 3.05 km/s, respectively.

Synthetic tests in Chapter 4 revealed an expected tradeoff between the seismic mo-

ment (and henceMw) and the fault dip angle (Kanamori and Given, 1981), which appears

clearly in our tradeoff plots (see Chapter 4 and Appendix B),highlighting the difficulty

in estimating these source parameters for shallow earthquakes when using only normal

mode data. Similar results were found in applications to real earthquakes (see Chapter 5).

When systematically comparing our results for the five shallow thrust earthquakes con-

sidered in Chapter 5 with other source models, such as GCMT, SCARDEC and WCMT

(see Tables 5.3 – 5.9), we find that our moment magnitudes are often slightly larger than

in other studies, notably for the 2005 Nias and 2007 Bengkuluearthquakes (Figure 5.17).

Finally, synthetic tests on artificial thrust earthquakes presented in Chapter 4, showed

the existence of a tradeoff between strike and rake. In contrast, our synthetic tests for a

strike-slip artificial earthquake showed a dip – rake tradeoff. Tradeoff plots for the real

earthquakes studied in Chapter 5 also showed the strike – rake tradeoff, except for the

2007 Bengkulu earthquake (Appendix D). The strike – rake tradeoff was also observed in

the case of the deep, nearly horizontal fault, 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake (Figure 5.13)

since it is rather a geometric tradeoff of shallow dipping faults, due to the fact that strike
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and rake are poorly constrained and mutually correlated in amanner that their difference

is constant (Hanet al., 2011, 2013).

Nevertheless, despite existing tradeoffs, our synthetic tests and tests with real earth-

quakes showed that source models obtained using ultra low-frequency normal mode data

alone, yield source parameter uncertainties comparable orsmaller to those reported in

other studies (e.g., Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006; Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010).

Hence, we showed clearly that despite being very low-frequency, this totally independent

data can constrain various source parameters well. Existing tradeoffs are recognised and

discussed, in comparison with other data types which also show tradeoffs, and unlike our

study, are rarely thoroughly studied. Furthermore, uncertainties over all source parameters

are reported in a systematic way.

6.3 Importance of 3-D structure

The assumed Earth structure is a key consideration in seismic source studies as it can

strongly influence the retrieved source models (Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006). Long-

period body wave source studies based on teleseismic data (at epicentral distance of 30–

90o) often use simplified 1-D Earth models (e.g. Hartzell and Liu, 1995; Yamanaka and

Kikuchi, 2003; Valléeet al., 2011), since the turning points of the seismic phases consid-

ered (e.g.,P,PcP, S, ScS) are in the lower mantle, where the Earth’s structure is rela-

tively simple. In contrast, surface waves are sensitive to the uppermost part of the Earth

(crust and upper mantle), which is highly laterally heterogeneous. Ferreira and Wood-

house (2007) found that local structure at the source can affect surface wave amplitude

variations, while path effects are responsible for phase anomalies. Therefore, 3-D Earth

models are preferred for source studies using surface waves(e.g. Ekströmet al., 2012).

Normal modes are highly sensitive to 3-D Earth’s structure,with different modes being

sensitive to different parts of the Earth’s interior. Notably, low angular order fundamental

spheroidal modes (such as those used in this thesis) are sensitive to whole mantle struc-

ture, while higher angular order fundamental spheroidal modes are more sensitive to up-

per mantle structure. More specifically, the phase spectra of normal modes is particularly

sensitive to 3-D Earth structure.

Since normal mode coupling in the frequency range 0–1 mHz is mainly controlled
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by the Earth’s rotation and ellipticity, not by Earth’s structure (e.g. Masterset al., 1983;

Zürn et al., 2000), one might expect no significant discrepancies between normal mode

solutions obtained using 1-D and 3-D Earth models. However,synthetic tests presented

in Chapter 4 showed that the use of the 1-D PREM model in inversions based on input

synthetic data calculated for a 3-D Earth model leads to substantial underestimations of

rupture duration and length. Moreover, neglecting the 3-D Earth structure leads to larger

errors in fault geometry andMw than other sources of uncertainties, such as noise in the

synthetic data and spatio-temporal location errors. More importantly, the largest errors

due to the use of 1-D structure are observed for rake angle, probably because for the

shallow earthquakes tested in Chapter 4, the dip-slip components of the moment tensor,

which are very sensitive to the fault dip and rake angles, aredifficult to constrain using

long-period data (e.g., Dziewonskiet al., 1981; Kanamori and Given, 1981). However, the

source inversion errors found in this study due to unmodelled Earth’s structure are similar

or smaller than uncertainties from source inversions usingother data types and methodolo-

gies reported in other previous studies (Ferreira and Woodhouse, 2006; Hjörleifsdóttir and

Ekström, 2010; Ferreiraet al., 2011). The incorporation of 3-D mantle structure (model

SAW12D) in our inversions carried out for the real earthquakes considered in Chapter

5 leads to source parameter estimates which are in good agreement with source models

reported by routine source techniques, such as GCMT, WCMT, SCARDEC and other

source models from individual studies (see details in Chapter 5). In addition, bulk rupture

characteristics and average rupture velocities of the 2004Sumatra-Andaman earthquake

(2.5 km/s) and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (3.05 km/s) are well constrained. Further-

more, this study gives the first purely normal mode source model of Tohoku earthquake,

notably of rupture duration and length.

One potential limitation of this work may be the neglecting of 3-D anelasticity in the

normal mode coupling (e.g., Millot-Langetet al., 2003). However, this effect is strong for

modes with almost overlapping degenerate eigenfrequencies (Woodhouse, 1980), such as

the 3S1 −1 S3 supermultiplet used in point source inversions, and, more importantly, in

PKIKP – equivalent inner core modes (Tromp and Dahlen, 1990; Andrewset al., 2006),

which are not considered in this study. For the rest of the modes used in the inversions

presented in Chapters 4 and 5, lateral variations in qualityfactors of the spherical model
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PREM should not have a substantial effect.

6.4 Source parameter uncertainties

Quantitative knowledge of source parameter uncertaintiesis key for meaningful applica-

tions of earthquake source models, from their use in dynamicrupture simulations (e.g.,

Aochi and Ide, 2011), to Coulomb stress transfer (e.g., Todaet al., 2011) and seismic

hazard assessment studies. As discussed previously, possible sources of uncertainty in

earthquake source parameter determinations include errors in the data, such as instrument

miscalibrations and high noise levels, errors in the modelling due to unmodelled Earth

structure and/or to the use of approximate forward modelling techniques.

Helffrich (1997) presented a statistical analysis of errors in CMT inversions, while

Ferreira and Woodhouse (2006) quantified errors in CMT source parameter determina-

tions due to the use of different forward modelling theoriesand models of Earth struc-

ture. Moreover, Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström (2010) extensively tested the robustness of

the GCMT method and quantified expected errors in source parameters due to Earth’s

structure uncertainties and data noise. Significant differences between source parame-

ters obtained using InSAR and seismic data have been reported by Westonet al. (2011,

2012), and Ferreiraet al. (2011) tested InSAR source models through comparisons with

seismic solutions obtained using a variety of 3-D Earth models and two different forward

modelling techniques. Earthquake source validation testsand systematic comparisons

between SCARDEC source models, existing catalogues (e.g.,GCMT, WCMT), source

studies in the literature and geophysical constraints (Slab1.0, Hayeset al., 2012) have

been presented and discussed in Chapter 3. In addition, similar to Hjörleifsdóttir and

Ekström (2010), the new normal mode source inversion technique presented in Chapter

4 has been tested against the effects of unmodelled Earth’s structure, noise in synthetic

data, spatio-temporal location errors and neglecting finite source effects.

Currently there are increased efforts to understand, quantify and systematically report

uncertainties in source parameters. For example, Valléeet al.(2011); Valentine and Tram-

pert (2012) developed heuristic, practical schemes for source model uncertainty quantifi-

cations based on numerical experiments. Moreover, some recent studies have addressed
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uncertainties due to both data and modelling errors by calculating a more realistic co-

variance matrix and taking into account prior constraints (e.g., Yagi and Fukahata, 2011a;

Duputelet al., 2012a). In this thesis a heuristic approach is used to estimate earthquake

source parameter uncertainties. Specifically, normal modeinversions carried out in Chap-

ters 4 and 5 used a misfit threshold criterion to quantify uncertainties over the optimal

source parameters, similar to the approaches used by Vallée et al. (2011); Valentine and

Trampert (2012). Our uncertainty approach which is an inexpensive computationally pro-

cedure, although not a proper statistical calculation of errors, gives an estimation of the

technique’s resolution, and maps the sensitivity of normalmode data to changes in source

parameters.

6.5 Conclusions

The giant 2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake re-sparked the interest ofusing the

Earth’s free oscillations in earthquake source studies. However, previous studies focused

mostly on magnitude determinations (Parket al., 2005; Stein and Okal, 2005) or kinematic

spatio-temporal parameters (Lambotteet al., 2006, 2007) using a fixed fault geometry.

Furthermore, issues such as the influence of 3-D Earth structure, noise in data, parameter

trade-offs and non-uniqueness in normal mode source inversions have not been previously

fully investigated.

In this thesis we started by carrying out validation tests ofa recent body-wave source

inversion technique (the SCARDEC method) using: (i) independent normal mode data;

and, (ii) accurate purely numerical modelling of body wavestaking 3-D Earth struc-

ture into account. We showed that SCARDEC source parametersexplain independent

long-period, normal mode data reasonably well. Accurate forward modelling of body

waves taking into account lateral variations in Earth’s crust and mantle showed that the

SCARDEC dip angles explain body wave data as well or slightlybetter than GCMT. Com-

parisons of SCARDEC dip angles with values from other individual earthquake studies

and with subduction slab geophysical constraints showed also a good agreement. Com-

paring realistic source time functions obtained by SCARDECwith source duration esti-

mates from other individual earthquake studies suggests that SCARDEC enables the rapid

identification of classical tsunami earthquakes with anomalously large source durations
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compared to their magnitudes, potentially complementary to existing routine ocean-wide

tsunami warning techniques.

Next we developed a new Monte Carlo normal mode earthquake source inversion

technique for the simultaneous determination of the rupture duration, length,Mw, fault

strike, dip and rake of large magnitude earthquakes (Mw > 8.0) with unilateral rupture.

Forward modelling of normal mode spectra is carried using Higher Order Perturbation

Theory (HOPT) which enables the incorporation of Earth’s rotation, ellipticity and 3-D

structure in the calculations. The optimisation is carriedout using the Neighbourhood

Algorithm, which explores the model space and allows us to identify source parameter

tradeoffs and quantify uncertainties in both an heuristic and a statistical manner. Synthetic

experiments investigating the effects of finite rupture, noise in the data, uncertainties in

Earth’s structure and spatio-temporal location errors in the source inversions, emphasised

the importance of taking into account realistic Earth’s structure, notably for rupture dura-

tion and length determinations. In addition, important tradeoffs (moment magnitude – dip

angle, strike – rake) have been observed, suggesting that rake angles may show substantial

errors (up to 25o). Application of our new technique to real earthquake normal mode data

for five shallow subduction earthquakes (2004Mw 9.3 Sumatra-Andaman, 2005Mw 8.6

Nias, 2007Mw 8.5 Bengkulu, 2010Mw 8.8 Chile, 2011Mw 9.1 Tohoku) and the recent,

nearly horizontal fault, deep, 2013Mw 8.3 Okhotsk Sea earthquake showed an over-

all good agreement between source models obtained from thistechnique and those from

existing catalogues (GCMT, WCMT, SCARDEC) and other individual studies. Further-

more, we obtained spatio-temporal constraints (rupture length and duration) consistent

with those of Lambotteet al. (2006, 2007) for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake

and we presented the first bulk rupture characteristics for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake

obtained from normal mode data, suggesting a rupture time of151 s and a fault length

of 461 km, highlighting the compact character of the earthquake’s source compared to its

magnitude.

Overall, we have shown that the low-frequency Earth’s normal modes excited by large

magnitude earthquakes can be a robust, independent tool forthe validation of existing

source models and the determination of earthquake source parameters and their bulk rup-

ture characteristics, notably average rupture velocity. The latter is an important dynamic
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source parameter that is not very easy to determine using other methods, as it’s often

strongly affected by constraints and assumptions in slip inversions (e.g., assumptions of

constant rupture velocity), so it is important to obtain it in independent ways. More-

over, our results have shown that, for the earthquakes studied and for the frequency range

considered, the source models are not frequency-dependent, a subject currently in debate

(Koperet al., 2012; Kiser and Ishii, 2011). Despite requiring very high quality long con-

tinuous time series and being associated with various source parameter tradeoffs, this the-

sis showed that low-frequency normal mode data are complementary to other data types

used in routine source studies, especially for earthquakeswith anomalously long source

duration or slow slip, which may be undetected by existing techniques.

6.6 Future work

The work carried out in this thesis can potentially be further expanded in several ways, as

follows:

• Bilateral rupture modelling of the initial phase could be investigated through syn-

thetic tests prior to real earthquake applications. The current modelling algorithm

could be expanded by including two fault segments with opposite rupture direc-

tion, allowing for a time delay between their rupture initiation. This yields a nine-

dimensional parameter space with the three additional parameters being a second

fault segment rupture duration and length, and the delay time between rupturing of

the different direction fault segments. This can be done by calculating two initial

phases, each one corresponding to different fault segments. However, Lambotte

et al. (2007) who studied the bilateral rupture of the 2005 Nias earthquake, stated

that the two opposite direction rupture segments will tend to cancel each other, and

the use of long-period normal mode data does not provide enough resolution to

allow their length identification, due to a tradeoff betweenthe lenghts of the two

segments.

• In the current version of our normal mode technique a search over a parameter space

for fault geometry and seismic moment is carried out, assuming a pure double-

couple mechanism. An inversion of five independent moment tensor components
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could be carried out instead still assuming a source type with no volume change

(Mrr +Mθθ +Mφφ = 0), but allowing for a non-double-couple mechanism. This

would require a different parameter space definition by searching over the moment

tensor components, rather than searching over the actual source parameters. As

a consequence, uncertainties would not refer directly to source parameters but to

moment tensor components. Similarly, any tradeoffs observed amongst source pa-

rameters in the current study, may not appear between momenttensor components

as the latter are defined by more than one parameter.

• It would be useful to test different 3-D Earth mantle and crustal models and, impor-

tantly, to address the issue of attenuation (Q) by using different 1-D Q models and

by incorporating a 3-D anelasticity model into the modelling. From our synthetic

tests we showed that initial phase estimates, and hence, rupture duration and length

determinations are very sensitive to uncertainties in the Earth’s structure. The use

of higher resolution 3-D models, such as S20RTS (Ritsemaet al., 1999), would be a

significant improvement to our technique. Moreover, the effect of the Earth’s crust

could also be studied by incorporating CRUST2.0 model (Bassin et al., 2000) in

the theoretical normal mode spectra calculations. Since very long time-series (up

to 20 days) are used in our inversions, it is straightforwardto consider the great

importance of attenuation which affects the amplitudes of theoretical normal mode

spectra calculations. Bearing in mind that our misfit function used by our inversion

technique, depends strongly on the amplitude of the spectra, it is expected to affect

directly the moment magnitude determinations, and given oftheMw – dip tradeoff,

the dip angle determinations, too. In its current form, our technique uses normal

mode qaulity factors based on 1-D PREM model. Although normal mode quality

factor measurements are not an easy task, and different models often show large

discrepancies, a 3-D anelasticity model, such as QR19 (Romanowicz, 1995), could

potentially improve the robustness of our technique.

• The addition of other data types to the inversions such as long-period body and sur-

face waveforms could potentially yield more robust results. Moreover, the incor-

poration of other data types could be combined with a search for centroid location
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parameters and it could strengthen the robustness of non-double-couple mecha-

nism determinations (Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010). The determination of an

earthquake’s location is a non-linear problem, which is usually solved in a least-

squares inversion. However, the use of the Neighbourhood Algorithm which per-

forms a global search of the parameter space, could enable the determination of

the earthquake’s location and depth using pre-calculated kernels within some space

boundaries. The use of long-period normal mode data alone, do not have enough

resolution to robustly determine the depth of an earthquake(especially for shallow

depth earthquakes), thus, the incorporation of surface and/or body wave data in our

inversions would overcome this limitation.

• The source model uncertainty estimations using our normal mode inversion tech-

nique could be expanded by using the second stage of the Neighbourhood Al-

gorithm (Sambridge, 1999b). The ensemble of models alreadydetermined can

be analysed in a quantitative manner, by calculating Bayesian integrals and thus,

the posterior probability density functions through Monte-Carlo integration. This

would provide more quantitative measures of uncertainty, resolution and tradeoffs

of the source parameters.
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Table A.1: SCARDEC source parameters of the subduction earthquakes studied (strike -φ, dip -
δ, rake -λ, moment magnitude -Mw, depth -Z) and their uncertainties for dip angle (∆δ), depth
(∆Z) and moment magnitude (∆Mw). The index numbers correspond to the earthquakes’ GCMT
codes (see chapter 3).

Index φ δ ∆δ λ Z ∆Z Mw ∆Mw

1 225.5 29.4 28.4 - 30.4 97.0 41.9 38.9 - 44.9 7.50 7.50 - 7.51
2 271.7 7.9 6.9 - 11.9 85.1 14.0 0.0 - 35.0 7.74 7.59 - 7.77
3 180.1 14.5 13.5 - 16.5 66.9 27.1 18.9 - 35.4 7.71 7.67 - 7.77
4 19.9 25.1 24.1 - 26.1 115.3 25.5 21.8 - 29.3 8.08 8.06 - 8.10
5 310.8 21.3 19.3 - 23.3 99.9 14.2 0.0 - 15.7 7.85 7.83 - 7.86
6 241.4 20.3 17.3 - 24.3 118.7 16.5 0.0 - 21.0 7.89 7.86 - 7.94
7 17.7 16.1 12.1 - 20.1 38.1 27.5 19.2 - 35.7 7.61 7.60 - 7.68
8 85.9 13.5 10.5 - 16.5 45.9 12.3 0.0 - 13.8 8.15 8.13 - 8.17
9 318.8 15.0 12.0 - 17.0 66.6 12.3 0.0 - 13.8 7.52 7.50 - 7.53
10 271.4 26.5 23.5 - 30.5 114.6 15.8 0.0 - 23.3 7.88 7.82 - 7.92
11 311.4 29.2 24.2 - 34.2 55.7 28.6 21.8 - 35.3 7.80 7.77 - 7.84
12 226.1 19.8 17.8 - 21.8 99.7 28.1 20.6 - 35.6 7.87 7.85 - 7.91
13 300.1 26.9 22.9 - 30.9 53.5 34.9 27.4 - 42.4 8.37 8.36 - 8.40
14 307.2 21.8 20.8 - 23.8 53.4 25.9 18.4 - 33.4 7.54 7.50 - 7.59
15 297.3 32.7 29.7 - 35.7 51.4 27.8 20.3 - 35.3 7.48 7.45 - 7.51
16 98.2 45.2 42.2 - 47.2 27.9 12.3 0.0 - 12.3 7.52 7.52 - 7.53
17 299.9 24.5 21.5 - 26.5 93.9 31.8 24.3 - 39.3 7.36 7.33 - 7.40
18 256.0 21.4 19.4 - 23.4 133.8 35.1 27.6 - 42.6 8.12 8.10 - 8.16
19 298.5 25.7 21.7 - 29.7 142.0 18.1 13.6 - 24.1 7.76 7.72 - 7.80
20 63.8 24.8 20.8 - 28.8 87.1 14.6 0.0 - 19.1 7.61 7.59 - 7.64
21 317.5 13.1 11.1 - 15.1 94.7 26.8 18.5 - 35.0 8.52 8.47 - 8.56
22 281.6 12.8 9.8 - 16.8 86.2 12.3 0.0 - 22.8 7.80 7.72 - 7.80
23 216.3 12.7 9.7 - 16.7 95.8 12.3 0.0 - 13.8 8.36 8.33 - 8.37
24 31.6 37.6 34.6 - 40.6 105.3 13.1 0.0 - 17.6 7.57 7.56 - 7.58
25 301.7 30.1 27.1 - 33.1 63.0 18.3 13.8 - 22.8 8.11 8.08 - 8.15
26 315.3 20.3 18.3 - 24.3 54.4 24.6 17.8 - 31.4 8.17 8.14 - 8.20
27 333.5 15.8 12.8 - 19.8 114.7 17.5 0.0 - 25.0 8.43 8.38 - 8.48
28 13.7 28.1 27.1- 29.1 111.2 49.1 44.6 - 53.6 7.73 7.72 - 7.75
29 103.3 27.7 25.7 - 30.7 63.0 14.0 0.0 - 17.0 7.62 7.60 - 7.64
30 35.0 31.8 26.8 - 35.8 144.4 25.5 18.8 - 32.3 7.72 7.70 - 7.76
31 26.4 18.2 15.2 - 22.2 119.4 27.0 20.3 - 33.8 8.79 8.77 - 8.82
32 303.8 13.3 11.3 - 15.3 81.7 23.3 15.8 - 30.8 7.73 7.68 - 7.79
33 320.4 8.5 7.5 - 9.5 95.9 12.3 0.0 - 12.3 7.84 7.84 - 7.84
34 187.0 10.9 8.9 - 13.9 70.8 12.4 0.0 - 16.9 9.11 9.06 - 9.11
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Table A.2: Numerical results of the misfit analysis for the GCMT and SCARDEC techniques. Amplitude msfitsm2
Ampl., real and imaginary FFT part misfitsm2

Re/Im and
the number of stations used at each component are shown.

Earthquake/Component m2

Ampl.
CMT m2

Ampl.
SCARDEC m2

Re/Im
CMT m2

Re/Im
SCARDEC Number of stations

1997 Kamchatka (LHZ) 0.3118 0.3092 0.7095 0.7645 20
1997 Kamchatka (LHT) 0.5507 0.5567 1.0607 0.8431 10

2009 New Zealand (LHZ) 0.3416 0.3662 0.7236 0.7599 18
2009 New Zealand (LHT) – – – – 8
2010 N. Sumatra (LHZ) 0.3312 0.3689 0.7465 0.7109 17
2010 N. Sumatra (LHT) – – – – 9
1996 Minahassa (LHZ) 0.3154 0.3429 0.7544 0.6700 20
1996 Minahassa (LHT) – – – – 4
1996 Andreanof (LHZ) 0.3088 0.3359 0.7086 0.7860 13
1996 Andreanof (LHT) 0.6056 0.6500 1.0236 1.0220 10

1995 Kuril (LHZ) 0.2777 0.3601 0.7197 0.8291 17
1995 Kuril (LHT) – – – – 8

1995 Jalisco (LHZ) 0.2893 0.3217 0.9217 1.1523 20
1995 Jalisco (LHT) 0.5637 0.5462 0.9311 0.9819 10
2007 Peru (LHZ) 0.2612 0.2621 0.6613 0.7602 20
2007 Peru (LHT) 0.4822 0.4251 0.8285 0.8555 10
1995 Chile (LHZ) 0.2616 0.2176 0.6047 0.6420 17
1995 Chile (LHT) 0.3886 0.3637 0.7454 0.7847 10

2007 Solomon (LHZ) 0.2855 0.3156 0.8634 0.8593 17
2007 Solomon (LHT) 0.3375 0.3390 0.8296 0.8357 10
2003 Hokkaido (LHZ) 0.3051 0.3298 0.9318 0.9692 20
2003 Hokkaido (LHT) 0.5334 0.5582 0.9918 0.9604 10

2001a Peru (LHZ) 0.2405 0.2709 0.7619 0.8438 18
2001a Peru (LHT) 0.4366 0.4075 0.8312 0.8265 10

2007 Sumatra (LHZ) 0.3842 0.3812 0.8956 0.8928 20
2007 Sumatra (LHT) 0.5168 0.5283 1.0282 0.9645 10
2005 Sumatra (LHZ) 0.2427 0.2623 0.6697 0.7408 20
2005 Sumatra (LHT) 0.4274 0.4547 0.8750 0.9211 13
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Table A.3: GCMT and SCARDEC source models compared with WCMT and other source models
found in the literature for the 22 earthquakes with substantial dip angle differences studied in
Chapter 3.

1994 Honshu
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 179.0 12.0 67.0 7.7 27.7 Mantle waves
SCARDEC 180.1 14.5 66.9 7.7 27.1 Body waves

WCMT 178.2 16.9 64.1 7.7 – W-phase
Taniokaet al. (1996) 180.0 9.0 75.0 – 22.0 Body waves

Satoet al. (1996) 155.0 13.0 45.0 – – Body waves
1995 Chile

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 354.0 22.0 87.0 8.0 28.7 Mantle waves

SCARDEC 19.9 25.1 115.3 8.1 25.5 Body waves
WCMT 14.7 17.2 117.1 8.1 – W-phase

Ruegget al. (1996) 8.0 18.0 110.0 7.2 31.0 Body waves
Ruegget al. (1996) – 20.0–24.0 113.0 8.2 – GPS data
Delouiset al. (1997) 3.0 17.0 97.0 – 35.0 Body waves
Carloet al. (1999) – 22.0 116.0 8.1 21.0–31.0 Surface waves

Ihmlé and Ruegg (1997) – – – 8.0 – Surface waves & Geodetic data
Klotz et al. (1999) – – 114.0 8.1 35.0 GPS data

1995 Jalisco
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 302.0 9.0 92.0 8.0 15.0 Mantle waves
SCARDEC 310.8 21.3 99.9 7.9 14.2 Body waves

WCMT 291.4 15.8 68.4 7.9 – W-phase
Escobedoet al. (1998) 306.0 26.0 94.0 7.5 24.0 Body waves

Mendoza and Hartzell (1999) – – – 7.9 – Body waves
Ortiz et al. (1998) – – – 7.9 – Tsunami data

Zobin (1997) – – – 7.8 12.0–15.0 Body waves
Melbourneet al. (1997) – – – – 15.0 GPS
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– continued

1995 Kuril
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 225.0 12.0 95.0 7.9 25.9 Mantle waves
SCARDEC 241.4 20.3 118.7 7.9 16.5 Body waves

WCMT 230.1 18.9 103.2 7.8 – W-phase
Hasegawaet al. (1994) – 30.0 – – – Earthquakes’ relocation

1996 Minahassa
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 36.0 6.0 54.0 7.9 15.0 Body & Mantle waves
SCARDEC 17.7 16.1 38.1 7.6 27.5 Body waves

WCMT 46.4 8.9 72.9 7.7 – W-phase
Gómezet al. (2000) 53.0 7.0 68.0 7.6 16.0 Body waves

ERI 35.0 14.0 58.0 7.4 49.0 Surface waves
1996 Andreanof

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 248.0 17.0 84.0 7.9 29.0 Mantle waves

SCARDEC 271.4 26.5 114.6 7.9 15.8 Body waves
WCMT 258.0 21.2 103.2 7.9 – W-phase

Kisslinger and Kikuchi (1997) – – – 7.7 35.0–55.0 Body waves
1997 Kamchatka

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 202.0 23.0 74.0 7.8 33.6 Body & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 226.1 19.8 99.7 7.9 28.1 Body waves
WCMT 201.1 19.0 74.4 7.9 – W-phase

Zobin and Levina (2001) – – – 7.8 – Body waves
2001a Peru

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 310.0 18.0 63.0 8.4 29.6 Mantle waves

SCARDEC 300.1 26.9 53.5 8.4 34.9 Body waves
WCMT 317.3 16.0 72.0 8.4 – W-phase

Bilek and Ruff (2002) 310.0 23.0 75.0 8.5 33.0 Body waves
Giovanniet al. (2002) – – – 8.2 25.0 Body waves
Taveraet al. (2006) – 28.0 – 8.1 29.0 Body waves

Robinsonet al. (2006) 311.0 12.0 68.0 8.4 – Surface waves
Robinsonet al. (2006) 301.0 14.0 44.0 8.5 – Mantle waves

Jordanet al. (1983) – 30.0 – – – Seismological & Geological data
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– continued

2001b Peru
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 306.0 14.0 52.0 7.6 25.0 Body & Mantle waves
SCARDEC 307.2 21.8 53.4 7.5 25.9 Body waves

WCMT 323.3 13.8 74.2 7.6 – W-phase
2002 Mindanao

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 314.0 25.0 70.0 7.5 28.7 Body & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 297.3 32.7 51.4 7.5 27.8 Body waves
WCMT 309.0 30.0 58.1 7.5 – W-phase

2002 New Guinea
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 106.0 34.0 43.0 7.6 19.5 Body & Mantle waves
SCARDEC 98.2 45.2 27.9 7.5 12.3 Body waves

WCMT 126.0 24.9 78.8 7.5 – W-phase
2003 Jalisco

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 308.0 12.0 110.0 7.5 26.0 Body & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 299.9 24.5 93.9 7.4 31.8 Body waves
WCMT 294.2 20.8 80.2 7.4 – W-phase

Yagi et al. (2004) 300.0 20.0 93.0 7.5 – Body waves
2003 Hokkaido

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 250.0 11.0 132.0 8.3 28.2 Mantle waves

SCARDEC 256.0 21.4 133.8 8.1 35.1 Body waves
WCMT 245.4 15.6 125.3 8.2 – W-phase

Ito et al. (2004) 246.0 16.0 124.0 7.9 29.0 Body waves
Yagi (2004) 250.0 20.0 130.0 17.0 8.1 Body waves

Hondaet al. (2004) 246.0 18.0 127.0 8.2 29.0 Strong motion data
Miyazaki et al. (2004) – – – 8.1 – GPS
Koketsuet al. (2003) – – – 8.2 – Strong motion & Geodetic data

Yamanaka and Kikuchi (2003) 230.0 20.0 109.0 8.0 25.0 Body waves
Miura et al. (2004) – – – 8.2 – GPS

Katsumataet al. (2003) – 20.0–30.0 – – – Earthquakes’ relocation
Hasegawaet al. (1994) – 30.0 – – – Earthquakes’ relocation
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– continued

2003 Rat Islands
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 280.0 19.0 122.0 7.8 21.7 Body & Mantle waves
SCARDEC 298.5 25.7 142.0 7.8 18.1 Body waves

WCMT 285.9 21.1 125.5 7.7 – W-phase
Yagi (2003) 270.0 6.0 116.0 7.8 12.0 Body waves

2005 Sumatra
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 333.0 8.0 118.0 8.6 25.8 Mantle waves
SCARDEC 317.5 13.1 94.7 8.5 26.8 Body waves

WCMT 333.2 12.3 114.5 8.5 – W-phase
Bukchin and Mostinskii (2007) 315.0 10.0 90.0 8.6 8.0-10.0 Surface waves

Koncaet al. (2007) – 10.0 – 8.6 – Normal modes/GPS
Hsuet al. (2006) – 8.0-12.0 – – 22.0 GPS

Kreemeret al. (2006) – – – 8.4 – GPS
2007 Solomon

Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 333.0 37.0 121.0 8.1 14.1 Body, Surface & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 301.7 30.1 63.0 8.1 18.3 Body waves
WCMT 322.4 30.0 101.3 8.1 – W-phase

Yagi (2007) 300.0 19.0 – – – Body waves
Ji (2007) 305.0 25.0 – – – Body waves

Taniokaet al. (2007) 315.0 35.0 – – – Deformation data
Chenet al. (2009) – 29.0 – – – Geodetic data

2007 Peru
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data

GCMT 321.0 28.0 63.0 8.0 33.8 Body, Surface & Mantle waves
SCARDEC 315.3 20.3 54.4 8.2 24.6 Body waves

WCMT 324.7 14.0 63.8 8.2 – W-phase
Hébertet al. (2009) 343.0 39.0 97.0 8.0 40.0 Mantle waves (PDFM)
Hébertet al. (2009) – – – 8.0 – Body waves
Hébertet al. (2009) – – – 8.0 – Tsunami data
Biggset al. (2009) 324.0 22.0 68.0 8.0 – Surface waves
Biggset al. (2009) 324.0 12.0 70.0 8.0 – Body waves
Biggset al. (2009) – – – 8.2 – InSAR

Motaghet al. (2008) – – – 8.1 – InSAR
Jordanet al. (1983) – 30.0 – – – Seismological & Geological data
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– continued

2007 Sumatra
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 328.0 9.0 114.0 8.5 24.4 Body, Surface & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 333.5 15.8 114.7 8.4 17.5 Body waves
WCMT 317.1 13.6 95.0 8.3 – W-phase

Lorito et al. (2008) – – – 8.4 20.0–30.0 Tsunami data
Koncaet al. (2008) – – – 8.4 25.0 GPS, InSAR & Body waves

2007 Chile
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 358.0 20.0 98.0 7.7 37.6 Body, Surface & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 13.7 28.1 111.2 7.7 49.1 Body waves
WCMT 7.2 17.6 112.0 7.8 – W-phase

Delouiset al. (2009) 0.0 20.0 105.0 – – Body waves
Peyratet al. (2010) 358.0 26.0 109.0 – – Body waves

Béjar-Pizarroet al. (2010) – 22.0 105.0 – – GPS
Béjar-Pizarroet al. (2010) – 20.0 93.0 – – InSAR

2009 Irian Jaya
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 99.0 23.0 47.0 7.7 15.2 Body, Surface & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 103.3 27.7 63.0 7.6 14.0 Body waves
WCMT 102.1 26.3 62.1 7.6 – W-phase

2009 New Zealand
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 25.0 26.0 138.0 7.8 23.5 Body, Surface & Mantle waves

SCARDEC 35.0 31.8 144.4 7.7 25.5 Body waves
WCMT 29.0 25.7 135.1 7.8 – W-phase

2010 N. Sumatra
Study φ(o) δ(o) λ(o) Mw Depth (km) Data
GCMT 307.0 7.0 88.0 7.8 17.6 Mantle waves

SCARDEC 303.8 13.3 81.7 7.7 23.3 Body waves
WCMT 314.8 9.3 97.6 7.7 – W-phase
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Table B.1: Input source parameters (inp.) and parameter space boundaries (min. and max.) over strike (φ), dip (δ), rake (λ), moment magnitude (Mw), rupture duration (Tr)
and length (L) for the four different earthquakes tested (thrust, strike-slip, normal) in finite source synthetic tests. The parameter space ranges40o in strike and rake,30o in
dip, 0.6 in moment magnitude, 100 s in rupture duration and 240 km in length. The same parameter space is used in our point source inversion tests for strike, dip, rake and
Mw determinations. Input model beachballs are shown on top.

min. inp. max. min. inp. max. min. inp. max. min. inp. max.
φ(o) 313.0 343.0 353.0 251.0 281.0 291.0 33.0 43.0 73.0 352.0 15.0 32.0
δ(o) 1.0 6.1 31.0 59.0 84.0 89.0 34.0 59.0 64.0 1.0 18.0 31.0
λ(o) 97.0 107.0 137.0 7.0 17.0 47.0 -140.0 -115.0 -100.0 95.0 110.0 135.0
Mw 9.1 9.3 9.7 7.6 8.1 8.2 7.9 8.1 8.5 8.6 8.8 9.2
Tr(s) 455.0 545.0 555.0 0.0 90.0 100.0 0.0 60.0 100.0 150.0 230.0 250.0
L(km) 1104.0 1140.0 1344.0 2.0 240.0 242.0 36.0 220.0 276.0 400.0 600.0 640.0
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Figure B.1: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 1998Antarctic plate strike
slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and
rupture length of 240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettles et al. (1999), as the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used
to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude
spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable
range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit
values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit
function evolution.
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Figure B.2: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.1. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.3: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 1998Antarctic plate strike
slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and
rupture length of 240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettles et al. (1999), as the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used
to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels. White noise is also added to synthetic data:
(a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal
source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters
correspond to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated
with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure B.4: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.3. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.5: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 1998Antarctic plate strike
slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and
rupture length of 240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettles et al. (1999), as the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km). SAW12D 3-D model
is used to build the synthetic data and PREM for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit
acceleration amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c)
optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source
models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal
source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure B.6: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.5. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.7: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2007Kuril normal faulting
earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT)
using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a totalrupture duration of 60 s and rupture
length of 220 km, based on the rupture model of Layet al. (2009), as the input model (φ =
43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used
to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude
spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable
range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit
values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit
function evolution.
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Figure B.8: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.7. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.9: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2007Kuril normal faulting
earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT)
using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a totalrupture duration of 60 s and rupture
length of 220 km, based on the rupture model of Layet al. (2009), as the input model (φ =
43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used
to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels. White noise is also added to synthetic data:
(a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal
source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters
correspond to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated
with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure B.10: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.9. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.11: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2007Kuril normal faulting
earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT)
using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a totalrupture duration of 60 s and rupture
length of 220 km, based on the rupture model of Layet al. (2009), as the input model (φ =
43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to
build the synthetic data and PREM for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration
amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3 and 0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal
and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models
yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source
model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure B.12: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.11. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o,Mw = 8.1) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.13: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2010Chile thrust earthquake,
using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) using an
artificial unilateral rupture model based on the source model of Delouiset al. (2010) assuming a
total rupture duration of 230 s and rupture length of 600 km, as the input model (φ = 15o, δ =
18o, λ = 110o, Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build
the synthetic data and the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra
of 0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range
of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond tosource models yielding misfit values
not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function
evolution.
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Figure B.14: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.13. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o,Mw = 8.8) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.15: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2010Chile thrust earthquake,
using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) using an
artificial unilateral rupture model based on the source model of Delouiset al. (2010) assuming a
total rupture duration of 230 s and rupture length of 600 km, as the input model (φ = 15o, δ =
18o, λ = 110o, Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build
the synthetic data and the excitation kernels. White noise is also added to synthetic data: (a)
480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra of0S2, 0S3 and 0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal
source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters
correspond to source models yielding misfit values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated
with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure B.16: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.15. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o,Mw = 8.8) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure B.17: Results from a point source inversion for the artificial 2010Chile thrust earthquake,
using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT) using an
artificial unilateral rupture model based on the source model of Delouiset al. (2010) assuming a
total rupture duration of 230 s and rupture length of 600 km, as the input model (φ = 15o, δ =
18o, λ = 110o, Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used to build the
synthetic data and PREM for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude
spectra of0S2, 0S3 and0S0 multiplets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable
range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit
values not 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit
function evolution.
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Figure B.18: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure B.17. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o,Mw = 8.8) and red dashed lines correspond to optimal models
determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values are also shown.
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Figure C.1: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 1998Antarctic plate strike
slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s
and rupture length of 240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettles et al. (1999), as the input
model (φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km). SAW12D 3-D
model is used to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels. White noise is also added to
synthetic data: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra of0S

0,±1,±2
2 and0S

0
0 singlets,

(b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable
parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest
misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure C.2: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure C.1. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km) and red dashed lines
correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) values are also shown.
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Figure C.3: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 1998Antarctic plate strike
slip earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 90 s and
rupture length of 240 km, based on the rupture model of Nettles et al. (1999), as the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km). SAW12D 3-D model
is used to build the synthetic data and PREM for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit
acceleration amplitude spectra of0S

0,±1,±2
2 and0S

0
0 singlets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c)

optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source
models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal
source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure C.4: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure C.3. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 281o, δ = 84o, λ = 17o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 90 s,L = 240 km) and red dashed lines
correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) values are also shown.
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Figure C.5: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 2007Kuril normal fault-
ing earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFTmisfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 60 s and
rupture length of 220 km, based on the rupture model of Layet al. (2009), as the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km). SAW12D 3-D model
is used to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels. White noise is also added to syn-
thetic data: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectra of0S

±1,±2
2 and0S

0
0 singlets, (b)

optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable rangeof source parameters (acceptable pa-
rameters correspond to source models yielding misfit valuesup to 1% larger than the lowest misfit
associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure C.6: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure C.5. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km) and red dashed lines
correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) values are also shown.
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Figure C.7: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 2007Kuril normal fault-
ing earthquake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFTmisfits (97% amplitude and 3%
FFT) using the GCMT location and fault geometry, assuming a total rupture duration of 60 s and
rupture length of 220 km, based on the rupture model of Layet al. (2009), as the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km). SAW12D 3-D model
is used to build the synthetic data and PREM for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit
acceleration amplitude spectra of0S

±1,±2
2 and0S

0
0 singlets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c)

optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source
models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal
source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure C.8: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure C.7. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 43o, δ = 59o, λ = −115o, Mw = 8.1, Tr = 60 s,L = 220 km) and red dashed lines
correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) values are also shown.
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Figure C.9: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 2010Chile thrust earth-
quake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT)
using an artificial unilateral rupture model based on the source model of Delouiset al. (2010)
assuming a total rupture duration of 230 s and rupture lengthof 600 km, as the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o, Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km). SAW12D 3-D model is
used to build the synthetic data and the excitation kernels.White noise is also added to synthetic
data: (a) 480-hr optimal fit acceleration amplitude spectraof 0S

±1,±2
2 , 0S

±1,±3
3 and0S

0
0 singlets,

(b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable
parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest
misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure C.10: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure C.9. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o, Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km) and red dashed lines
correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) values are also shown.
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Figure C.11: Results from a finite source inversion for the artificial 2010Chile thrust earth-
quake, using a combination of the amplitude and FFT misfits (97% amplitude and 3% FFT)
using an artificial unilateral rupture model based on the source model of Delouiset al. (2010)
assuming a total rupture duration of 230 s and rupture lengthof 600 km, as the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o,Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km). SAW12D 3-D model is used
to build the synthetic data and PREM for the excitation kernels: (a) 480-hr optimal fit accelera-
tion amplitude spectra of0S

±1,±2
2 , 0S

±1,±3
3 and0S

0
0 singlets, (b) optimal source mechanism, (c)

optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable parameters correspond to source
models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest misfit associated with the optimal
source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure C.12: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for the experiment of Figure C.11. Normalized
frequency plots are shown at the bottom. The black dashed lines correspond to the input model
(φ = 15o, δ = 18o, λ = 110o, Mw = 8.8, Tr = 230 s,L = 600 km) and red dashed lines
correspond to optimal models determined from the inversions. Mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) values are also shown.
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Table D.1: Parameter space boundaries (min. and max.) over strike (φ), dip (δ), rake (λ), moment magnitude (Mw), rupture duration (Tr) and length (L) of the six earthquakes
studied in this Chapter. The parameter space ranges40o in strike and rake,30o in dip, 0.6 in moment magnitude, 100 s in rupture duration and240 km in length. The same
parameter space is used in our point source inversion tests for strike, dip, rake andMw determinations.

2004 Sumatra 2005 Nias 2007 Bengkulu 2011 Tohoku 2013 Okhotsk Sea 2010 Chile
min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max.

φ(o) 309.0 349.0 313.0 353.0 308.0 348.0 183.0 223.0 171.0 211.0 359.0 39.0
δ(o) 1.0 31.0 1.0 31.0 1.0 31.0 1.0 31.0 1.0 31.0 3.0 33.0
λ(o) 90.0 130.0 98.0 138.0 94.0 134.0 68.0 108.0 -112.0 -72.0 96.0 136.0
Mw 8.7 9.3 8.3 8.9 8.2 8.8 8.8 9.4 8.0 8.6 8.5 9.1
Tr(s) 460.0 560.0 – – – – 133.2 223.2 – – – –
L(km) 1100.0 1340.0 – – – – 319.7 519.7 – – – –
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Figure D.1: Results from a point source inversion for the 2005 Nias earthquake. SAW12D 3-
D model is used to build the excitation kernels: (a) 240-hr optimal fit amplitude spectra of0S2,
0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 multiplets with respect to the GCMT centroid location,
(b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable
parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest
misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure D.2: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for inversion results of Figure D.1 for the 2005
Nias earthquake. Normalized frequency plots are shown at the bottom. Mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) values are also shown on top of the normalized frequency plots. Red dashed lines
show optimal source parameters obtained from point source inversion.
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Figure D.3: Results from a point source inversion for the 2007 Bengkulu earthquake. SAW12D
3-D model is used to build the excitation kernels: (a) 240-hroptimal fit amplitude spectra of0S2,
0S3, 0S4, 1S2, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-2S2-3S1 multiplets with respect to the GCMT centroid location,
(b) optimal source mechanism, (c) optimal and acceptable range of source parameters (acceptable
parameters correspond to source models yielding misfit values up to 1% larger than the lowest
misfit associated with the optimal source model), (d) misfit function evolution.
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Figure D.4: Uncertainties and tradeoffs as shown from ensembles produced by Neighbourhood
Algorithm and plotted as pairs of source parameters for inversion results of Figure D.3 for the
2007 Bengkulu earthquake. Normalized frequency plots are shown at the bottom. Mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ) values are also shown on top of the normalized frequency plots. Red dashed
lines show optimal source parameters obtained from point source inversion.
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